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SEVENTY-SECOND CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION 

SENATE 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1932 

<Legislative day of Wednesday, February 24, 1932> 

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, on the expiration 
of the recess. 

Mr. FESS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a 
quorum. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll. 
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following Sen

ators answered to their names: 
Ashurst Cutting Jones 
Austin Dale Kean 
Bailey Davis Kendrick 
Bankhead Dtcklllson Keyes 
Barbour D111 King 
Bingham Fess La Follette 
Black Fletcher Lewis 
Blaine Frazier Logan 
Borah George Long 
Bratton Glass McG111 
Brookhart Glenn McNary 
Broussard Goldsborough Metcalf 
Bulkley Gore Morrison 
Bulow Hrue - Mo~s 
Byrnes Harrison Neely 
Capper Hastln,gs Norbeck 
Caraway Hatfield Norris 
Carey Hawes Nye 
Connally Hayden Oddle 
Coolidge Hebert Patterson 
Copeland Howell Pittman 
Costigan Hull Reed 
Couzens Johnson Robinson, Ark. 

Robinson, Ind. 
Schall 
Sheppard 
Shlpstead 
Smith 
Smoot 
Stelwer 
Stephens 
Thomas, Idaho 
Tnomas, Okla. 
Townsend 
Trammell 
Tydings 
Vandenberg 
Wagner 
Walcott 
Walsh, Mass. 
Walsh, Mont. 
Watson 
Wheeler 
White 

Mr. JOHNSON. I announce the absence of my colleague 
the junior Senator from California [Mr. SHORTRIDGE] by 
reason of continued illness and ask that the announcement 
may stand for the day. 

Mr. GEORGE. I desire to announce that my collea~e 
the Senator from Georgia, [Mr. HARRis] is detained from the 
Senate by illness. · 

Mr. GLASS. I wish to announce that my colleague' the 
senior Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANsoN] is absent in 
attendance upon the disarmament conference at Geneva, 
Switzerland. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Ninety Senators have answered 
to their names. A quorum is present. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Messages in writing from the President of the United 
States were communicated to the Senate by Mr. Latta, one 
of his secretaries. 

OTTER CLIFFS RADIO STATION, ACADIA NATIONAL PARK, ME. 
(S. DOC. NO. 62) 

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a communi
cation from the President of the United States transmitting 
an amendment of the estimate of appropriation for "roads 
and trails, national parks," National Park Service, Depart
ment of the Interior, contained in the Budget for 1933, to 
provide for the removal and reconstruction of the Otter 
Cliffs Radio Station within Acadia National Park, Me., 
which, with the accompanying papers, was referred to the 
Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed. 

TRUSTEE TO NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Delaware 
[Mr. HAsTINGs] has tendered his resignation as a consulting 
trustee to the National Training School for Boys. The Chair, 
in accordance with law, appoints the Senator from New 
Jersey [Mr. BARBoUR] to :fill the vacancy. 
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EMERGENCY CREDIT EXPANSION-cONFERENCE REPORT (S. DOC. 
NO. 60) 

Mr. GLASS submitted the following report, which was 
ordered to lie on the table and to be printed: 

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of 
the two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill 
<H. R. 9203) to improve the facilities of the Federal reserve 
system for the service of commerce, industry, and agricul
ture, to provide means for meeting the needs of member 
banks in exceptional circumstances, and for other purposes, 
having met, after full and free conference have agreed to 
recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses 
as follows: 

That the House recede from its disagreement to the 
amendment of the Senate and agree to the same with an 
amendment as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be 
inserted by the Senate amendment insert: 

" That the Federal reserve act, as amended, is further 
amended by inserting, between sections 10 and 11 thereof, 
a new section reading as follows: 

"'SEc. 10 <a> Upon receiving the consent of not less 
than five members of the Federal Reserve Board. any Fed
eral reserve bank may make advances, in such amount as 
the board of directors of such Federal reserve bank may 
determine, to groups of five or more member banks within 
its district, a majority of them independently owned and 
controlled, upon their time or demand promissory notes, 
provided the bank or banks which receive the proceeds of 
such advances as herein provided have no adequate amounts 
of eligible and acceptable assets available to enable such 
bank or banks to obtain sufficient credit accommodations 
from the Federal reserve bank through rediscounts or ad
vances other than as provided in section 10 (b). The lia
bility of the individual banks in each group must be limited 
to such proportion of the total amount advanced to such 
group as the deposit liability of the respective banks bears 
to the aggregate deposit liability of all banks in such group, 
but such advances may be made to a lesser number of such 
me:nber banks if the aggregate amount of their deposit 
liability constitutes at least 10 per cent of the entire de
posit liability of the member banks within such district. 
Such banks shall be authorized to distribute the proceeds 
of such loans to such of their number and in such amount 
as they may agree upon, but before so doing they shall 
require such recipient banks to deposit with a suitable 
trustee, representing the entire group, their individual 
notes made in favor of the group protected by such col
lateral security as may be agreed upon. Any Federal reserve 
bank making such advance shall charge interest or discount 
thereon at a rate not less than 1 per cent above its discount 
rate in effect at the time of making such advance. No such 
note upon which advances are made by a Federal reserve 
bank under this section shall be eligible under section 16 
of this act as collateral security for Federal reserve notes. 

"'No obligations of any foreign government, individual, 
partnership, association, or corporation organized under 
the laws thereof shall be eligible as collateral security for 
advances under this section. 

" ' Member banks are authorized to obligate themselves in 
accordance with the provisions of this section.' 

" SEc. 2. The Federal reserve act, as amended, is further 
amended by adding, immediately after such new section 10 
(a). an additional new section readi.ng as follows: 
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" ' SEc. 10. (b) Until March 3, 1933, and in exceptional tions for law enforcement and education in law observ

and exigent· circumstances, and when any member bank, ance, which were referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
having a capital of not exceeding $5,000,000, has no further He also laid before the Senate resolutions adopted by the 
eligible and acceptable assets available to enable it to ob- ~hio Vegetable Growers Association, Columbus, Ohio, favor
tam adequate credit accommodations through redlscounting mg Federal support for all extension activities of interest 
at the Federal reserve bank or any other method provided to the producers of vegetable crops and commending the 

· by this act other than that provided by section 10 (a), any Federal-State inspection service with regard to potatoes and 
Federal reserve bank, subject in each case to affirmative ac- vegetables in Ohio, etc., which were referred to the Com
tion by not less than five members of the Federal Reserve mittee on Agriculture and Forestry. 
Board, may make advances to such member bank on its He also laid before the Senate a letter in the nature of 
time or demand promissory notes secured to the satisfac- a memorial from Paul Howland, Esq., chairman committee 
tion of such Federal reserve bank: Provided, That (1) each on jurisprudence and law reform of the American Bar Asso
such note shall bear interest at a rate not less than 1 per elation, of Cleveland, Ohio, in relation to Senate bill 935, 
cent per annum higher than the highest discount rate .in the so-called anti-injunction bill, and expressing opposi- · 
effect at such Federal reserve bank on the date of such note, tion to legislation radically limiting the jurisdiction of the 
(2) the Federal Reserve Board may by regulation limit and Federal .courts or decreasing the power thereof, which was 
define the classes of assets which may be accepted -as se- ordered to lie on the table. 
curity for advances made under authority of this section, He -also laid before the Senate resolutions adopted by 
and . (3) no note accepted for any such advance shall be the West Side Improvement Association, of South Pasadena, 
eligible as collateral security for Federal reserve notes. Calif., favoring the passage of legislation reducing expendi-

" 'No obligations of any foreign government, individual tures for Government transportation, entertainment, con
partnership, association, or corporation organized under tingent expenses, and salaries falling within the higher 
the laws thereof shall be eligible as collateral security for brackets; also the elimination of duplicating bureaus, com
advances under this section.' missions, and departments of the Government; and also 

"SEc. 3. The second paragraph of section 16 of the Fed- the passage of legislation for governmental aid in providing 
eral reserve act, as amended, is amended 'to read as follows: work at a living wage for the able-bodied unemployed, 

"• Any Federal reserve bank may make application to the which we~e referred to the Committee on Appropriations. 
local Federal reserve agent for such amount of the Federal f Mr. KENDRICK presented numerous memorials and 
reserve notes hereinbefore provided for as it I}laY require. PaJ?e~s in the nature of memoria~ fr~m su~dry citizens and 
Such application shall be accompanied with a tender to the rehgwus and temperance orgaruzatwns m the State of 
local Federal reserve agent of collateral in amount equal to 'Yyoming, rer_nonstrating against the proposed !es~bmis
the sum of the Federal reserve notes thus applied for and swn o~ the eighteenth ame~dment of .the Const~tutwn to 
issued pursuant to such application. The collateral security ?e ratified b~ state conventiOns or leg.ISl~tures and favor
thus offered shall be notes, drafts, bills of exchange, or ac- mg the making of a~equ~te appropnations for .law en
ceptances acquired under the provisions of section 13 of this forcement and educa.tlon In law ob~e.rvance, which were 
act, or bills of exchange indorsed by a member bank of any referred to the Committee on the. Judiciary. 
Federal reserve district and purchased under the provisions Mr. ~LAINE. presente~ resolutiOns .adopted by groups of 
of section 14 of this act, or bankers' acceptances purchased th~ Polish National Alliance of Mosmee, ~ausaukee, and 
under the provisions of said section 14, or gold or gold certi:fi- M~wa~ee <Groups Nos. 253 and 1637), !111 I~ the State. of 
cates: Provided, however, That until March 3, 1933, should WISconsi_D. favormg t~e passage of ~egiSlatwn requestmg 
the Federal Reserve Board deem it in the public interest, it the Preside~~ to procl!lrm October. 11 m each year as Gen
may, upon the affirmative vote of not less than a majority of eral ~ulaski ~ memon!l~ day, which were referred to the 
its members authorize the Federal reserve banks to offer and Committee on the Judiciary. 
the Federal' reserve agents to accept, as such collaterai se- Mr. ~AN presented n~e1·o~ telegrams in the nature of 
curity direct obligations of the United states on March memonals from sundry citizens m the State of New Jersey, 
3, 1933, or sooner, should the Federal Reserve Board so de- remonstratin~ agai~t the proposed imposition of a .Federal 
cide, such authorization shall terminate and such obliga- t~x on gasoline, which were referred to the Committee on 
tions of the United States be retired as security for .Federal Finance. . 
reserve notes. In no event shall such collateral security be . ~· B~ presented ~umerous mem?nals o~ sundry 
less than the amount of Federal re~rve notes applied for. citizens In th~ St~te of ~h~o, remonstratm~ against the 
The Federal reserve agent shall each day notify the Federal passage of leg~sla~wn pro':~ for the cl~smg of barber 
Reserve Board of all issues and withdrawals of Federal re- shops on Sund~y m the DIStrict of Columbia, or other re
serve notes to and by the Federal reserve bank to which he stricti~e religious ~eas.ures, which ~ere referred to the 
is accredited. The said Federal Reserve Board may at any Committee on the DIStrict of C~l~mbia. . . 
time call uoon a Federal reserve bank for additional se- Mr. JONES presented a petitiOn of sundry citizens of 
curity to protect the Federal reserve notes issued to it.'" Seattle, Wash., praying for the imposition of a tariff duty on 

And the senate agree to the same. , ~ported oil, which was referred to the Committee on 
F C WALCOTT Fmance. 
J~H~ G. To~sEND He also presented a petition of sundry citizens of White 
CARTER GLASs ' Salmon, Wash., praying for the reduction and limitation of 

Managers on the part of the Senate. arma.~en~s, the pr?hibitio~ of chemica;! warfare, and the 

~· . 

• f 

H. B. STEAGALL, 
C. H. BRA:r>."D, 
W. F. STEVENSON, 
L. T. McFADDEN, 
JAMES G. STRONG, 

Managers on the part of the House. 

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS 
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate resolu

tions adopted by the Woman's Christian Temperance 
Unions of Norway, N.Y .• and Katy, Tex., protesting against 
the proposed resubmission of the eighteenth amendment of 
the Constitution to be ratified by State conventions or legis
latures and favoring the making of adequate appropria-

orgaruzatwn of an mternatwnal delegatiOn on enforcement, 
which was refened to the Committee on Foreign Relations. 

He also presented a petition of sundry citizens of Bridge
port, Wash., praying for the maintenance of the prohibition 
law and its enforcement, which was referred to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

He also presented resolutions adopted by the Woman's 
Christian Temperance Unions of Amboy, Bellingham, Cen
tralia, Deming, Longview, Monitor, Mount Vernon, Okano
gan. Port Orchard, West Seattle; the Church of the Naza
rene of Kennewick; the English Congregational Church of 
Odessa; the Morningside Woman's Christian Temperance 
Union, the Columbia Woman's Christian Temperance Union, 
and the Ladies' Aid Society of the First Methodist Episcopal 
Church, all of Seattle, all in the State of Washington, pro-
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testing against the proposec:i resnbmission of the eighteenth 
amendment of the Constitution to be ratified by State con
ventions or legislatures, and favoring the making of ,adt:quate 
appropriations for law enforcement and education in law 
observance, which were referred to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

Mr. AUSTIN presented a memorial of sundry citizens of 
Jamaica, Vt., remonstrating against the passage of legisla
tion providing for the closing of barber shops on Sunday in 
the District of Columbia, or other restrictive religious meas
ures, which was referred to the Committee on the District 
of Columbia. -

He also presented a petition of sundry citizens of Walling
ford, Vt., praying for the passage of the so-called Beck
Linthicum resolution, being House Joint Resolution 209, 
proposing an amendment to the eighteenth amendment of 
the Constitution, which was referred to the Committee on 
the Judiciary. 

He also presented petitions of sundry citizens of Fair 
Haven, Gr~nsboro, and Lamoille c 'ounties, in the State of 
Vermont, praying for the maintenance of the prohibition 
law and its enforcement, which were referred to the Com-. 
mittee on the Judiciary. 

Mr. BARBOUR presented a resolution adopted by the 
Board of Commissioners of Trenton, N.J., protesting against 
the passage of House bill 77, authorizing the construction, 
maintenance, and operation of a bridge across the Delaware 
River at or near Wilmington, Del., which was referred to the 
Committee on Commerce. 

He also presented resolutions adopted by Grange No. 111, 
of Mickleton, N. J., favoring the passage of legislation to 
investigate and prevent the activities of communists in the 
country, which were referred to the Committee on Immigra
tion. 

He also presented resolutions adopted by Waiter& and 
Cooks' Local Union No. 10, of Union City, N.J., favoring the 
modification of the Volstead Act so as to legalize the manu
facture, sale, and transportation of light wines and beer~ 
which were referred to the Committee on the Judicia~y. 

He also presented resolutions adopted by Nortp Bergel:l 
(N.J.) Post, No. 23, the American Legion, favoring the pas
sage of legislation providing for the maintenance of adequate 
military and naval defens~s. which was referreq to the Com
mittee on Appropriations. 

He also presented resolutions adopted by North _Bergen 
(N. J~) Post, No. 23, the American Legion, favoring the im
mediate payment in cash of adjusted-compensation certifi
cates (bonus) , which were referred to the Committee on 
Finance. 

He also presented a memorial of sundry citizens of Bergen
field, N. J., remonstrating-against the pa·ssa'ge of le[dslation 
providing for the closing of _barber shops on Sunday in th 
District of Columbia, or other restrictive religious mea.Sures, 
which was referred to the Committee on the District of 
Columbia. 

He also presented a petition of sundry citizens of Penns 
Grove and vicinity, in the State of New Jersey, praying for 
the maintenance of the prolu'bition law and its enforcement, 
and protesting agairist any measures looking toward its 
modification or repeal, which was referred to the Comihittee 
on the Judiciary. 

Mr. COPELAND presented a resolution adopted by the 
Niagara County Pomona Grange, of Lockport, N.Y., remon
strating against the making of an appropriation for the 
irrigation of the Columbia River basin project, which was 
referred to the Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation. · 

He also presented a petition of the District of Columbia 
Congress of Parents and Teachers, of Washington, D~ C., 
praying the passage of Senate bill 2328, providing for the 
election of the Board of Education of the District. of Colum
bia by .the people, which was referred to the Committee ori 
the District of Columbia. 

He also presented a memorial of citizens of Blossvale, 
N. Y., remonstrating against the restriction of religious lib
erty and the passage of legislation providing for the closing 

of -barber shops on Sunday in the District of Columbia, 
which was referred to the Committee on the District of 
Columbia. 

He also-prese~ted a petition_ of citizens of New York City 
and vicinity praying for the enactment of legislation pro-.. 
viding for the cash payment of World War veterans' ad
justed-compensation certificates, which was referred to the 
Committee on Finance. 

He also presented a resolution adopted by members ot 
St. James-Methodist Episcopal Church, of New York City,
favoring pacific methods of settling international disputes,~ 
which was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations. 

He also presented a resolution adopted by Woodhaven
Post, No. 118 (Inc.), American Legion, of Woodhaven, N.Y., 
-remonstrating against reductions in salaries of Government 
employees, which was referred -to the Committee on Civil 
Service. · 

He also presented a petition of citizens of New York State 
praying an investigation into conditions in the coal fields of 
Harlan ·County, Ky., and a study of the coal industry, which 
was referred to the Committee on Education and Labor. 

He also presented a resolution adopted by the Chamber of 
Commerce of The ·Moriches, of Center Moriches, Long 
Island, N. Y., favoring the passage of the so-called home 
loan bank bill, which was referred to the Committee on 
Banking and Currency. 

He also presented a resolution adopted by the Dolgeville 
<N. Y.) Exchange Club and a petition of citizens of the 
State of New York praying a reduction in Government ex
penditures, which was referred to the Committee on Appro
priations. 

He also presented resolutions adopted by the Westchester 
County Committee of the American Legion, Department of 
New York, and the Democratic Veterans' Association of the 
Bronx (Inc.) , remonstrating against reductions in appro
priations for the national defense, wllich were referred to 
the Committee on . Appropriations. 

He also presented a resolution adopted by Buffalo Nest, 
No. 1, Fraternal Order of Orioles, of Buffalo, N. Y., favoring 
the passage of legislation providing for 2.75 per cent beer 
and also light wine, which was referred to the Committee 
on Manufactures. 

He also presented . resolutions adopted by groups of the 
Polish National Alliance of Syracuse, Lackawanna, Utica, 
Buffalo, and New York City, in the State of New York, 
praying for the passage of legislation !(questing the Presi
dent to proclaim October 11 in each year as General Pu
laski's memorial day, which was referred to the Committee 
on the Judiciary. 

He also presented memorials and papers in the nature 
of mem6rials from sundry citizens and religious and temper
ance organizations in the .State of New York, remonstrating 
against ·the proposed resubmissian of the eighteenth amend
ment of the Constitution to be ratified by State conventions 
or legislatures, and favoring the making of adequate appro
priations for law enforcement and education in law ob
servance, which were referred to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

PROPOSED FEDERAL TAX ON GASOLINE 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I submit a 
number of telegrams, all from the State of Arkansas, in 
the nature of memQrials or remonstrances variously signed 
by W. G. Nutt, H. H. Bumpers, Birnie Harper, George Ellef
son, all of Fort Smith; G. A. Chambers, of Eldorado; 0. C. 
Day and B. P. Patten, both of Smackover; G. E. Jernigan, 
of Dermott; -Homer H. Cole, of Hoxie; E. P. McBryde, R. D. 
Judd, E. C. Love, D. C. Cowling, J. H. Kirkpatrick, and F. S. 
McNeil, all of Rogers; John Rutherford, Rex Oil Co., Benton 
Miller Oil Co., by B. W. Benton, and the Pine Bluff Chamber 
of pommerce; all of Pine Bluff; Floyd SheiTod, W. S. Kotch, 
cbairman, and so forth; Clifton W. Gray, W. T. Briggs, 
president Arkansas Motor Club, and the Little Rock Rubber 
Merchants' Association, by J. F. Finley, all of Little Rock~ 
T. E. SpruelL E. M. Coleman, E. A. Campbell, and J. ~ 
Vaughan, all of Russellville. 
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All these messages protest against the imposition of a 

Federal tax on gasoline. I ask that they may be referred 
to the Committee on Finance. 
· The VICE PRESIDENT. The telegrams will be so re
ferred. 

THE REMONETIZATION OF SILVER 
Mr. WHEELER presented a telegram from the Bimetallic 

Association. Denver, Colo., on the silver question, which was 
referred to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

DENVER, COLO., February 16, 1932. 
Hon. BURTON K. WHEELER. 

UnitecL States Senate, Washington, D. C.: 
Silver conference to-day, after two days of session, adopted with 

only 3 dissenting votes series of resolutions advocating all th~ 
essentials of your bill. The conference stood unequivocally for 
tree and unlimited -coinage at the present rati() without any com
promise. Suggestions for further delays in behalf of international 
conference rejected ·by conference. Congratulations on your good 
:Work. 

BIMETALLIC ASSOCIATION. 

Mr. WHEELER also presented a petition of sundry citi
eens of Morganfield, Union County, Ky., praying for the 
passage of legislation known as the Wheeler silver bill, pro
viding for the remonetization of silver, which was referred 
to the Committee on Finance. 

PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF ANTITRUST LAW 
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. President, may I 

invite the attention of the chairman of the Judiciary Com
mittee [Mr. NoRRIS] and the chairman of the Committee 
on Interstate Commerce [Mr. CouzENS] to the fact that 
pending before each committee are bills seeking to modify 
the antitrust law? Some weeks ago I introduced a bill for 
this purpose, which was referred to the Interstate Commerce 
Committee. I think the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
NYEl introduced a bill of like tenor, which was referred to 
the Committee on the Judiciary. I would like to have the 
chairmen of the two committees confer and determine to 
which committee all such bills should be referred. Certainly, 
there should not be two bills which relate to such an impor
tant subject and to the same subject matter, pending at the 
same time before two committees and two committees hold
ing hearings upon the same subject. 

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, in connection with the mat
ter to which the Senator from Massachusetts has referred I 
wish to suggest that there are three bills which have been 
introduced by the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. NYEl, 
all of which have been referred to the Committee on the 
Judiciary· and all of which I believe belong to that commit
tee; at least that committee has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter. 

Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. May I inquire of the 
Senator from Wisconsin to whic~ committee the original 
draft of the several acts were referred-the Federal Trade 
Commission act, for instance? 

Mr. BLAINE. I was not a Member of the Senate at that 
time. 

Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts. The bills to which I have 
referred seek to modify materially the original act. It 
seems to me they should be considered by the committee 
which prepared and drafted and presented to the Senate 
the original antitrust act and the amendments thereto. 

Mr. BLAINE. I suggest that at least one of the bills 
introduced by the Senator from North Dakota relates spe
cifically to the antitrust law, and I think the bill which 
became the original antitrust law was reported out by the 
Committee on the Judiciary. I would assume that it has 
jurisdiction of the subject. 

Mr. wALSH of Massachusetts. I am only concemed with 
getting all these bills before one committee. 

REPORTS OF CO~TTEES 
Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts, from the Committee on 

Finance, to which were referred the following bills, sub
mitted adverse reports thereon: 

S.1603. An act to amend section 19 of the World War 
veterans' act, 1924, as amended CRept. No. 317); ' 

S. 2185. An act to amend section 19 of the World War 
veterans' act, 1924, as amended CRept. No. 334) ; 

S. 2324. An act to extend the time for allowing suits on 
insurance contracts under s~ction 19 of the World War 
veterans' act, 1924, as amended CRept. No. 335) ; 

S. 2524. An act for the relief of Ike F. Kearney CRept. No. 
318); and 

S. 2566. An act for the relief of Newdigate Moreland 
Owensby CRept. No. 319). 

Mr. WALSH of Massachusetts also, from the Committee 
on Finance, to which was referred the bill <S. 2955) to amend 
the World War veterans' act, 1924, as amended, reported 
it without amendment and submitted a report (No. 333) 
thereon. · · 

Mr. KENDRICK, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, to 
which was referred the bill <S. 3569) to amend the act of 
May 27, 1930, authorizing. an appropriation for the recon
struction and improvement of a road on the Shoshone Indian 
Reservation, Wyo., reported it without amendment and sub
mitted a report (No. 320) thereon. 

Mr. FRAZIER, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, to 
which was referred the bill CS. 3322) to transfer certain 
jurisdiction from the War Department in the management 
of Indian country; reported it with an amendment and sub
mitted a report <No. 326) thereon. 

He also, from the same committee, to which was referred 
the bill CS. 3323) to provide funds for cooperation with the 
school district at Nespelem, Wash., in the construction of 
a public-school building to be available to Indian children 
of the Colville Indian Reservation, reported it without 
amendment and submitted a report (No. 327) thereon. 

Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma, from the Committee on In
dian Affairs, to which was referred the bill (S. 2405) to con
fer jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear and deter
mine certain claims of the Eastern or Emmigrant and the 
Weste1·n or Old Settler Cherokee Indians against the United 
States, and for other purposes, reported it without amend
ment and submitted a report <No. 330) thereon. 

Mr. LOGAN, from the Committee on Claims, to which was 
referred the bill CS. 1274) for the relief of the Standard 
Dredging Co., reported it with an amendment and submit
ted a report <No. 321) thereon. 

He also, from the same committee, to which were referred 
the following bills, reported them each without amendment 
and submitted reports thereon: 

s. 84. An act for the relief of Abraham Green <Rept. No. 
322); and 

s. 811. An act for the relief of Sophia A. Beers CRept. 
o. 323). 
Mr. BLACK, from the Committee on Claims, to which 

were referred the following bills, reported them each with
out amendment and submitted reports thereon; 

s. 221. An act authorizing adjustment of the claim of the 
Wilmot Castle Co. CRept. No. 324); and 

s. 252. An act authorizing adjustment of the claim of 
Johnson and Higgins CRept. No. 325). 

Mr. HOWELL, from the Committee on Claims, to which 
was referred the bill (S. 83) for the relief of Margaret 
Crotty, reported it with an amendment and submitted are
port <No. 328) thereon. 

He also, from the same co:nllrl-it~ee, to which was referred 
the bill cs. 3771) for the relief of St. Paul's Episcopal 
Church, Selma, Ala., reported it without amendment and 
submitted a report <No. 329) thereon. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Indiana, from the Committee on Pen
sions, to which was referred the bill (S. 1230) granting a 
pension to Helen H. Taft, reported it without amendment 
and submitted a report <No. 331) thereon. 

Mr. BRATTON, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to 
which was referred the bill CS. 3011) to authorize the 
Attomey General to permit prisoners to attend the funeral 
of a deceased and bedside of a dying relative, and for other 

• 
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purposes, reported it without amendment and submitted 
a report <N~. 332) thereon. _ 

Mr. BINGHAM, from the Committee on Commerce, . to 
which was referred the bill <S. 418) to extend the- admiralty 
laws of the United States of America to the Virgin Islands, 
reported it with an amendment and submitted a report (No. 
336) thereon. 

~~ECUTIVE REPORTS OF CO~DMTTTEES 
As in executive session. 

- Mr. ODDIE, from the Committee on Post Offices and Post 
Roads, reported favorably sundry nomlnations of post
masters. 

Mr. SMOOT, from the Committee on Finance, reported 
favorably the nomination of James H. Douglas, jr., of Chi
cago, TIL, to be Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, to fill 
an existing vacancy. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reports will be placed 
on the Executive Calendar. 

BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED 

Bills and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first 
time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time,· and 
referred, as follows: 

By Mr. BARBOUR: 
A bill (S. 3810) granting an increase of pension to Delara 

G. Jenne (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on 
Pensions. 

By Mr. BULKLEY: 
A bill (S. l811) granting an increase of pension to Louis N. 

White (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on 
Pensions. 

By Mr. DICKINSON: 
A bill <S. 3812) for the relief of Lieut. B. G. Marchi; 

the Committee on Claims. 
to 

A bill <S. 3813) granting a pension to Mary S. Tuffree; to 
the Committee on Pensions. 

A bill <S. 3814) to authorize Frank W. Mahin, retired 
American Foreign Service officer, to accept from Her Maj
esty the Queen of the Netherlands the brevet and insignia 
of the Royal Netherland Order of Orange Nassau; to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations. 

By Mr. HATFIELD: 
A bill (S. 3815) to provide for exclusion and expulsion of 

alien communists; to the Committee on Immigration. 
By Mr. WHEELER: 
A bill (S. 3"816) for the relief of Seth N. Chesley; to the 

Committee on Claims. 
A bill <S. 3817) to provide funds for cooperation with 

the school board at Wolf Point, Mont., in the extension of 
the public-school building to be available to Indian children 
of the Fort Peek Indian Reservation; to the Committee on 
Indian Affairs. 

By Mr. COPELAND: 
A bill (S. 3818) to amend an act entitled "An act to pro

vide for the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of per
sons disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to 
civil employment," approved June 2, 1920, as amended; to 
the Committee on Education and Labor. 

A bill <S. 3819) granting permits for the importation or 
manufacture for nonbeverage purposes of spirituous liquors 
of particular kind or quality where the supply in the United 
States is insufficient to meet the current need therefor; to 
the Committee on Finance. 

By Mr. NEELY: 
A bill (S. 3820) for the relief of Elva Gertrude Jones; 

to the Committee on Finance. 
A bill <S. 3821) granting a pension to Fred L. Dreehouse; 

to the Committee on Pensions. 
By Mr. STEIWER: 
A bill (S: 3822) for the relief of Fred Herrick~ to the 

Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. 
By Mr. BINGHAM: 
A bill (S. 3823) for the relief of A. J. Hanlon; to the 

Committee on Claims. 

By Mr. WATSON: 
A bin (8. 3824) granting a pension to Catharine Newhall 

(with accompanying papers) ; and 
A bill (8. 3825) granting a pension to William Reed (with 

accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on Pensions. 
By Mr. JONES: 
A joint resolution (S. J. Res. 112) extending section 2 of 

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation act approved Jan
uary 22,. 1932.. to include summer fallowing; to the Commit
tee on Agriculture and Forestry. 

COSTS OF PRODUCTION OF CASEIN 

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. President, my culleague the junior 
Senator from California r:r ... .t:r. SHORTRIDGE] is still ill. He 
has pending a resolution, which is on the table, for the 
rescinding of a former reSolution which he presented and 
which was agreed to, relating to ascertaining the differences 
in costs of production of casein. I can no.t conceive there 
is any objection to it. I ask unanimous consent that his 
resolution of rescission may be considered and agreed to. 

There being no objection, the resolution <S. Res. 162), 
submitted by Mr. McNARY for Mr. SHORTRIDGE on the 5th 
instant, was read, considered, and agreed to, as follows: 

Resolved, That Senate Resolution 3-90, Seventy-first Congress, 
third session, agreed to January 21, 1931, directing the United 
States Tariff Commission, under the authority conferred by sec
tion 336 of the tariff act of 1930, and for the purposes of that 
section, to investigate the costs of production of casein and of any 
like or similar fct·eig:n articles, is hereby rescinded. 

LELA C. BROWN 

Mr. HATFIELD submitted the following resolution (S. Res. 
1 '11), which was referred to the Committee to Audit and Con
trol the Contingent Expenses of the Senate: 

-
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate hereby is authorized 

and directed to pay from the appropriation for miscellaneous ttems, 
contingent fund of the Senate, fiscal year 1931, to Lela C. Brown, 
widow of William Brown, late a laborer of the Senate under super
vision of the Sergeant at Arms, a sum equal to six months' com
pensation at the rate he was receiving by law at the time of his 
death, said sum to be considered inclusive of funeral expenses and 
all other allowances. 

LITERARY DIGEST PROHIBITION REFERENDUM 

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent 
to have p1inted in the RECORD an article from the Literary 
Digest giving the 1;esult to date of the very interesting prohi
bition referendum which is being conducted by that publi
cation. 

There being no objection, the article was ordered to be 
printed in the RECORD, as follows: 

[From the Literary Digest, New York, February 27, 1932] 

SEVENTEEN STATES LOCK HOllNS IN THE DRY-WET POLL 

Almost half a million more returned ballots fn the Literary 
Digest's prohibition referendum are here accounted for. 

The reader is face to face with a partial tabulation of 17 States, 
9 of which did not appear in last week's 1n1ttal tabulation, with 
323.550 votes. 

This second report of the immense poll has been awaited with 
the utmost eagerness since our presentation of the first one in the 
Digest of February 20. 

The first report, with its startling figures, had created suspense. 
Quoted by newspapers all over the country, discussed by voters of 
an parties and all shades of belief, it had given rise to anxious 
questions. 

Would the drys rally and speedily overcome that casual lead 
scored by their lucky opponents? 

Or would the wets consolidate their gains and continue to forge 
ahead? 

These speculations, aroused by 'the results of that "opening 
skirmish" of "the 20.,000,000-ballot war," helped to rivet the 
public expectation on this No. 2 report. 

But again we must warn our readers that the time is not yet 
ripe for accurate conclusions to be drawn from the poll figures. 

Wait till unterrified Kansas horns into the tally with her 
camel-corps legions. 

Wait for the 30 other states and the District of Columbia. 
It's anybody•s game yet. 
Nevertheless, this second report, with its sample votes from 17 

States, will be studied intently by well-informed and public
minded men and women who follow the unfoldment of the poll as 
a slice o! history in the making. 
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Second report of the Litemry Digest prohibition poll 

State 

Connecticut----_-·--________ ------_______ ----------_ 

~~:---~=======================================:::: Indiana ________ -------- __ ----------------------------
Maine ________ ---------------------------------------
Maryland.----- __ ----------________ ---- ____ ---------Michigan __________________________ ------___________ _ 
New Hampshire ____________ ._ _______ -----------------
New Jersey _____ -------------------------------------
New York _______ ------------------------------------
North Carolina.--- _____ ----------------------------_ 
Ohio _______________ -----------------------·-----------
Penns-y lvani.a.. •. _______ ------__________ ----_________ _ 

Rhode Island .. -------------------------------------; 

~=~~====================:::::::::::::::::=====·= 
West Virginia._------------------------------------

Favor 
continu
ance of 
eight
eenth 

(prohibi
tion) 

amend
ment 

1, 528 
2,9G9 
3, 744 
7, 221 

·689 
4,450 

754 
855 

14,616 
38,144 
6,480 

17,584 
43,831 

34.0 
630 

4,493 
1,198 

Favor 
repeal of 

eight
eenth 

(prohibi
tion) 

amend
ment · 

8,579 
6, 218 

14,683 
13,162 

1,44li 
17,891 
2, 920 
1,808 

86,603 
255,662 

8,870 
45,055 

147,139 
1, 733 
1, 707 

10,196 
2,134 

TotaL-------------------------------------- 149,.526 625,805 

Total 

10,107 
9,187 

18,427 
20,383 

2,135 
22,341 
3,674 
2,663 

101,219 
293,806 
15,350 
62,639 

190,970 
2,073 
2, 337 

14,689 
3,332 

775,332 

To such observers as these, one gathers from their frank com
ments, this vast prohibition referendum promises to be of incom
parable value as a truthful report of the American Nation's ma
ture . state of mind toward prohibition in these early months of 
the fateful year 1932. . 

The second report is not quite as wet as the first one. We ad
vised the drys last week not to be downcast, and already our ad
vice is justified by the event. 

To be sure, the wets are still away in the lead, with their new 
total of 625,806 ballots for repeal of the prohibition amendment 
as against 149;526 for its continuance. But if you figure out the 
percentages and compare them with those of last week, youn 
find that the faithful drys have forged ahead from 15.85 per cent 
to something like 19.28 per cent. 

It is not surprising to find New York just a shade less wet and 
North Carolina- just a shade more dry. 

Of the States not recorded in last week's issue, the biggest is 
Pennsylvania, which bounces into the line-up with 43,831 votes 
for continuance of the eighteenth amendment and 147,139 for its 
repeal. 

Maine, the original prohibition State, goes wet in our poll, so 
far, to the tune of some 67.73 per cent. 

Stili the blizmrd of ballots drops its flakes from Atlantic to 
Pacific, while the voted ballots-each one the expression of some 
man's or woman's private judgment on an all-important public 
question-are coming back by wagonloads. 

It seems to the Springfield (Mass.) Union, editorially that-
" The effort of the leaders of both parties to keep the prohibi

tion question out of this year's campaign tlu:ough the advocacy 
of some kind of a general referendum in the future may be less 
successful because the Literary Digest is now engaged in another 
of its referenda which, in times past, have been so indicative of 
actual results as to be disturbing to those who were dissatisfied 
with them. 

" The Digest's methods of securing a cross section of public sen-
timent both on the prohibition question and on election prospects 
have been so illuminating as to the former, and as to the latter so 
prophetic, that public interest in its present poll on the prohibi
tion question will naturally be keen. 

"A further reason for public interest is in the fact that, instead 
of a triple questionnaire of enforcement, modification, or repeal as 
heretofore, the Digest will present the single alternative of reten
tion or repeal of the eighteenth amendment. In this respect it 
departs from the usual questionnaires in such referenda. 

"Naturally, it will be a more severe test of public sentiment 
from a wet standpoint. 

" Modificationists who oppose outright repeal will have no place 
to go except to join the prohibitionists, and those who do not favor 
retaining the amendment in its present form will need to join the 
repealers. " 

" Presumably it is the belief of the Digest editors that public 
sentiment has so far crystallized that in general modificationists 
will be prepared to go to one camp or the other." 

After giving a brief historical sketch of previous Digest pro
hibition polls from 1922 on, the Union concludes that the present 
poll should indicate "what might result from a general refer
endum, such as both parties seem to be inclined to favor, as a 
mear..s of keeping the troublesome issue out of the current cam
paign." 

And, it may be added, what an excellent means that "general 
referendum" would be to confirm the accuracy of the Digest's 
prohibition poll. Our presidential polls have always been cor
roborated on election day, sometimes up to more than 99 per cent 
accuracy, but hitherto . there has been no chance for an absolute 
check up of our prohibition polls-although, of course, enlightened 
persons follow the sensible course of assuming that Digest pro-

hibition polls are just as exact in their results as Digest presid n
tial polls. 

Which, of course, they are. 
But it seems that many good people need to have all this proved 

to them over and over again. Results are not enough for them. 
They crave blue prints. And so they write us letters by the thou-
sand demanding particulars. . 

Some of these correspondents are obviously well meaning and 
without guile. The letters of others show signs of being regi
mented on one side or the other for a campaign of obstruction and 
detraction such as we cheerfully encounter in the course of every 
poll~ometimes from both sides at once. 

It is easy to recognize, too, the emotional fringe attached to 
every_ controversial issue. This is true not only of many letters 
but also of some furtive printed attacks of the same general 
purport, .which we may attend to later. 

To whom do we send our 20,000,000 or more ballots? 
We'll tell the great secret. 
To Americans of both sexes and all occupations in every city, 

town, village, and rural section in the United States. 
To Republicans and Democrats, prohibitionists and antiprohibi

tionists, manufacturers, merchants, mechanics, business women, 
bankers, farmers, housewives, men and women doctors, preachers, 
and teachers. · 

To railroad men, tr~wk drivers, and all others, men and women 
of all ranks, occupations, and beliefs. To the man who brings 
the milk, and the vyoman who comes for the wash. To the man 
of the crossroads filling station, and the woman of the Main 
Street beauty parlor. Our elaborate machinery of distribution 
works automatically and makes no distinctions. 

The result is, as so many observers have remarked, a veritable 
slic:e of American life. And a very big slice, too. It has been 
estimated that, roughly speaking, a Digest ballot finds its way to 
two out of every three American families. 

And every .State receives a quota proportioned pretty accurately 
to its voting strength. 

For further information we point to the .record of prophetic 
accuracy scored by our . various presidential polls. Historic ex
amples of this have been cited more than once recently. We 
refrain from repeating just now the famous records of the Digest 
polls in 1924 and 1928, for instance. · 

Extraordinary achievements, as all the world of intell1gence has 
acknowledged. Behind those achievements is a history of hard 
work and patient building. By degrees, during 40 years, an elab
orate machinery has been bUilt up, a system of distribution and 
of mailing lists which are kept continually up to date by a staff 
of trained workers. 

In view of all of which the Digest elects to rest on its laurels and 
to refer the overinquisitive to those enlightened minds which 
frankly and freely take the authenticity of a Digest poll for 
granted. 

In this connection .. it is a plea-sure to quote from a religious 
pu~lication, t:qe liberal Zion's Herald (Methodist), of Boston. I~ 
its Issue of February 10 it remarks: 

" Once more the Literary Digest, by means of a nation-wide 
poll,. undertakes 1lo answer the ba1Il1ng question, • Is present opin
ion m the United States for or against prohibition? • Only two 
questions are to be answered on the . present ballot, 'Are you for 
prohibition?' or 'Are you against prohibition?' 

"r;rwenty million of these ballots are being sent out to every 
sectiOn of the country. The poll is the third that the Digest has 
conducted on this same subject. Only two years ago a ballot ask
ing ~hese, two questions and an additional one, 'Are you for modi
ficatiOn? showed a distinctly wet tendency. The present poll 
wlll doubtless be of assistance to those who would feel out public 
sentiment before platforms are written and candidates chosen for 
the fall elections. . 

" The high degree of accuracy of past Digest polls, both prohibi
tion and presidential, has earned for them widespread respect and 
reliance. It is important, therefore, that no one should miss this 
opportunity of showing the country where he stands on a great 
moral question. 

"We urge everyone who receives a ballot to mark and reman it 
immediately." 

• • • • • • 
PROPOSED ANTI-INJUNCTION LEGISLATION 

The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill (S. 935) 
to amend the Judicial Code and to define and limit the jur
isdiction of courts sitting in equity, and for other purposes. 
Mr~ HEBERT. Mr. President, I propose to address myself 

this morning to some of the .phases of the so-called anti
injunction bill, Senate bill 935, and to discuss it from the 
viewPoint of the minority members of the Judiciary Com
mittee. Perhaps I ought to say at this time that the bill, 
which has been reported by the majority of the Judiciary 
Committee of the Senate, is itself a substitute bill. In addi
tion to that bill, there is pending here a substitute presented 
by the minority of the Judiciary Committee. In the course 
of my argument I shall refer to these substitutes, but I shall 
try to refer to the measure reported by the majority as th& 
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pending bill and to the substitute presented by the minority 
as the substitute bill. 

This bill has for its primary purpose the relief from cer
tain abuses growing out of the issuance of injunctions in 
labor disputes. In this proposal I am in accm·d with the 
majority of the committee. In many of its aspects I believe 
the measure to be desirable legislation. If 1n its operation 
it will afford the employee that freedom of action to asso
ciate with his fellow workerst to deal on a- basis of equality 
with those by whom he is. employed,. to share eqUitably in the 
product of labor and capital, to relieve him and his employer 
from any unlawful interference, restraint, or coercion, then 
it is a measure worthy of the consideration of any legislative 
body . . 

It is feared, howevei', that some of its provisions will not 
only not be effective, but will not stand the test of constitu
tionality, and therefore will result in a mere gestme. The 
changes which will be proposed by the minority, if enacted 
into law, will, we believe, assist in carrying out the purposes 
of Congress, and while doing Justice to one element of our 
population w1ll not work injustice upon any other. 

With these objections in mind,. I shall make certain obse1-
vations upon some of the provisions of the bill~ They will 
not be made for the purpose of delay or to hinder the enact
ment of the measure, but rather to expedite its consideration 
and to bring its provisions. more in accord with established 
princit>les of jurisprudence and the spirits of our institutions. 

of h1mself and family. If the emplQyer refused to pay him the 
wages that he thought fair, he was, nevertheless, unable to leave 
the employ and to resist arbitrary and unfair treatmli'nt. Unton 
was essential to give laborers opportunity to deal on equality with 
thelr employer. They united to exert Jnfluence upon him and to 
leave him 1n a body-in order by this" inconvenience to induce h!nr 
to make better terms with them. They were withholding their 
labor of economic value to make him pay what they thought it 
was worth. The right to combine for such a lawful purpose~ has 
in many years not been denied by any court. 

Having that language of the Supreme Court in mind, I 
should like Senators to listen to the reading of the declara
tion of policy as contained in the substitute bill presented 
by the minority. I quote. from the substitute as follows: 

Whereas under preva111ng economic conditions a single em· 
ployee is helpless in dealing with an employer, is ordinarily de
pendent on his· dally wage for the maintenance af himself and hts 
family, 1s unable to resist arbitrary and unfair treatment; and 
whereas it is essential 

(a) That he shall be free to associate with his fellow worlrel's 
and to !orm uni'Ons which Will afford hfm and them the oppor· 
tunity to deal on a basis of equality with those by whom they
are employed; 

(b) That they may share equitably in the prodUct of' labor and 
capital; 

~c) That both the employer and the employee shall have full 
freedom of association, self-organization, and designation of rep
resentatives of their own choosing to negotiate the terms o! 
employment free from any interference, Testraint, or coercion in 
their e1lorts toward mutual aid or protection. 

It has seemed to us that the declaration of policy con
tained in the substitute bill presented by the minority more.. 

DECLARATION OF POLICY nearly approaches the pronouncement of the Supreme 
The first section of the bill proposes a declaration of Court on the subject, that it deals more equitab]y and more 

policy. To my mind, this declaration is based upon erro- fairly with both sides to any controversy, and that it does. 
neous premises. It declares: justice to the employee without doing any injustice to the 

Whereas under prevailing economic conditions developed with employer· 
the aid of. governmental authority for owners of property to or- I now wish to discuss the so-called "yellow-dog" contract. 
ganize in the corporate and other forms of ownership associa- Section 3 of the bill undertakes to outlaw the so-called 
tion • • •. "yellow-dog'' contract. 

The natural inference to be gained from a reading of this Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, will the Senator 
language is that corporate forms of ownership have come yield? 
into being through the enactment o! laws by the Congress The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 
of the United States, and yet the fact is that pr:actically all Island yield to the Senator from Michigan? 
cotporations are creatures of the several States. Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 

In adopting a public policy which the Government of the Mr. VANDENBERG. Before the Senator le~ves that sub .. 
United States shall follow in the future I believe that it ject, will he point out specifically the difference in the 
should be based upon accurate statements of fact and, statement of policy as proposed by the substitute and as 
above all, it should not be misleading. Moreover, it should originally proposed by the committee? 
be borne in mind that most of the relations existing between Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, the first difference is that 
employers and employees gr:ow out of contracts wholly intra- under the committee bill the declaration of policy proceeds 
state in their nature, and, of course, such contracts are gov- as fellows: 
erned by the laws of the State where they are made. The Whereas under prevailing economic conditions,. developed with 
Federal Government, except in isolated instances, has no the aid of governmental authority for owners of property to 
control over such contracts. · organize in the corporate and other. farm.s of ownership assocfa· 

Having these obJ·ections in mind, the minority. of the Com- tton, the individual unorganized worker is commonly helpless to 
exercise actual llberty of contract and to protect his freedom of 

mittee on the Judiciary have formulated a statement (Jf labor, and thereby to obtain acceptable terms and conditions ot 
public policy which they believe expresses the attitude of employment. · 
labor and of those who have given much thought to labor It will be. noted that the substitute proposed by the mi
problems. The declaration which they have prepared and nority has left out of this declaration of policy the state
which will be submitted for the consideration of the Senate ment at the outset of the declaration contained in the 
is based in a large part upon language used by the Supreme committee bill, that these different forms of corporate enti· 
Court of the United States in the case of American Foundl'ies ties have been organized with the aid of governmental 
v. Tri City Council (257 U.S. 209). allthority, which~ as I have already stated, leads to the 

In his discussion of this subject yesterday the Senator inference, because we are dealing here with a congressional 
(rom Wisconsin [Mr. BLAINE] referred approvingly to that enactment, with Federal legislation, that those corporate 
language. I shall take occasion to read the declaration of entities organized with the aid of govemmental anthoTity 
policy which has been included 1n the substitute bill pre- have been organized with the aid of congressional authority. 
sented by the minority. It will be found that we have fol- Of comse, that is far from the truth. I think I am safe 
lowed closely the language of the Supreme Court in framing in saying that very rarely, indeed, is a corporation organized 
that decTaration. under the authority of Congress. I know it has been the 

I want to read a statement from the opinion of 1\fr. Chief policy of Congress for many years to refuse organizations 
Justice Taft in American Foundries against Tri-City Coun- corporate existence tll..rough congressional enactment. Prac
cil. I read now from page 209- of Two h1llldred and fifty- tically all corporations doing business in the United States 
seventh United States Reports: are organized under charters granted by the several States. 

Lnbor unions are recognized by the Clayton Act as legal ·when. So, when it is stated in this declaration of policy that these 
institute_<! for mutual help and lawfully earryin~ out their Iegit1- aggregationS of capital are organized with governmental 
mate obJects. They have long been thus recogmzed by the courts. I authority without any further explanation I say it is mis-They were organized out of the necessities o! the situation. A . ? · • . • . '. . 
single employee was helpless in dealing with an employer. He leading; It has ~o place m thiS legislation; It IS not a fact, 
was dependent ordina.l'ily on his daily wage for the maintenance if we have in mind that Congress does not provide for the 
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incorporation of aggregations of capital doing business in 
the United States. 

Mr. VANDENBERG. Then, Mr. President- -
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 

Island yield further to the Senator from Michiean? 
Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Mr. VANDENBERG. If I may further interrupt the 

Senator, am I correct in the conclusion that the o:.Jy differ
ence between the two statements is in definition rather than 
in conclusion as to policy? . 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, it is not confined to that 
merely. The declaration of policy in the minority bill tries 
to afford the same degree of consideration to -the employer 
in his relations to his employee as it does to the employee 
in his relations with his employer. We have made no dis
tinction in our declaration of policy ·between one and the 
other, whereas in the declaration of policy contained in the 
majority bill there is very little, if any, reference to the con
sideration that is to be given to the employer in his relations 
with his employee. Moreover, we felt that in establishing 
the declaration of policy which is contained in the minority 
bill we were traveling on pretty safe ground, because we 
took bodily out of a decision in the Tri-city case the lan
guage of the court setting out its attitude on the relations of 
employers and employees. 

Mr. BORAH. Mr. President--
. The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 
Island yield to the Senator from Idaho? 

Mr. HEBERT. I do. 
Mr. BORAH. I do not know whether the Senator desires 

~o proceed without interruption or not. -
Mr. HEBERT. I am very glad to be interrupted by the 

Senator. 
Mr. BORAH. I suppose the fundamental difference be

tween the two bills with reference to this particular feature 
of the matter is that the minority does not concede that 
what is called the" yellow-dog" contract is contrary to pub
lic policy. 
, Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, the minority has not reached 
that conclusion. I have repeatedly said that my own thought 
i:S that if any way can be devised whereby to outlaw that 
contract, I shall follow that way; but I am not unmindful of 
the existence of opinions of the Supreme Court passing upon 
the legality of that contract, and that is the obstruction 
which is in my way in the consideration of this legislation. 

Mr. BORAH. Does the Senator concede-is it his per
sonal view-that the so-called" yellow-dog" contract is con
trary to public policy? 

Mr. HEBERT. I do not know what the public policy 
would be, Mr. President. I think it is unfair. I think the 
contract is, in effect, a coercion. It may not be legal co
ercion as the Senator and I understand legal coercion; but, 
if we· may coin a new phrase, it might well be called eco
nomic coercion. I believe it is that; and I say again that I 
will join the Senator in any move to outlaw it, if a way can 
be found to do so. 

Mr. BORAH. If the Supreme Court should conclude that 
this so-called "yellow-dog" contract is contrary to public 
policy, that it is in effect coercion, then it has rendered no 
decision which would prevent it from so declaring. 

Mr. HEBERT. That is true, Mr. President. 
Mr. BORAH. Then the whole question, in the first in

stance, is whether or not the "yellow-dog" contract can be 
considered as contrary to public policy~ because if tluit is 
true then the decisions which the Supreme Court has al
ready rendered do not control. It has never been before 
the Supreme Court in this form. · 

Mr. HEBERT. Oh, Mr. President, the Supreme Court 
necessarily had the question of public policy before it when 
it rendered its decision in the Hitchman case and in the 
other cases; and surely the court would not have disre
garded public policy in passing upon the validity 'of a con-
tract submitted to it. · 

Mr. REED. Mr. President--
. Mr. BORAH. The Supreme Court has never decided this 
question. 

· Mr. HEBERT. It has never referred to public policy in 
passing judgment upon that contract. 
- Mr.-BORAH. And its decision went off on other questions 

than the question of public policy. 
Mr. HEBERT. The decision was right on the question of 

whether that contract is a valid contract, and entered into in 
the exercise of constitutional rights. 
Mr~ REED. Mr. President, will the Senator yield? 
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 

Island yield to the Senator from Pennsylvania? 
Mr. HEBERT. I yield_-
Mr. REED. It did not seem to me that the Senator's an

swer to the Senator from Idaho. in his first question, was 
quite responsive. Perhaps the Senator did not catch his 
question. I understood the Senator from -Idaho to ask 
whether the minority of the committee desired to make the 
"yellow-dog" contract contrary to -publoc policy. Was not 
that the Senato1·'s question? 

Mr. BORAH. Yes. 
Mr. REED. It seems to me it is answered dil'ectly by sec

tion 3 of the substitute bill proposed by the Senator from 
R}J.ode Island, in which it is explicitly declared to be contrary 
to public policy. I think the Senator from Rhode Island 
has made his position plain beyond any doubt in the lan
guage of section 3 of his bill. 

Mr. BORAH. Mr. President--
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 

Island further yield to the Senator from Idaho? 
Mr. HEBERT. I do. 
Mr. BORAH. The minority opinion says: 
In our opinion, this. form of agreement deprives employees of 

the right of free association with their fellows, and takes away 
!rom· them the opportunity to deal on a basis of equality with 
those by whom they are employed. But, however distasteful that 
may be to us, and however much we may sympathize with those 
who believe that the interest of the employees will never be prop
erly protected except through legislative enactment, the fact re
mains that the Supreme Court in three cases has held that there 
is no legislative power, State or Federal, to inhibit or outlaw em
ployment contracts providing against union membership. 

I think the minority report has made a very fair and, I 
think, from their standpoint, a courageous statement when 
it says that-

In our opin1on, this form of agreemen1; deprives employees of 
the right of free association with their fellows, and takes away 
from them . the opportunity to deal on a basis of equality with 
those by whom they are employed. 

The Supreme Court has never taken that view of that 
contract except in the minority opinion. The minority 
opinion took this view, but the majority opinion has not 
taken that view. 

Mr. HEBERT. Unfortunately, we are not bound by-nor 
can we follow-the minority opinion of the court. 

Mr. BORAH. What I am saying is that the able Senator 
makes a declaration which comes within the purview of the 
minority opinion. 

Mr. HEBERT. I stand by that declaration. 
Mr. BORAH. Then, if the court should come to the 

conclusion that has been reached here by the able Senator 
from Rhode Island, that question has never been passed 
upon by the Supreme court. 

Mr. HEBERT. Of course, the Senator has his own idea 
about that; but it seems to me that the whole contract waJ; 
before the court when they considered it. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I take it 
that the question in the mind of the Senator from Rhode 
Island is whether Congress has the power to define the 
public policy of the United States with respect to contracts 
of the nature referred to. May I ask the Senator from 
Rhode Island what authority defines the public policy of 
the United States? 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, my answer to that would 
be that the courts define the public policy in the absence 
of a declaration of policy by Congress or by the legislature 
of any given State. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. It is competent. however, 
for the legislative power to define public policy, and that is 
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the authority which commonly defines public J>oliCy; ·is it The ·VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 
not? Island yield; and if so, to whom? 

Mr. HEBERT. I think that is so; and, of course, the : Mr. HEBERT. I yield now to the Senator from Penn
Senator, in his assumption that I had same question. in my syi"lania. 
mind about the power to define public policy; is erroneous, Mr. REED. I do not understand where the point of dif
because in the bill which the minority have presented-here ference is. It seems to me the Senator from Rhode Island 
the public policy is very clearly declared. has made it.very clear that he dislikes-the "yellow-dog" con-

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Then it is competent for tract; that his substitute would declare it to be contrary to 
the Congress to outlaw the so-called "yellow-dog" contract public policy; that it would deny the a1fording of equitable 
in the exercise of its power to define public policy? relief by the Federal courts in a case based on such a con

Mr. HEBERT. Oh, I would not go that far. Mr. President. tract. It seems to me that the Senator from Rhode Island 
That is the question at issue now. goes as far in that direction as anyone could reasonably 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. That is the question I ask. I myself do not like the" yellow-dog" contract,., and I 
asked the Senator in the beginning, and which he said did should like to see it made contrary to public policy; but I 
not correctly state his viewpoint. My question was whether think the Senator does it in section 3. 
the thought in the mind of the Senator is that the United Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I was relying 
States Congress is without. power to define the public policy Qn the answer of the Senator from Rhode Island. I asked 
of the United States with respect to contracts of the nature him the specific question whether, in his opinion, the Con
referred to, meaning the "yellow-dog" contract. gress had the power, in the exercise of tts authority, to 

Mr. HEBERT. I did not understand that the Senator's limit the jurisdiction of inferior courts and to define the -
question included a reference to the " yellow-dog " contract. public policy of the United States to ban " yellow-dog " con

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Yes. I did not use the tracts; and he said, as I understood him, that he did not 
~rm ., yellow-dog" contract- go that far, and that he did not think it bad. 

Mr. HEBERT. My understanding was that the question Mr. REED. But he clearly does go that far, because his 
was general. bill proposes to do it. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. But I did use the term Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas.. I had the same impres- l 

H contracts of the nature referred to," which. in my mind. sian until the Senator from Rhode Island made a contrary 
implied the "yellow-dog" contract. statement, and I thought he was the best judge of what I 

Mr. HEBERT. It misled me, I am frank to say. he meant. 
Mr. ROBINSON ?f -;rkansas. Then C:?ngress has 2r has Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President. I have made no contrary 

not the power-which.-to outlaw the yellow-dog con- statement. If the Senator will ·compa.re the majority bill 
tract? . . with the bill presented by the minority, it will be found that 

Mr .. HEBERT. Mr. President, there 18 a ~erious doubt in the majority bill denies all legal remedies l:lllder such con- 1 

my mind as to the power of. Congres~ to legiSlate -~pon con- tracts, whereas in the substitute presented by the minority 
tracts, and to. deny to parties ~e ~ght to enter mto co~- the minority seeks to deny all equitable remedies and the 
tr~ts. The right of contract is InVIolate under the ponsti- right of injunction under such contracts. We have pur
tutiOn; and the Supreme Court has repeatedly said that posely limited it to that first, because that is the purpose 
this contract is a valid exercise of that right. of the bill itself. The title of it indicates that that is the 

Mr: ROBINSON of Ar~nsas: In the absence of a statute purpose of it. The title of the bill is, "A bill to amend the 
defining a contrary public po~c~ I do not lll7de.rstand that Judicial Code and to defin~ and limit the jurisdiction of 
the Supreme Court has e.ver mt~ated t~t. 1t .18. not com- courts sitting in equity." We have limited ourselves to 
petent for the Congress, m d.efi~ the Jurisdic~IOn of the equitable proceedings. 
C?urts, also to define the public policy of the Nation as ban- Mr. REED. Mr. President if Congress can declare a con-
rung the enforcemel\t of such contracts. t : . . . . 

:Mr HEBERT C n n t define the J·urisdiction of ~rae to. be contrary to J?U~c policy, an~ if .Its decla~at10n 
th S. C ·u-+ ongress ca 0 

IS effective, that would similarly deny relief m an act10n at 
e upreme ow.~.~. . law would it not? 
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Why, certainly not. ' . . . 
Mr. HEBERT. And the Supreme Court bas already Mr. HEBERT. There IS a qu~I?n ab?ut.th.rt~, Mr. Prem-

passed judgment upon that matter. d~~t, ~nd we ~elt that we w~re JUStifi~d m limitmg.the pro-
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. But this legislation is not VISions of secti?n .a of our bill to eqmtabJe_ proceedings, ru:d 

directed at the Supreme Court. This legislation is directed then .we are Within the purposes of the bill as declared m 
at the inferior courts. Does the Senator contend that the the title. 
Congress has not unlimited authority to restrict or expand, Several Senators addressed the Chair . 
. within the constitutional range, the authority and jurisdic- The ·vrcE PRESIDENT: Does the Senator from Rhode 
tion of the inferior courts? Island yield; and if so, to whom? 

Mr. HEBERT. The Supreme Court bas said that there Mr. HEBERT. The Senator from Dlinots has been stand-
are limitations. ing for-some time. I yield to him. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. But those are limitations Mr. LEWIS. May I ask the Senator from Rhode Island 
imposed by the Constitution. - whether I was correct in assuming that he answered the 

Mr. HEBERT. No; there are certain inherent powers in Senator from Arkansas that it was not in the power o! 
the courts of the United States which can not be taken away Congress- to declare the public policy of the country? 
by legislative act. - Mr. HEBERT. If the Senator understood me to say that, 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Yes. That tends to make Mr. President, he is in error. 
elear the Senator's position. It is the Se~tor's position. Mr. LEWIS. I ask the Senator, then, if his mind rec8JI.s 
then, that the power inheres~ an inferior court created by for the moment the freight-rate cases in the Supreme Court, 
law to issue injunctions enforcing the " yellow-dog" con- where they held it was the privilege of Congress to declare 
tract: or contracts of that nature, and there is no power in the public policy upon a contract which practically worked 
the Congress to limit or d~ny -~ authority at the inferior a monopoly of freight rates in certain territories of the 
courts to issue such injunctions? Union? 

Mr. HEBERT. It is not the idea of the Senat-or from Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, I have not that case in 
Rhode Island that there is any such power. Beetion 3 of the mind; but I have no doubt, since the Senator refers to 1~ 
substitute bill which the minorlty presented with its report that it was so held. 
in effect limits the power of the courts of the United States Mr. LEWIS. Would not that be. parallel to the present 
tn the issuance of injunctions; at least, i' endeavors to do so. situation. where the Congress would attemp~ to legislate 
-. Mr. REED. Mr. President-- that c_er~ contracts in their nature violated public policy? 
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- Mr. HEBERT. Not having studied the case to which the 

Senator refers, I am not prepared to express an opinion. 
Mr. LEWIS. I will not press the question. 
Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me? 
Mr. HEBERT. I yield to the Senator from Nebraska. 
Mr. NORRIS. I am only trying to get clearly before the 

Senate the position taken by the Senator from Rhode Island, 
and I think I can do it by asking him this question: Is it 
the Senator's opinion that Congress has the constitutional 
authority, either on the ground of announcing the public 
policy, or on any other ground, to outlaw the "yellow-dog" 
contract? 

Mr. HEBERT. · I believe it ·can go a long way toward out
lawing it in the manner which we have provided in our bill. 
Whether the Congress can say in so many words that no one 
shall enter into a contract, and put into the inhibition the 
language contained in many statutes which have tried to 
outlaw such a contract, I do not say. 

Mr. NORRIS. No; but the majority does not attempt to 
do that. The majority provides for a public policy, some
thing which has never yet been done in this kind of case. 
The minority public policy leaves out part of what is in the 
public policy of the majority. 

Laying that difference aside, however, we are trying to 
outlaw the "yellow-dog" contract by taking away the juris
diction of the courts to· enforce it. The Senator has not gone 
farther than simply to express his doubt. I am trying to 
get his idea as to whether, on the ground of public policy 
as announced by the minority, or that announced by the 
majority, or in any other way, Congress can take away from 
the inferior Federal courts the jurisdiction to enforce the 
"yellow-dog" contract? We are not trying to prevent any
body from writing such a contract and signing it, but take 
our position as I have stated. Let us meet the question 
squarely. Does the minority believe that we have the au
thority, in any way, in any manner, on the ground of public 
policy or otherwise, to take away from the inferior courts 
the jurisdiction to enforce the "yellow-dog" contract? 

Mr. HEBERT. I seriously doubt whether Congress has 
that authority, Mr. President, having in mind the decisions 
of the Supreme Court already rendered. I realize, too, that 
the Supreme Court has said that certain limitations may 
be placed upon the jurisdiction of inferior courts, and it 
has placed tliem. The decision affecting the construction 
of the Clayton Act, for instance, in the Michaelson case, 
where a jury trial was provided in contempt cases, was sus
tained by the Supreme Court. 
· Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me? 

Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Mr. BORAH. I think the Senator and I would agree that 

primarily the right belongs to the Congress to declare the 
public policy of the country. 

Mr. HEBERT. · As representatives of the people, Mr. 
President, I should say that is so. 

Mr. BORAH. . Primarily the right rests in a State legis
lature to declare the public policy of the State, and pri
marily it is in Congress to declare the public policy of the 
Nation. Then I think. we would agree to the further propo
sition that the liberty of contract of which we speak is not 
an unlimited liberty of contract, that it may be limited 
~Y Congress or by the courts, or that it may be restrained 
by a State legislature in the States. Is not that true? 

Mr. HEBERT. That is precisely what the Legislature of 
Massachuset.ts attempted to do very recently, and the su
preme court of that State, in an advisory opinion, handed 
down on May 11, 1931, said they could not do it. 

Mr. BORAH. Let me read a line from the Supreme Court 
of the United States. It says: 

While it may be conceded that, generally speaking, among the 
1naltenable Uberties of the citizen is that of liberty of contract, 
yet such liberty is not absolute and universal. 

Then the Supreme Court says that there are certain con
tracts which may not be made, which may be inhibited, and 
which are· not protected by the· Constitution of the United 
States providing for the liberty of. contract. 

Mr. ·HEBERT. 0 Mr. President, we know that all rights 
are relative. 

Mr. BORAH. Exactly. 
Mr. HEBERT. That one's rights end whether another's 

rights begin; and when we say that certain things can not 
be done, that is all relative, too. Whether or not under cer
tain conditions a thing can be done or can not be done 
will depend upon the particular circumstances and the na
ture of the case. 

Mr. BORAH. What I was undertaking to support in the 
way of a contention is that this liberty of contract of which 
the Senator has spoken is not unlimited· it is not absolute· 
it is something which is subject to the dontrol of the coun: 
try, under the doctrine of the country to decide whether or 
not a · particular contract is contrary to public policy. 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, it has been passed upon on 
t~ee different occasions by the Supreme Court, not dealing 
With generalities, but dealing with a specific case, and in a 
specific case it has been passed upon on three different 
occasions by the highest court of the land. 

Mr. BORAH. Of course, I do not desire, in the time of the 
Senator, to discuss that, but I would say before I sit down 
that my contention is that that court has never passed upon 
the question which is now before the Senate. 

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President--
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 

Island yield to the Senator from Wisconsin? 
Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Mr. BLAINE. The Senator a few moments ago took ex

ception to the majority report and stated that the ma
jority bill prevented either legal or equitable relief by any 
inferior Federal court. I want to ask the Senator with 
reference to the subject which is under investigation and 
on which we propose to legislate what legal relief might be 
obtained in a Federal court? 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, there would be a right of 
action for recovery of damages for breach of contract. 

Mr. BLAINE. I do not think the Senator cares to go 
that f-ar. Is it the Senator's understanding that a cor
poration or an individual, an employer, can go into a Fed
eral court in the State in which the corporation or indi
vidual has a legal abode and sue a defendant for damages 
in that same State in a Federal court? 

Mr. HEBERT. He certainly would have a right to sue 
in the State courts. There is no provision here which would 
vitiate the right to sue in a state court. 

Mr. BLAINE. Exactly; so that the only possible legal 
relief that is denied under the majority bill is relief which 
may be sought by a corporation or an individual by reason 
of diversity of citizenship. 

Mr. HEBERT. 0 Mr. President, but that is very easy of 
attainment, and if this is carried out to its logical con
clusion we are going to have the spectacle of a contract 
wholly legal in a given State and enforceable in the courts 
of that State vitiated by transference of the case from a 
State court to a Federal court because of diversity of 
citizenship. 

Mr. BLAINE. If you exclude from the language of the 
bill this granting of legal relief, then do you not discrimi
nate 1n favor of the corporation or individual who may sue 
in a Federal court by reason of diversity of citizenship? 

Mr. HEBERT. It might well be, Mr. President, that we 
would be discriminating against both parties to such a 
contract. I am not prepared to say that we are not. I 
simply say that we have gone to this extent in our effort 
to make invalid or inoperative in equity the so-called 
"yellow-dog" contracts. 

Mr. BLAINE. If the Senator will yield for another ques
tion, the Senator will recall that on yesterday when I under
took to state my position, I think, he raised this very ques
tion. I did not want to engage in debate on the question 
at that time, when speaking on the general outline of the 
bill; but is it not a fact that the only legal relief which 
would be denied under the majority bill would be relief 
sought by an individual or -corporation because of diversity 
of citiz~p? 
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:M'..r. HEBERT. Mr. President, the only re1ief tbat ·can be 

provided anyWhere in the bill is that~ It deals with the 
jurisdiction of the United States courts, and in no way 
affects the State courts or .their jurisdiction . 

Mr. ·HEBERT. If by the provision -of ·that section which 
denies relief in equity, then I would say "yes." 

Mr. REED. No; I do not think we have to iilfer that. 
The::langua.rge, as I read it on page 4, is-

Any undertaking or promise such a.s is described 1n this .section
And that quite plainly is the "yellow-~og ~' contract-

. Mr. BLAINE. Then, does not the Senator recognize that 
by denying legal relief to corporations ami individuals on 
account of diversity of citizenship the committee is under
taking to put all corporations and all individuals on identi- · • • • ~. hereby .d~clared to be .contrary to ~he public .Policy 

· f of the United · States, and shall no£ a.fford any baSis for the 
cally the same plane of equality in seeking legal relief or · granting of equitable relief by any ~ourt of the' United States. : 
damages? - ., 

Mr. HEBERT. I myself see no reason why there should , How co~ld language more plainly establish public policy 
be any discrimination between parties to a contract before than that· 
a court. That is what we have attempted to avoid. . Mr. :a:EBERT. -of course it declares public policy in the 

Mr. BLAINE. Mr. President, I just want to suggest to light. ~f the declaration tbat we have in the bill, but the two 
the Senator, if he will permit, that that is my conception proviSions ~ust . be read together. The ~nat?r will find 
of the bill, that the primary purpose of the bill is to make that ther~ lS ~ difference be~een the public policy declared 
the so-called "yellow-dog" eonttact unenforceable in the by ~~ mmority of th~ co~nnttee an~ ~hat declared by the 
Federal courts and that the declaration of public policy per- maJonty of the comnnttee m the maJority report. . 
haps has no other effect than to aid the court in the interpre- Mr. REED. But the minority does declare the 4

' yellow
tation and construction of the act. Mter all, is not the dog" contract to be contrary to public policy. 
declaration of public policy designed for .that purpose only.? Mr. HEBERT. Yes; we do. 
A declaration of public policy, as a matter of fact, does·not Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President---
declare what the law is but declares what the public policy The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 
ought to be, and is in aid of the interpretation and con- Island Yield to the Sena~or from Nebraska? 
struction of the act respecting" a decision before a court. Mr. HEBERT. Certa.mly~ . 

Mr. HEBERT. Of course, Mr. President, a declaration of Mr. NORRIS. Pu~swng ~e question asked by the Sena-
policy is not merely a path blazed out in the wilderness tor fr<?m Pennsylvama does it not follow that the Senator 
which courts are requested to follow. It goes much beyond then ~der hls own state~ent to th~ Senator from Penn
that. It may set down certain policies. The Constitution sylvama has · proposed :00 do some~ that h~ h~s grave 
of the United States contains declarations of policy from doubt about our authonty to do under the Constitut10n? 
which nobody can get away. They are fixed until the Con- Mr. HEBERT. I answer that .question in the affirmativ~. 
stitution is amended. That is a declaration of policy aml I have repeatedly said that we have gone beyond what we 
it is absolute and binding upon every citizen of the United think the law permits. 
States. Mr. NORRIS. Then the Senator will expect his bill, if it 

Mr. BLAINE. When a declaration of public policy goes is enacted i.rito law, to be held llD.Constitutional? 
to the extent of .declaring substantive law, then it ceases to Mr. HEBERT. No; 1 am not giving my time and atten
be a mere declaration of public policy but is the enactment tion to this legislation with any idea that we are merely 
of positive substantive law. indulging in an idle gesture. I am hoping that it will be 

Mr. HEBERT. If it be none in ..accordance with the pro- sustained. I sincerely hope that it will be sustained. I 
visions of the supreme law of the land, of course it is .within hope that we shall afford that meaStire of relief which our 
the power of legislative bodies to enact such declaration. bill provides. I veTy much doubt, however, if the bill pre-

Mr. BLAINE. I thank the Senator for his patience. sented by the majority of the committee will be -sustained. 
Mr. WATSON. Mr. President- Mr. NORRIS. The Senator under his own statement has 
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode the same doubt about the minority bill. 

Island yield to the Senator from Indiana? Mr. HEBERT. Except as to the degree of doubt. 
Mr. HEBERT. Certainly. Mr. NORRIS. Just a difference in degree? All right. 
Mr. WATSON. Am I right in stating that the Supreme Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President-

. Court has squarely decided that the "yellow-dog.,, contract is The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 
a valid, binding contract. · Island yield to the Senator from Florida? 

Mr. HEBERT. It has so declared in three cases, from Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Which 1 shall quote in the course uf my argument. ·. Mr. FLETCHER. In referring to· contracts, has the 

Mr. WATSON. That is my understanding. Based liPOD Senator in mind contracts that are voluntarily made? 
that understanding, I :want -to 2.Sk the Senator two further Mr. HEBERT. When the Senator says "eontracts volun
questions. First, in the face of those decisions can Con- tarily made/' and whenever reference is made to the so
gress-and by " can " 1 mean is it within the power of Con- called " yellow -dog " contract, it is contended-and I think 
gress-declare a public policy contrary to the direct deci- with some degree of force-that none of these contracts is 
sions of the Supreme Court of the United states? voluntarily made; that is, that they are usually made under 

Mr. HEBERT. Of .course Congress may declare a public coercion. But the Supreme Court has held that they are 
policy. The question is how effective it will be when a case voluntarily n:i.ade and has sustained them in three different 
of this natme comes before the SUpreme Comt of the land instances. 
on the law and existing decisions. The majority of the committee frankly states in its re-

Mr. WATSON. The next question is, ~f Congress .can port that one of the objects -of this legislation is to -outlaw· 
declare a public policy of that kind. ought it to declare such such contracts, because many of the 1njunctions wbich have 
a policy contrary to the direct decisions of the Supreme been issued by the Federal courts in labor disputes have 
Court of the United States? Those are questions with which been baseq wholly or in part upon them, on the assumption 
I think we have to deal. that ·they .are valid and not contrary to public policy. 

Mr. HEBERT. The idea of the minority of the commit- In my opinion, this form of agreement deprives, by a 
tee was that we should not go-that far. form of economic coercion, employees of the right of free 

Mr. REED. Mr. President, may .I ask one more question, association with their fellows, and takes away irom them 
with an apology? the-opportunity to deal on a basis of equality with those by 

Mr. HEBERT. I am glad to ·yield to .the Senator frozn whom they are employed. But ho.wever -distasteful they 
Pennsylvania, And he need not apologize for interrupting may be to us, and however much we may sympathize with 
me. those who believe that the interests of employees will never 

Mr. REED. Does not the minority substitute, in section be. protected .except through legislative enactment to make 
3, explicitly declare a" yellow-dog" contract to be contrary them void, the fact remains that the Supreme Court of the 
to public policy? United states in three cases has held that tb,e:re is no legis-
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lative power, State or Federal, to inhibit or outlaw employ
ment contracts providing against union membership. 
. The first of these cases is Coppage against Kansas, decided 
in 1915 and reported in Two hundred and thirty-sixth 
-United States Reports at page 1. I wish to qucrte from that 
case. This is an opinion written by Mr. Justice Pitney. I 
quote from page 16: 

Laying aside, therefore, as immaterial for present purposes, so 
much of the statute as indicates a purpose to repress coercive prac
tices, what possible relation has the residue of the act to the 
·public health, safety, morals, or general welfare? None is sug
gested, and we are unable to conceive any. 

This was an act of the State of Kansas fining anyone for 
making this so-called "yellow-dog" contract. 

The act, as the construction given to it by the State courts 
shows, is intended to deprive employers of a part of their liberty of 
contract, to the corresponding advantage of the employed and the 
·upbuilding of labor organizations. But no attempt is made or 
could reasonably be made to sustain the purpose to strengthen 
these voluntary organizations, any more than other volll:ntary 
associations of persons, as a legitimate object for the exerCise of 
the police power. They are not public institutions, charged by 
law with public or governmental duties, such as would render the 
maintenance of their membership a matter of direct concern to 
the general welfare. If they were, a different question would be 
presented. 

And again, at page 20, I quote: 
When a man is called upon to agree not to become or remain a 

member of the union while working for a particular employer, he 
is in etfect only asked to deal openly and frankly with his em
ployer, so as not to retain the employment upon terms to which 
the latter is not willing to agree. And the liberty of making con
tracts does not include a liberty to procure employment from an 
unwilling employer or without a fair understanding. Nor may 
the employer be foreclosed by legislation from exercising the same 
freedom of choice that is the right of the employee. To ask a man 
to agree in advance to refrain from affiliation with a union while 
retaining a certain position of employment is not to ask him to 
give up any part of his constitutional freedom. He is free to de
cline the employment on those terms, just as the employer may 
decline to offer employment on any other; for " It takes two to 
make a bargain." Having accepted employment on those terms, 
the man is still free to join the union when the period of employ
ment expires; or, if employed at will, then at any time upon simply 
quitting the employment. And, if bound by his own agreement 
to refrain from joining during a stated period of employment, he 
is in no ditferent situation from that which is necessarily incident 
to term contract in general. 

At page 23 appears the following: 
One of the ways of obtaining property is by contract. The 

right, therefore, to contract can not be infringed by the legisla
ture without violating the letter and spirit of the Constitution. 
Every citizen is protected in his right to work where and for 
whom he will. He may select not only his employer but also his 
associates. He is at liberty to refuse to continue to serve one 
who has in his employ a person, or an association of persons, 
objectionable to him. In this respect the rights of the employer 
and employee are equal. 

Mr. LONG. Mr. President--
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. DICKINSON in the chair). 

Does the Senator from Rhode Island yield to the Senator 
from Louisiana? 

Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Mr. LONG. I have noticed that the Senator, in arguing 

the matter, has read a decision of the court relative to the 
subject of rights under a contract. As a matter of fact, 
Congress confers all the jurisdiction that a court of equity 
has, does it not? It is not a constitutional authority, but 
a grant of authority conferred by the Congress, a statutory 
authority. I am referring to courts of equity. They have 
only such authority as is given to them by the Congress. 
Is not that true? 

Mr. HEBERT. I am not prepared to subscribe to that 
statement since there are concededly some inherent powers 
in the courts immediately they are created. 

Mr. LONG. Is it not a fact that they could be limited 
to the granting of injunctions in cases involving not more 
than $300 or not more than $1,000? 

Mr. HEBERT. That is true, and we have tried to limit 
them in our proposed substitute. 

Mr. LONG. The bill, as it is reported by the committee, 
simply proposes to withhold from the courts certain juris
diction. That would not prevent litigants from going into 
the State courts. The United States courts of- every dis-

trict-in New Jersey or Louisiana or elsewhere-could be 
denied any equitable jurisdiction at all, and litigants would 
be required to go into the State courts to enforce any rights 
in equity which they might have. 

Mr. HEBERT. The statement of the Senator is at vari
ance with the expression of opinion of the Supreme Court 
of the United States on that point. 

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President--
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from 

Rhode Island yield to the Senator from Nebraska? 
Mr. HEBERT. Certainly. 
Mr. NORRIS. I do not like to interrupt the Senator so . 

often and he has been very kind in yielding. 
Mr. HEBERT. I do not at all mind the interruptions and 

am glad indeed to yield to the Senator from Nebraska. 
Mr. NORRIS. I want to understand the Senator's idea. 

What he said to the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LoNG], I 
think, ought to be clarified just. a little, so I would like to 
-ask the Senator a further question. I realize, of course, 
there is a difference of opinion among eminent lawyers on 
the subject, but I want to ask the Senator whether the 
minority contend that Congress does not have the right to 
take away from any Federal court, except the Supreme 
Court of the United States, any jurisdiction that the court 
may have? Would we not have the right to take it all away 
and abolish the court by statute, if we wanted to do so? 

Mr. HEBERT. I think we have the right to abolish the 
court, but the Supreme Court has made a pronouncement 
upon the power of Congress to limit the inherent powers of 
the court once it is established. 

Mr. NORRIS. Yes; but it is not an inherent power of a 
court, for instance, to be endowed with jurisdiction to issue 
injunctions, is it? An inherent power, as I understand, is 
one necessary to enable the court to protect itself, and so 
forth. 

Mr. HEBERT. To enforce its mandates. 
Mr. NORRIS. Yes; but would not Congress have the 

right, without interfering with any of its inherent powers, 
to take any jurisdiction away from any inferior Federal 
court? 

Mr. HEBERT. Does the Senator mean that Congress 
might take all its jurisdiction away? 

Mr. NORRIS. Congress may take all its jurisdiction away 
or it may take any part of it away. 

Mr. HEBERT. Unquestionably, Congress has the right to 
abolish any court which is inferior to the Supreme Court; 
there is no question about that; but whether, in the exer
cise of that right, Congress can go to any limit below the 
abolition of the court is a grave question, upon which there 
is difference of opinion. 

Mr. NORRIS. I realize that, and the Senator perhaps 
should remember that in the hearings that argument was 
made by some very eminent attorneys. It was contended 
by one of those attorneys, representing some of the large 

-corporations that are opposed to this legislation, that while 
he conceded Congress has the right even to abolish the 
court, having once given jurisdiction to an inferior court, 
Congress has no authority to take it away. However, I do 
not think that argument made any very substantial impres
sion upon any of the members of the subcommittee that 
heard it. 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, I shall have occasion, in 
the course of my. argument, to refer to a decision of the 
Supreme Court which discussed that question to some extent. 

Mr. NORRIS. Very well. 
Mr. HEBERT. I come now to the second of the cases to 

which I had reference when I said that in three different 
instances the Supreme Court had declared these contracts 
valid. I shall quote now from the case of Adair against the 
United States, Two hundred and eighth United States Re
ports, page 161. I read now from the opinion at page 172: 

Without stopping to consider what would have been the rights 
of the railroad company under the fifth amendment, had it been 
indicted under the act of Congress, it is sufficient in this case to 
say that as agent of the railroad company and as such responsible 
for the conduct of the business of one of its departments, it was 
the defendant, Adair's, right-and that right inhered in his per
sonal liberty, and was also a right of property, to serve his em-

.. 
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player as best ·he coUld, so long as -he did nothing that was · rea~ 
sonably forbidden by law as injurious to the public interests. It 
was the right of the defendant to pr_escribe the terms upop. which 
the services of Coppage would be accepted, and it was the right of 
Coppage to become or not, as he chose, an employee of the "!"air
road company upon the terms offered to him. Mr. Cooley in his 
treatise on Torts, page 278, well says: "It is a part of evecy man's 
civil rights that he be left at liberty to refuse business relations 
wtth any persan whomsoever, whether the refusal rests upon rea
son, or is the result of whim, caprice, prejudice, or malice. With 
his reasons neither the public nor third persons have any legal 
concern. It is also his right to have business relations with anyon:e 
with whom he can make contracts; and if he is wrongfully de
prived of this right by others, he is entitled to redress. 

Again, at page 174: 
While, as already suggested, the right of Uberty and property 

guaranteed by the Constitution against deprivation without due · 
process of law is subject to such reasonable restraints as the 
common good or the general welfare may require, it is not within 
the functions of government-at least in the absence of contract 
between the parties--to compel any person in the course of his 
business and against his will to accept or retain the personal 
services of another, or to oompel any person against his will to 
perform personal services for another. The right of a person to 
sell his labor upon such terms as he deems proper is, · in its 

·essence, the same as the right of the purchaser of labor to pre
scribe the conditions upon which be will accept such labor from 
the person offering to sell it. So the right of the employee to 
quit the service of the employe;r, for whatever reason, is the same 
as the right of the employer, for whatever reason, to dispense with 
the services of such employee. It was the legal right of the 
defendant Adair-however unwise such a course might have been
to discharge Coppage because of his being a member of a labor 
organization; as it was the legal right of Coppage, if he saw fit 
to do so-however unwise such a course on his part might have 
been-to quit the service in which he was engaged because the 
defendant employed some persons who were not members of a 
labor organization. In all such particulars the employer and the 
employee have equality of right, and any legislation that disturbs 
that equality is an arbitrary interference with the liberty of 
contract which no government can legally justify in ~ free land. 

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President--
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from 

Rhode Island yield to the Senator from Nebraska? 
Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Mr. NORRIS. I take it the Senator is about to discuss 

the case of the Hitchman Coal & Coke Co. against Mitchell? 
Mr. HEBERT. Yes. 
Mr. NORRIS. Before he leaves the two cases-the Cop

page case and the Adair ease-l should like, if he will permit 
me, to ask him a question or two about those cases. 

Mr. HEBERT. I shall be very glad to have the Senator 
do so. 

Mr. NORRIS. They were both cases where a criminal 
·statute was undertaken to be enforced, were they not? 

Mr. HEBERT. It is my understanding that they were. 
Mr. NORRIS. One involved a criminal statute of Kansas. 
Mr. HEBERT. Yes; a statute imposing a fine for making 

such a contract. 
Mr. NORRIS. A statute imposing a fine for discharging 

a man because he belonged to a union. Does the Senator 
think that either one of those cases has a direct application 
to the legislation that is being discussed here, each of them 
involving a criminal statute and each one going to the court 
on the appeal of the defendant who was convicted under the 
statute? In one case a Federal statute was involved and in 
the other case a State statute. In the case involving the 
Federal statute the act complained of was claimed to be a 
violation of section 10 of the Erdman Act. That was the 
Adair case. 

While I am interrupting the Senator I should like to call 
his attention also to the fact-and it seems to me, in all 
fairness, the attention of the Senate should be called to it
that both of these cases and also the case of Hitchman 
Coal & Coke Co. against Mitchell in the Supreme Com-t 
of the United States--the case, as I understand, the Senator 
is about to disq .. l.Ss--were all decided by a divided court. 

Mr. HEBERT. That is true, Mr. President. 
As to the first observation of the Senator from Nebraska, I 

have purposely confined my quotations to those portions of 
these opinions which relate to the contractual relations of 
the parties and not with reference to the offense committed 
in making those contracts. That is beside the point. 

Mr. NORRIS. I realize that; but, 'at the Eame time, these 
criminal statutes were enacted to enforce the law by that 
means rather than by civil action. 
· Mr. HEBERT. Yes, Mr. President; but, first of all, it was 
incumbent upon the court to find out whether the making 
of such a contract was a valid exercise of constitutional 
right. 
· Mr. NORRIS. Yes; I think that is correct. 

Mr. HEBERT. · And if it were such an exercise, then no 
fine, provision for imprisonment, or anything else would 
interfere. 

Mr. NORRIS. I am· not contending that any of those 
cases do not have application to the point to which the 
Senator is applying them. I believe, however, that all the 
facts, including the one that all the cases were decided by 
:a divided _ court, should be taken into consideration in 
attaching weight to these decisions. 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, I can well understand-what 
the "Senator has in mind. He proceeds upon the theory 
that if . a case involving damages growing out of one of 
these contracts, dissociated altogether from any violation 
of a criminal statute, came before the court, the court might 
decide otherwise than it did and might declare such a con
tract to be void. However, I want to eall the Senator's 
attention to the very explicit language in the Adair case. 
I repeat: · 

It was the legal right of the defendant Adair-however unwise 
such a course might have been-to discharge Coppage because of 
his being a member of a labor organization, as it was the legal 
right of Coppage, if he saw fit to do so--however unwise such a 
course on his part might have been-to quit the service in which 
he was engaged because the defendant employed some persons 
who were not members of a labor organization. In such particu
lars the employer and the employee have equality of right, and 
any legislation that disturbs that equality is an arbitrary ' inter
ference with the liberty of contract which no government can 
legally justify in a free land. 

Mr. NORRIS. I am not finding fault with that, if the 
Senator will permit me to interrupt him further, but the 
bill which the majority of the committee have reported, in 
my judgment, does not in any respect confiict with the 
opinion laid down there. Although the Adair case has a 
bearing on the contention the Senator is ably makmg-I 
concede that-at that time there was on the statute books 
no law such as is here proposed; and, while it may not 
have much effect on the Senator's mind, to my mind it is 
significant that those cases were decided at a time when 
the" yellow-dog" contract had not reached the culmination 
of its wickedness. Even in the Hitchman case, which the 
Senator is going to consider next, as I understand, the con
tract, even in the dissenting opinion, was not ·criticized, and 
the contract itself which is set out in the dissenting opinion 
of Mr. Justice Brandeis, as I recall, is not harsh in its terms. 
It was the first, or almost the first, "yellow-dog" contract 
that ever came before a court. It was mild in contradistinc
tion to the development of the " yellow-dog " contract as it 
afterwards appeared. To anyone who will read all the cases, 
as they follow one another, it will appear in the development 
CJf the "yellow-dog" contract that the first one which was 
held legal was quite mild as compared to those which after
wards came to be considered in injunction cases. It will be 
easy to see, it seems to me, that the development of the" yel
low-dog" contract was gradually and rather slow, until the 
dissenting opinions became more and more numerous as 
time went on. 

Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President--
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from 

Rhode Island yield to the Senator from Kentucky? 
Mr. HEBERT. Yes; I do. 
Mr. LOGAN. I have been listening to the very able argu

ment of the Senator with a good deal of interest. I want 
to ask him if this is the conclusion that he has reached 
about those " yellow-dog " contracts-that as long as the con
tracts remain, no court can disturb his doctrine of liberty of 
contract, and that the contract must be got rid of in some 
way before it can grant relief? Is that the Senator's posi
tion? 

·' 
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Mr. HEBERT. No, Mr. President. With -the declaration 

of policy contained in the bill proposed by the minority •. we 
have proceeded to deny to inferior courts of the Umted 
States the right to afford injunctive relief based upon such 
contracts. 

1\.fr. LOGAN. Does the Senator think he may do that 
within the constitutional limits? • 

Mr. HEBERT. We are hoping we can do it. I have re
peatedly expressed some doubts about it, but we are hoping 
we can do it; and I shall refer to the authority upon which 
we are basing our action a little later on in my argument. 

Mr. LOGAN. I have been somewhat confused by the ref
erence to public policy. The confusion may be only in my own 
mind. I thought the public policy of a state or nation was 
always to be found in the laws of that state or nation, and 
that a mere statement that this is the public policy would 
have no effect unless it was backed up by some legislative 
enactment. Is that the Senator's opinion about it? 

Mr. HEBERT. That is absolutely my opinion, Mr. Presi
·dent; but, of course, the Senator is coupling up now, in both 
of these bills, a statement of public policy followed up by an 
enactment. 
· Mr. LOGAN. That is true. I agree with the Senator 
about that; but it has been suggested that _ the liberty of 
contract is not absolute. It is absolute, is it not, except that 
a contract can not be made contrary to public policy? 
And if we desire to find out whether the contract is con-

·trary to public policy, we must go to the existing laws of the 
Nation? 

Mr. HEBERT. That is my understanding. 
Mr. LOGAN. So if the Supreme Court has held, as it 

seems to have done, that the liberty of contract can not be 
interfered with then did not that language, that it was not 

. absolute, refer' to contracts which could not be made in 
violation of some law? 

Mr. HEBERT. Of course, I said all rights are relative. 
Mr. LOGAN. The Senator from Rhode Island did not say 

that. Some one else suggested that. 
Mr. HEBERT. Well, I have said in the course of this 

debate, and I repeat, that all rights are relative. There is 
no absolute right to do anything one likes. It is all bound 
by certain limitations-for instance, the ~tations of the 
Constitution, the limitations of the law. 

Mr. LOGAN. Finally, let me ask the Senator this ques
tion, and then I think I have finished. 
, The public policy of a · nation must be declared by its 
·legislative body having the authority to define it, as I under-
stand. That is where we go to find our public policy-in 
the laws that govern the Nation. 

Mr. HEBERT. The Supreme Court has said that in the 
absence of an expression of public policy in the legislative 

·enactments the court declares a public policy. 
Mr. LOGAN. That is true. There is no doubt about that. 

·Congress could not pass any law declaring public policy if 
that public policy, when so declared, would be in violation of 

'the Constitution; could it? · 
' Mr. HEBERT. I can not see that there can be any argu-
ment upon that point. · 

Mr. LOGAN. Then, is it the Senator's contention that 
the declaration of public policy interfering with the liberty 
:of contract is unconstitutional, rather than to term it as 
against public policy? 

:Mr. HEBERT. The declaration of public policy is not 
an enactment at all. 

Mr. LOGAN. Can there be a declaration of public policy 
without an enactment? 

Mr. HEBERT. There is nothing to a declaration of pub
lic policy. In other words, it does not commanq. the doing 
of anything. It is simply the preamble which we find in 
many enactments. It enables those who are called upon to 
do so to construe what follows by referring to the preamble. 
It sets out what the enacting body had in mind, what it 
sought to accomplish, the objectionable things it sought to 
.remove, what it endeavored to forbid; and, then, when the 
court comes to pass upon any act committed in violation 
or in alleged viclation of the enactment it goes back t~ the 

preamble to see what was in the mind of the legislature 
when it passed that act. 

Mr. LOGAN. It is not binding upon the court, however; 
is it? 

Mr. HEBERT. No; I do not think so. 
Mr. LOGAN. And is it not the general rule throughout 

the United States, so far as we know, that anything that 
may have been said in the consideration of a bill or in 
the proposal of a constitution and recorded in the journals 
is of very little weight with the court when it comes to 
construe the actual provision? 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, in my reading of some of 
these decisions I have observed that when the reports of 
committees of Congress and certain statements made by 
Members of Congress in both Houses of Congress on the 
enactment which the court is called upon to construe are 
referred to; the courts refer to them with approval. I 
have never seen any reference to those that did not sustain 
their position in their decisions. 

Mr. LOGAN. They refer to them in the interpretation of 
the act. That is very correct; but would a simple declara
tion of policy, without its being followed by a legislative 
enactment, have any binding effect on the courts? 

Mr. HEBERT. In my opinion, Mr. President, it would not. 
Mr. LOGAN. I thank the Senator very much. 
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President~ I now take up the so-called 

Hitchman case-Hitchman Coal & Coke Co. v. Mitchell (245 
U. S., 229.) Before quoting from that opinion, however, I 
think it might be well to include as a part of my argument 
the exact wording of the contract which was required to .be 
entered into by those seeking employment at the Hitchman 
Coal & Coke -Co. plant and which was the subject of this 
litigation. It occurs to me that it may be informative to 
Members of the Senate who do me the honor to read my 
argument. 

The contract is quoted in full at page 263 of volume 245, 
United States Reports, and I read:· 

I am employed by and work for the Hitchman Coal & Coke Co. 
with the express understanding that I am not a member of the 
United Mine Workers of America and will not become so while an 
employee of the Hitchman Coal & Coke Co.; that the Hitchman 
Coal & Coke Co. is run nonunion ani agrees with me that it Will 
run nonunion while I am in its employ. If at any time ' I am 
employed by the Hitchman Coal & Coke Co. I want to become con
nected with the United Mine Workers of America, or any affiliated 
organization, I agree to withdraw from the employment of naid 
company and agree that while I am in the employ of that com
pany I will not make any efforts amongst its employees to bring 
about the unionizing of that mine against the company's wish. I 
have either read the above or heard the same read. 

That coiltract was the basis in part of this suit; and in 
passing upon it the court said, at page 248: 

In short, at the time the bill was filed, defendants, although 
having full notice of the terms of employment existing between 
plaintiff and its miners, were engaged in an earnest effort to sub
vert those relations without plaintiff's consent, and to alienate a 
sufilcient number of the men to shut down the mine, to the end 
that the fear of losses through stoppage of operations might coerce 
plaintiff into" recognizing the union," at the cost of its own inde
pendence. The methods resorted to by their " organizer " were 
such as have been described. 

At page 250: 
What are the legal consequences of the facts that have been 

detailed? 
That the plaintiff was acting within its Iawfu~ rights in em

ploying its men only upon terms of continuing nonmembership 
in the United Mine Workers of America is not open to question. 
Plaintiff's repeated costly experiences of strikes and other inter
ferences while attempting to "run union" were a sufficient ex
planation of its resolve to run "nonunion," if any were needed. 
But neither -eXplanation nor justification is needed. Whatever 
may be the advantages of "collective bargaining," it is not bar
gaining at all, in any just sense, unless it is voluntary on both 
sides. The same Uberty which enables men to form unions, D:nd 
through the union to enter into agreements with employers Will
ing to agree, entitles other men to remain independent of the 
union and other employers to agree with them to employ no man 
who owes any allegiance or obligation to the union. In the latter 
case, as in the former, the parties are entitled to be protected by 
the law in the enjoyment of the benefits of any laWful agreement 
they may make. This court repeatedly has held that the employer 
is as free to make nonmembership in a union a condition of em
ployment as the workingman is free to join the union, and that 
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this is a part of the constitutional rights of personal Uberty and 
private property, not to be taken away even by legislation, unless 
through some proper exercise of the paramount police power. 

And on page 251, quoting from the case of Truax v. 
Raich (239 U. S.), at page 33 the court says: · 

• • • It is said that the b111 does not show an employment 
for a term, and that under an employment at will the complainant 
could be discharged at any time for any reason or for no reason~ 
the motive of the employer being immaterial. The conclusion, 
however, that ' is sought to be drawn is too broad. The fact that 
the employment is at the will of the parties, respectively, does not 
make it one at the w111 of others. The employee has manifest 
interest in the freedom of the employer to exercise his judgment 
without illegal interference or compulsion, and, by the weight 
of authority, the unjustified interference of third persons is 
actionable, although the employment is at will. (Citing many 
C.lSeS.) -

On page 252: 
The right of action for persuading an employee to leave his 

employer is universally recognized-nowhere more clearly than in 
West Virginia-and it rests upon fundamental principles of gen
eral application, not upon the English statute of laborers. 

In this case Mr. Justice Brandeis dissented, but he did not 
dissent upon the question of the legality of the contract. 

Mr. KING. 1\ir. President, will the Senator yield? 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from 

Rhode Island yield to the Senator from Utah? 
Mr. HEBERT. Yes; I yield. 
Mr. KING. My recollection is, although it has been sev

eral years since I read the case, that he directly or indirectly 
declared the contract was not subject to challenge upon the 
ground that it was unconstitutional. 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, recently the House of Rep
resentatives of the State of Massachusetts asked the jus
tices of ,the supreme ju_d.icial court of that State for an ad
visory opinion. There is a provision in the constitution of 
Massachusetts which permits that to be done. I have be~ore 
me the advance sheets of the opinion of the Supreme Judi
cial Court of Massachusetts, from which I now wish to read: 

OPINION OF THE JUSTICES TO THE HOUSE 01i' P..EPRESENTATIVES 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, OPINION OF THE JUSTICES, DUE PROCESS OF 
LAW, EQUAL PROTECTION OF LAW, CLASS LEGISLATION, CONTEMPT 
PROCEEDINGS. LABOR 

· on May ·u, 1931, the house of representatives adopted the fol
lowing order: 

" Whereas there is pending before the general court a b111 en
titled 'An act to define and limit the jurisdiction of courts sit
ting in equity, and for other purposes,' printed as House Docu
ment No. 976 of the current year, a copy of which is herewith 
submitted; and 

"Whereas doubt exists as to the constitutionality of said bill, 
if enacted into law: Therefore be it 

" Ordered, That the opinions of the honorable ~e justices of 
the supreme judicial court be required by the house of repre
sentatives on the following important question of law: 

"Would the provisions of said bill, if enacted into law, be in 
conflict with the Constitution of this Commonwealth or of the 
United States? " 

On May 29, 1931, the justices ret\rrned the following answer: 
To the honorable the House of Representatives of the Common

wealth of Massachusetts: 
The justices of the supreme judicial court have considered the 

order adopted on May 11, 1931, and transmitted to them on 
May 13, 1931, requiring their opinion on the question whether 
the provisions of the bill printed as House Document No. 976, 1f 
enacted into law, would be in conflict with the Constitution of 
the United States or of this Commonwealth. Copy of the order 
is hereto annexed. 

It has been the practice of the justices of the supreme judi
cial court in the performance of their duty under chapter 3, 
article 2, of the constitution to render opinions when required 
by the designated legislative or executive branch upon "im
portant questions of law and upon solem.Ii occasions" to confine 
their answers to particular questions of law submitted to them. 
It hao not been regarded as within the fair intent of this article 
of the constitution that they should be required to examine the 
validity of every clause, section, or part of a complicated statute, 
except in response to specific questions. (Opinion of the justices, 
138 Mass. 601, 604; 145 Mass. 587, 592; 217 Mass. 607; 239 Mass. 
606, 612; 247 Mass. 589, 598; 261 Mass. 523, 554; 261 Mass. 556, 
613.) We well might decline to answer the question here pro
pounded on this ground. · This rule ·of conduct is not to be 
impaired in any degree. We presume that the honorable house 
of representatives desires no more than that the question be 
answered upon a general view of the proposed statute without 
scrutiny of its details. 

LXXV--296 

On such general view the proposed act appears to us to fall 
into three main divisions. The first is comprised in sec
tions 1 to 3, inclusive. The vital part of this division appears 
to be section 2. That section declares, in substance, that every 
contract between any present or prospective employee and 
present or prospective employer or others whereby either party 
undertakes to join or not to join or to remain or not to remain 
a member of any labor organization pr employer organization or 
to withdraw from an employment relation in the event that he 
joins or remains a member of such organization is contrary to 
public policy and shall not be the basis of relief in the 
courts. Main provisions of section 3 of the bill attempt 
to deprive the courts of jurisdiction to issue any injunc
tion touching such contracts. This appears especially from 
subsections (a), {b), (g). The provisions of section 1 
declare the public policy of the Commonwealth to be in favor 
of full freedom of organization of workmen for collective bargain
ing and other purposes. The terms of that section are plainly 
broad enough to comprehend organization to break contracts 
made contrary to the terms of section 2, and although con
taining no definite reference to section 2 must be construed 
as designed to include the facts recited in section 2. These 
provisions would be unconstitutional. That is too clear for dis
cussion. They fall within the condemnation of principles declared 
and stated at length in Adair v. United States (208 U. S. 161), 
and Coppage v: Kansas (236 U. S. 1). In the first of those 
decisions an act of Congress and in the second a statute of 
Kansas, indistinguishable in essential features from these sec
tions of the present bill, were held to be violative of provisions 
of the Federal Constitution forbidding the enactment of any 
law depriving a person of liberty or property without . d';le 
process of law. A decisive sentence from 236 U. S. 1, 14, lS m 
these words: " Included in the right of personal liberty and the 
right of private property-partaking of the nature of each-is the 
right to make contracts for the acquisition of property. Chief 
among such contracts is that of personal employment, by which 
labor and other services are exchanged for money or other forms 
of property. If this right be struck down or arbitrarily inter
fered with, there is a substantial impairment of liberty in the 
long-established constitutional sense." These principles have 
been reiterated and these cases cited with approval in more recent 
decisions. (Truax v. Raich, 239 U. S. 33, 41; New York Central 
Railroad v. White, 243 U. S. 188, 206; Hitchman Coal & Coke Co. 
v. Mitchell, 245 U. S. 229, 25Q-251; Prudential Ins. Co. v. Cheek, 
259 U. S. 530, 536; Adki.ns v. Children's Hospital, 261 U. S. 525, 
545-546; Highland v. Russell Car & Snow Plow Co., 279 U.S. 253, 
261; Texas & New Orleans Railroad v .. Brotherhood of RaHway & 
Steamship Clerks, 281 U. S. 548, 570.) It would be vain for us to 
indulge in discussion in view of these authoritative adjudications. 
This matter also is fully covered by the "Opinion of the Justices" 
rendered to the honorable the house of representatives on April 
15, 1930 (Mass. Adv. Sh. (1930) 903}. 
. The second division of the bill comprehends sections4-9, both in
clusive. Itispossiblethat these sections are designed chiefly to be in 
aid of section 2 of the bill and would not otherwise be proposed. 
However that may be, one dominating aim of this part of the bill 
seems to be to establish with respect to every " labor dispute " as 
defined in section 12 (c) a substantially different method of pro
cedure, subject to materially different prerequisites, conditions, 
rules of trial, and extent of redress, from that established in any 
other kind of controversy where relief in equity is souglit. This 
dominating purpose appears to be class legislation and to impair 
equality before the law and equal protection of equal laws to all 
persons, contrary to principles afiirmed · !n Bognl v. Perotti (224 
Mass. 152) and Truax v. Corrigan (257 U. S. 312). 

The third division of the bill includes sections 1Q-14, both inclu
sive. The dominating purpose of these sections is to narrow to an 
unconstitutional extent the power of courts to deal with contempt 
of court in connection with litigation in labor disputes. The effect 
of these sections would contravene principles laid down in Walton 
Lunch Co. v. Kearney (236 Mass. 310); Root v. MacDonald (260 
Mass. 344); and Blankenburg v. Commonwealth (260 Mass. 369). 
See Blankenburg v. Commonwealth (Mass. Adv. Sh. (1930) 1485). 

In answering the question we have considered only a general 
view of the proposed bill. It has not been examined in detail with 
reference to the questions that might be raised as to its several 
parts. We do not undertake to intimate how much of the bill, 
if dissociated from the dominating factors already mentioned, 
would be within the competency of the general court to enact. 
Those matters we can not deal with for the reasons stated at the 
outset of this opinion. 

ARTHUR P. RUGG. 
JOHN C. CROSBY. 
EDWARD P. PIERCE. 
JAMES B. CARROLL. 
WILLIAM C. WAIT. 
GEORGE A. SANDERSON. 
FRED T. FIELD. 

Mr. KING. Mr. President, will the Senator submit to an 
interruption? 

Mr. HEBERT. I am glad to yield. 
Mr. KING. I invited the attention of the Senator a mo

ment ago to the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Brandeis 
in -the Hitchman case, and my recollection is that the senior 
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Senator frcm Nebraska [Mr. NoRRIS] a few · moments ago 
implied that that dissenting opinion by Justice Brandeis 
was a declaration that contracts of this character were 
illegal. I would like to read just a sentence or two from · 
Mr. Justice Brandeis's dissenting opinion:- · 

In other ~ords an e~ployer, in order to etiectuate the closing of 
his shop to 'U...llion labor, may exa,.ct an agreement to that etiect 
from his employees. The agreement itself being a lawful one, the 
employer may withhold from the men an economic need--employ
ment-until they assent to make it. Likewise an agreell;lent clos
ing a shop to nonunion labor being lawful, the union may with
hold from an employer an economic need-labor-until he assents 
to make it. In a legal sense an agreement .entered into, under 
such circumstances, is voluntarily entered into; and as the agree
ment is in itself legal, no reason appears why the general rule 
that a legal end may be pursued by legal means should not be 
applied. Or, putting it in other words, there is nothing in the 
character of the agreement which should make unlawful means 
used to attain it, which in other connections are recognized as 
lawful. 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, it is to be observed that the 
- majm·ity of the committee in its report seeks not so much 

to deny legal remedies to the parties to such contracts as to 
take away the right of injunction to prevent a breach of 
them. - ' · . 

In the majority report on page 9 the following statement 
appears: 

Relief by injunction is an extraordinary and hars~ remedy. It 
should not be resorted to except in cases where such action is 
imperatively demanded; and yet, injunctive relief is often the 
only adequate and effective relief against many wrongs and to 
prevent many irreparable injuries in controversies of infinite 
variety. -

If any means can be devised by legislative enactment to 
carry out the purposes of the measure so far as injunctive 
relief is concerned, without conflicting with the provisions 
of the Constitution and the decisions of the courts of last 
resort, I believe I am justified in saying for the minority 
and for myself-! unhesitatingly say-! will join in such an 
effort and will assist in . every way possible to secure its 
passage. 

Inasmuch as the general purpose of the bill is to afford 
relief from unfair injunctive processes, it seems reasonable 
to assume that the provisions of this section.. would effectuate 
that purpose quite fully K they were limited so as to pro
vide that such contracts should afford no ground for in
junctive relief. The bill would then be in harmony with 
the public policy to be established by other provisions of 
the measure. 

These so-called " yellow-dog " contracts are contracts of 
employment. They are entered into between employers and 
employees all domiciled in the same State, with but few 
exceptions. It follows, then, that they are to be construed 
in accordance with the laws of the State where they are 
made. If Congress is to declare such contracts void; then 
we shall have the anomalous situation where in a State 
they are legal and enforceable by the laws of that State. 
they may be held illegal and void by a mere transference 
o~ a case involving them to a court of the· United States. 

In my opinion. a provision which would deny injunctive 
relief based upon the existence of such contracts would 
afford full remedy to employees against any injustice done 
them in labor disputes, and at the same time would proba
bly not be open to serious constitutional objections. 

Some serious doubt has been expressed as to the right of 
Congress to limit the equity powers of courts of the United 
States. This question arose in the case of Michaelson v. 
United States 0924, 266 U. S. 62). My reading ~of the 
decision in that case leads me to the conclusion that it is 
not beyond the authority of Congress to place some limita
tions upon the equity powers of such courts. In that case 
the court was interpreting the provision in the Clayton Act 
which requires courts to afford jury trials in criminal con
tempt proceedings. 

Mr. Justice Sutherland said in the opinion: 
But it is contended that the statute merely interferes with the 

inherent power of the ~urts and is therefore invalid. That the 
power to punish for contempts is inherent in all courts has been 
many times decided and may ~ regarded as settled law. It is 

essential to the administration of jlli!tice. The courts of the 
United States, when called into existence and vested with juris
diction over any subject, at once become possessed of the power. 
So tar as the inferior Federal courts are concerned, however, it is 
not beyond the authority of Congress * • · "'· That it may be 
regulated within limits not p-recisely defined may n<;tt be doubted. 

· The limitation which is proposed to be placed upon the 
power of the courts to issue injunctions based upon these 
" y-ellow-dog " contracts is, I hope, one within the purview 
of the opinion to which I have referred, and ·the opinion 
justifies the belief that such a provision as is embodied in 
the substitute bill submitted by the minority will be sus
tained, especially when read in the light of the declaration 
of policy which is also a part of the measure. 

LIMIT OF INJUNCTIVE' RELIEF 

Sections 4 and 5 prohibit the issuance of injunctions 
under certain conditions therein enumerated. The language 
of ·clause (a) , section 4, is a8 follows: 

Ceasing or refusing to perform any work or to remain in any 
relation of employment. 

This language, fairly interpreted, leads to the conclusion 
that an employee may continue in the relation of employ
ment, hold his job, and yet -refuse to perform any work. 
That an employee may cease to be employed, whereas, in 
most instances, he is working under a contract at will, there 
is no question. On the other hand, the employer may, under 
such a contract, dismiss the employee and either party is at 
liberty to put an end to the employment relation. But 
expressly to provide that an employee may refuse to per
form any work and yet continue in an employment relation 
is, to my mind, to place the stamp of approval, by legislative 
enactment, upon a breach of contract. It can not be that 
the framers of this bill had any such purpose in mind. It 
may .well be. however, that what was intended was to place 
the employee outside of those injunctive processes which 
have been so broad as to compel an employee against his 
will to _perform a given task. Such a situation arose in the 
case of Bedford Co. against Stone Cutters' Association, 
reported in Two hundred and seventy-fourth United States 
Reports, page 37 C1926). 

In that case reference is made to an injunction granted 
to the complainant in the case of Duplex Co. v. Deering 
(254 U.S. 443) restraining the respondents-

From interfering with the sale, transportation, or delivery in 
interstate commerce of the presses of complainant; also from in
terfering with ·the carting, installation, use, operation, eXhibition. 
displacing, or preparing of any such press or presses, • • * 
and especially from using any force, threats, command, direction, 
or even persuasion with the object of having the etiect of causing 
any person o persons to _ decltne employment, cease employment, 
or not seek employment or to refrain from. work or cease working 
under any person, firm, or corporation being a purchaser or pros
pective purchaser of any printing press or presses from com
plainant • • *. 

The injunction issued in the Bedford Stone Co. case, 
su·pra, was sustained. Justice Brandeis, who wrote a dis
senting opinion, made this observation: 

If on the undisputed facts of this case refusal to work can be 
enjoined, Congress created by the Sherman law and the Clayton 
Act an instrument for imposing restraints upon labor which re
minds of involuntary servitude. 

In -my opinion, the provisions of paragraph (a), section 4, 
of the bill should be modified so as to provide that no injunc
tion shall issue upon the ground that an employee has 
ceased or refused to remain in any relation of employment. 
This, I believe, would fully guarantee to the employee his 
freedom of contract and his right to put an end to his con
tractural relations. 

The substitute bill prepared by the minority of the com
mittee modifies in some respects other clauses of section 4, 
which, as Wiitten in the bill reported by the majority, are, 
in my opinion, open to serious objections. 

In other words, if by the provisions of section 4 of the 
majority bill, clause (a), it is meant that no limitation shall 
be placed upon an employee to cease work when he chooses 
to do so and that by ceasing to do so he may not render 
.himself liable to restraint through injunctive processes, then, 
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of course, that is fully justified in my Judgment. But let me 
repeat the language: 

Ceasing or refusing to perform any work or to remain in any 
relation of employment. 

It would seem to me that would permit an employee to 
continue in the employment relation; in other words, to stay 
right on the job and refuse to do anything that he is told to 
do even though it be in the course of his employment and 
even though they be acts which he is hired to perform. It 
can not be that the Senate wants to enact any such provision 
as that. The minority has modified it by providing in the 
substitute bill a change so as to make it read: · 

Ceasing or refusing to remain in any relation of employment. 
LAW OF AGENCY 

I come now to a discussion of the provisions of section 6 
of the majority bill which relates to agency in labor disputes. 

In section 6 the bill attempts fundamentally to change the 
law of agency in respect to "an association or combination 
participating or interested in a labor dispute." 

It is urged that this is not the establishment of a new law 
of agency, but rather the creation of a new rule of evidence. 
It is contended that this provision will not relieve an indi
vidual from responsibility for his acts. It is claimed that 
there is a distinction between cases which would arise under 
this section, and those commonly arising under the law of 
agency as it is recognized, and under which one is held 
legally responsible for the acts of his agents done in the 
course of his employment. 

Criminal acts are personal to the wrongdoer, and an 
employer may not be held responsible as a criminal wrong
doer if his agent be guilty of a crime, notwithstanding it be 
committed in the course of the employment unless the em
ployer or principal authorizes or participates in or ratifies 
its commission. This section does not deal with criminal 
acts; its provisions affect the commission of" unlawful acts." 
It attempts to make a distinction between the relations of 
those in charge of a strike who are directing the members 
of a labor organization in the accomplishment of their pur
poses and employers who direct the activities of their em
ployees in the ordinary course of their business. 

It does not seem to me that such a distinction is tenable. 
In the one case strikers are acting under the authority of 
and are subject to the orders of the leaders of the move
ment; in the other, the employee is subject to the authority 
and under the control and direction of his employer. To 
this extent at least there is no difference in the relation. 
Both seek to accomplish their respective ends-in the one 
case to prevail in a strike and make it effective so as to 
compel the employer to submit to the demands of the 
strikers; in the other, to render service or to sell merchan
dise or whatever may be the particular trade or occupation 
in which the employer is engaged. 

If I may cite an illustration to clarify that statement 
somewhat, the law of agency is based upon the legal maxim 
that an employer is liable for the acts of his employee done 
in the course of his employment; in other words, respondeat 
superior. If a delivery clerk employed by some merchant 
in this city, for instance, driving a motor truck or other 
conveyance, runs into a pedestrain who is in the exercise of 
due care, and injuries him, however severely, and if in the 
doing of that act the delivery clerk be negligent and it be 
done in the course of his employment, then his employer is 
liable for the consequences resulting from that injury. 

The provisions of section 6 would alter that completely. 
It would be subversive of that principle of the law of agency. 
It says, in effect, if an employee or a man engaged in a labor 
dispute, acting on the orders from him who directs that labor 
dispute, commits an unlawful act, then the director of that 
labor dispute, under whom a given employee is operating, 
will not be liable for the consequences of such unlawful 
acts "except upon clear proof of actual participation in or 
actual authorization of such act or of ratification of such 
act after actual kll{)wledge thereof." 

Having in mind that the chief object to be attained by the 
enactment of this bill is to limit the power of courts to issue 
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injunctions and to punish for contempts thereof, it has 
seemed to me that this section might well be made a part 
of section 11 of the bill reported by the majority and so 
phrased as to protect officers and members of labor organi
zations from punishment for contempt and from injunc
tions if, when unlawful acts are committed by anyone 
engaged in a strike or labor dispute, it appears that such offi
cers or members as are charged with responsibility for the 
acts of others did not actually participate in or actually 
authorize or actually ratify such acts. In addition, the 
amendment which I have proposed would provide that in 
any contempt proceedings based upon the commission of 
such acts, if the person charged makes the claim that he 
did not actually participate in or actually authorize or actu
ally ratify such act, he shall be entitled to a public trial by 
an impartial jury. 

In this .way members of organizations engaged in lapor 
disputes, and their officers as well, will be fully protected 
and at the same time the provisions of existing law will in 
no way be subverted. 

HEARINGS ON PETITIONS FOR INJUNCTION 

I come now to the provisions of section 7 of the majority 
bill affecting the ques~ion of hearings on petitions for 
injunctions. 

Section 7 of the bill provides that no restraining order or 
injunction shall be issued in a case growing out of a labor 
dispute except after hearing the testimony of witnesses in 
open court. 

The section then proceeds to outline certain findings of 
fact which must be had prior to the issuance of a restrain
ing order or injunction. The first requirement is that 
unlawful acts have been committed and will be continued 
unless restrained. 

Many of the restraining orders and injunctions hereto
fore issued in labor disputes were much more far-reaching 
in their effect than the occasion required. Proof to sustain 
this view may be found in the decisions of the Supreme 
Court. I am in sympathy with the purposes sought to be 
attained by this part of the bill, but I believe it should be 
modified in some respects. Under paragraph (a) of this 
section the owner of property may not have relief where acts 
of destruction are contemplated or threatened. and must 
have actually suffered injury before he can secure a restrain
ing order or an injunction. Courts should be left free to 
restrain anyone from engaging in unlawful acts, and before 
they are committed. 

There is no element of justice in a provision of law which 
would permit one citizen to destroy the property of another 
before any court shall have the power to restrain him. 

The effect of this provision would be to work hardship 
upon employees as well as upon employers, because in the 
event that an employer should threaten to commit an unlaw
ful act against the interests of the employee the employee 
would have no redress, but would be required to wait until 
after the act had been committed before seeking his remedy. 
In other words, there can be no injury to a wrongdoer if he 
be restrained from continuing his wrongdoing. 

Paragraph (c) of section 7 brings in the law of compara
tive negligence. In cases of comparative negli~ence both 
parties are at fault, and the question of which one is liable is 
determined by a comparison of the fault of each. In the 
case of injunctive processes to restrain illegal acts, such as 
violence and threats, no injury can in contemplation of law 
be suffered by the party who is restrained from continuing 
the illegal acts. Paragraph (c) makes no distinction be
tween acts which are lawful and those which are not. It 
simply provides that as to the measure of relief granted the 
court must find that greater injury will be infiicted upon the 
complainant by the denial of the relief than will be infiicted 
upon the defendant l;>y the granting of it. . 

Paragraph (e) of section 7 would require a complainant to 
show affirmatively that the public officers charged with the 
duty to protect his property are unable or unwilling to fur
nish adequate protection. All such officers are required to be 
given personal notice and as this provision is now worded, it 
might be construed to mean that every police offi.cer in a city 
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or town of 'Whatever ·size·must nave notice and must testify 
in any proceedirig.which may be had for injunctive relief. It 
would impose an unusual bu:rden upon a complainant; first, 
to ascertain the names and the duties- of all officers charged 
with the protection of property; and second, ·to ·prove· that 
they have failed to afford protection or that they are· unable 
to do so. ·· ~ · -

I can well imagine the burden placed upon a complamant 
where he 'sought to have relief in injunction proceedhigs 'in 
a city the size of New York, for instance, where he would be 
called upon to establish affirmatively either that· tlie· police, 
or those charged with the enforcement of the law or the 
protection -of his property. were unable to afford protectio:n 
or were unwilling to d·o so. - · 

Not all the acts bf which employers of labor complain in 
the course of labor disputes are such as to come within the 
purview of the duties of public officers generally. _Even a 
most cursory examination of the forms of reasonable injunc
tion which have been issued in labor disputes will disclose 
this. If, however, the provisions of paragraph (e) are to be 
limited in their operation to acts of destruction of property, 
there again the difficulty of establishing proof of neglect or 
inability· of public officers to afford protection may be im
possible ta sustain. The destruction of property may w·ell 
occur without the knowledge of public officers. 

COND1TION PRECEDENT TO ISSUANCE OF lt.ESTRAINING ORDER OR 

INJUNCTION 

Section 8 provides that no. restraining order or injunction 
shall be granted unless the .complainant has first made 
every reasonable effort to settle the dispute by negotiation. 
The principle of mediation and arbitration is the ideal one 
in the settlement of labor disputes; and, wherever possible, 
resort should be had to . .such a course of action; but under 
this section a respondent may, without notice, engage in 
violence -and fraud and the complainant will be denied 
relief unless he has first taken all steps for the negotiation 
of a settlement. Thus the aggressor may act without notice, 
and may not be restrained until the injured party has en
dured the violence for a sufficient length of time within 
which to endeavor to secure an· adjustment. ·Negotiations 
looking to the settlement of labor disputes are most com.: 
mendable. In very recent time we have had ample proof 
of this. Notwithstanding the depressed condition of in
dustry there have been practiCallY no labor disputes of 
any kind, all parties having submitted their differences to 
mediation and to a calm discussion through their chosen 
representatives. Negotiations prior· to overt acts is desir
able, but this rule should apply to all parties, and particu-
larly to the aggressor. · 

In conclusion, Mr. President, I repeat that I have· no dis
position or intention to delay or to interfere with the -pas
sage of this bill. I shall offer amendments as we proceed 
with its consideration whi-ch I believe will more fully pro
tect the interests of all parties in labor disputes. I have 
been informed that labor organizations themselves have 
many amendments to pTopose to the bill. It may be that 
some of those which they intend to offer or which are to be 
offered at their instance may carry out the purposes which 
I myself have in mind. I firmly believe that the substitute 
which I have proposed will pr<;>ve satisfactory to everyone. 
It -will- relieve the laboring man from the injustices whicq 
grew out of that form of contract which is so obnoxious to 
American citizens; it will remove, so far as they can be 
removed, the well-founded objections to some of the in
junctive processes whicQ. have been issued in the pa~t in 
labor disputes; it will curb the power of the courts to legis
late by injunction, as it is claimed they have done, . and will 
afford to every citizen the right of trial by jury guaranteed 
him by the Constitution. 

Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, before the Senator 
from Rhode Island takes his seat, I should like to ask' him 
a question. 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 
Island yield to the Senator from Michigan? · 

Mr. HEBERT. I yield. -

Mr. VANDENBERG. I - am very anxious to be sure I 
understand the Senator's definition of the right of tern- . 
porary injunction. Am I correct in understanding him to -
say that it ·is his construction that a contemplated injury 
can not be enjoined; that injury must actually have been 
suffered before there can be an injunction? 

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, that is my reading of the 
provisions of the bill reported by the majority of the com
mittee, and I shall call the Senator's attention to them. 

Mi-. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The language to which the 
Senator from Rhode Island refers is found, beginning in 
paragiaph (a), line 7, on page 6. 

Mr. HEBERT. Yes. Paragraph (a), line 7, page 6, reads: 
That unlawful acts have been committed and will be continued 

unless restrained. 

Mr. VANDENBERG. Yes; but I call the Senator's atten
tion to paragraph (b), which reads: 

That substantial and irreparable injury to complainant's prop
erty will follow . . 

Mr. HEBERT. Will follow what? 
Mr. VANDENBERG. The unlawful acts that have been 

committed. There need not necessarily be damage, need 
there? 

Mr. HEBERT. But, notwithstanding one has knowledge 
that unlawful acts have been threatened which, if com~ 
mitted, will destroy his property and will cause irreparable 
injury, he may not obtain an injunction, under this bill, 
according to paragraph (a) , on page 6, because injunctionS 
are to be limited to unlawful acts which "have been com
mitted and will be continued unless restrained." · 

Mr. VANDENBERG. In other words, would it be the 
Senator's view that no contemplated injury, however for
midably anticipated, could be reached? 

Mr. HEBERT. That is correct. 
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President--
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Rhode 

Island yield to the Senator from Arkansas? 
Mr. HEBERT. I yield. 
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I am impressed with .. the 

correctness of the interpretation of this language by the 
Senator from Rhode Island. Parag1·a.phs (a), (b), (c), (d); 
and (e) appear to be cumulative; that is to say, it must 
appear that all five of the conditions mentioned in them 
exist before relief may be granted; there must have beeri 
unlawful acts already commit ted; it must appear that sub~ 
stantial and irreparable injury will result; that, upon a bal..: 
ancing of injuries, it shall be found that the injury to be 
inflicted upon the complainant will be greater than the 
injury that will be imposed on the defendant; that the com
plainant has no adequate remedy ·at -law; and that public 
officers are not able or are unwilling to enforce it. 

Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, may I ask the Sena
tor from Arkansas, then, would it be his view. if I have defi
nite and specific informatiOn that my property is about -to 
be attacked in the course of a well-sustained and well
formulated conspiracy, that I must await the attack before 
I can procure relief? 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. No; that is not my view at 
all; and I think if it is made to appear clearly that property 
is about to be destroyed it is much better to grant relief 
before the destruction of the property than afterwards. 

Mr. VANDENBERG. I would think so; but I am asking 
the Senator if it is his construction of this bill that relief can 
not be obtained under the circumstances I have mentioned? 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. That is what I was saying. 
I did not write the language, but from its reading it seems 
that before an injunction can ·be obtained it must be shown 
that there have been unlawful acts. Of course. the reason 
for that is that frequently attempts are made to prove in;. 
tention to · commit unlawful . acts when there is little actual 
evidence to support it. Under the procedure that has pre
-vailed heretofore most of the injunctions have been issued 
upon ex parte applications, and therein lies the great sin 
of them. Any sort of an allegation that would apparently 
give the court jurisdiction is accepted as true upon-slight 
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proof. The object of the provision is apparent; it is to pro
tect against such circumstances; but I think the language 
needs consideration. 

Mr. HEBERT. In fact, many of those injunctions are 
issued ex parte upon mere affidayit. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Yes. 
Mr. HEBERT. That situation is amply protected by the 

provisions of the substitute which has been pre;>ared by the 
minority members of the committee, and it is likewise pro
tected by the bill presented by the majority; but we of the 
minority felt that the majority bill goes too far, and requires 
too much cumulative evidence before affording any redress 
to one whose property is destroyed or is about to be de
stroyed. 

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I should say that in con
nection with the paragraph just referred to on page 6 of the 
bill, I think the suggestion of the Senator from Rhode 
Island is well worthy of consideration. 

Mr. WALSH of Montana obtained the fioor. 
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I suggest 

the absence of a quorum. 
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the 

roll. 
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following 

Senators answered to their names: 
Ashurst Cutting Jones 
A ust!n Dale Kean 
Bailey Davis Kendrick 
Bankhead Dickinson Keyes 
Barbour Dill King 
Bingham Fess La Follette 
Black Fletcher Lewis 
Blaine Frazier Logan 
Borah George Long 
Bratton Glass McGill 
Brookhart Glenn McNary 
Broussard Goldsborough Metcalf 
Bulkley Gore Morrison 
Bulow Hale Moses 
Byrnes Harrison Neely 
Capper Hastings Norbeck 
Caraway Hatfield Norris 
Carey Hawes Nye 
Connally Hayden Oddie 
Cooltdge Hebert Patterson 
Copeland Howell Pittman 
Costigan Hull Reed 
Couzens Johnson Robinson, Ark. 

Robinson, Ind. 
Schall 
Sheppard 
Shlpstead 
Smith 
Smoot 
Stelwer 
Stephens 
Thomas, Idaho 
Thomas, Okla. 
Townsend 
Trammell 
Tydings 
Vandenberg 
Wagner 
Walcott 
Walsh, Mass. 
Walsh, Mont. 
Watson 
Wheeler 
White 

. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Ninety Senators having 
answered to their names, a quorum is present. 

Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, the differences 
which have developed in the course of the discussion so far 
as it has proceeded indicate that they occupy so narrow a 
field that it would seem as though protracted debate would 
scarcely any longer be called for, and that hereafter it might 
very appropriately be confined to what may be regarded as 
details of the bill, such as were referred to in the colloquy 
with the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. HEBERT] as he 
was about to quit the floor. 

Of the necessity and advisability of legislation dealing 
with this particular subject there seems to be no difference 
of opinion. Reference has been made to the declarations of 
the platforms of the two great political parties in 1928 to 
the e:tiect that abuses have crept into the procedure of the 
issuance of injunctions, particularly in labor cases, and that 
remedial legislation should be enacted. Both the majority 
and the minority reports agree concerning the existence of 
these abuses and concerning the need for legislation. 

The governors of various States, particularly the States of 
Massachusetts, New York, and Wisconsin, have recently in
vited the attention of their legislatures to these abuses and 
suggested the enactment of remedial legislation. The Na
tional Civic Federation bas called attention to the need in a 
pamphlet recently issued, from which I read, as follows: 

A most careful and thorough examination has been made of 
injunctions issued in labor disputes in our State courts as well as 
in our Federal courts (as indicated 1n the record annexed) , which 
study has clearly indicated the validity of the complaint made by 
labor that the injunction writ has been subject to niany abuses, 
thus confirming as well the declarations of the two major politi
cal parties, which have expressed themselves upon this question. 

Your committee has, therefore, no hesitancy tn recommending 
the advisability of remediaL legislation on UUs subject. In~eed, it 
deems it imperative 1:f the workecs are to be assured that the 

judiciary of our land and the great powers vested in it are not 
being unduly and unwarrantedly used in determining the indus
trial relations and policies that should govern our industrial life. 

Former Senator Pepper, once a distinguished Member of 
this body, has contributed an article on this subject to the 
Journal of the American Bar Association, which I ask may 
be incorporated in the RECORD at the conclusion of my 
remarks. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. V/ithout objection, it is 
so ordered. 

(See Exhibit A.) 
Mr. WALSH of Montana. The particular abuses .pointed 

out are, first, the issuance of restraining orders without any 
notice whatever-; second, the issuance of temporary injunc
tions at least upon ex parte affidavits; third, the use of gen
eral language in the restraining order, so that the ordinary 
person to whom it may be directed, or who may be inter
ested in it, is unable to say whether or not a particular act 
falls within the condemnation of the order; fourth, the issu
ance of injunctions upon what is known as the" yellow-dog" 
contract; and, finally, the issuance of injunctions restrain
ing the doing of acts clearly legal in themselves. 

I desire to address myself particularly, however, to what is 
known as the " yellow-dog " contract. That is a contract by 
which, when one seeks employment from an industrial or
ganization, he is confronted with a form contract by which 
he agrees that while he remains in the employ of the em
ployer he will not join a union. There are other stipulations 
related to that to which it will not be necessary to advert; 
but it is for the purpose of insuring to the employer that he 
will not be called upon to deal with a union. . 

These contracts are coming into remarkably general use. 
A case involving one recently came before the Supreme Court 
of the State of Pennsylvania. The injunction in that case 
was sustained, but in it a dissenting opinion was rendered by 
Mr. Justice Maxey in which reference was made to the fre
quency with which these so-called restrictive contracts are 
employed. I read from an opinion filed by him, as follows: 

In May, 1929, the plaintiff company entered into an agreement 
with the Allied Manufacturers' League (Inc.), of New York City, 
whereby the "league" agreed to assist plaintiff company in in
stalling the " individual contract system" at the plant and to 
secure new employees in the event of a strike. This " league " is 
apparently owned and managed by one Horace A. MacDonald . 
On June 8, 1929, MacDonald appeared with mimeographed forms 
of the individual contract and that night he and the company's 
superintendent, Winkler, went to the knitters' floor in the mill 
and instructed the night foreman, Bowersocks, to assemble the 
employees. This was done, and Winkler and MacDonald told the 
men that they were to sign the individual contracts. Lester Rice, 
a knitter in the plaintiff's mill, testified that Bowersocks, the 
foreman, " just called them down there, one by one, to the office 
to sign that "yellow-dog" contract, and we wouldn't sign." For 
about two hours the importunities to sign continued. MacDonald 
testified that the men "said it was a" yellow-dog" contract." The 
men were told to sign or quit work. Nearly the entire night force 
refused to sign and left the plant at 2 a.m. William Montp!aisir, 
an employee, testified that " there was a lot of discussion about 
signing it; no one wanted to." The following day Schmidt sum
moned the day-shift men to his .office where, according to the 
testimony of employees, they were " told to sign or get out. 
So what was the use of reading it?" 

I call attention to the fact that this company exists for 
the purpose of supplying what are known as strike breakers 
wherever a strike occurs-that is to say, furnishing men who 
will operate during the course of the strike-and at the same 
time furnishes blank " yellow -dog " contracts to any com
pany that desires to use them for the purpose of restricting 
the liberty of the men in its employ. 

The generality of the use of these contracts is likewise 
disclosed in an article, which will be found in the Nation 
of December 31, 1930, by Mr. Joel L. Seidman. I read from 
that article, .as follows: 

Employers were not slow to realize that they possessed in tht
tnjunction a weapon o:t the greatest effectiveness. The Red Jacket 
case, upon which rests Judge Parker's claim to fame, strengthened 
the tendency to resort to these contracts, though it added nothing 
that was conclusive, since it went no higher than the United 
States Circuit Court of Appeals. As a result; the" yellow-dog" con
tract is resorted to at present, not so much for its psychological 
effect as for its future usefulness in securing a court injunction 
against union organi:;e:;-s. Whenever an attempt is made to per
suade the signers of these contracts to join a union, it can be 
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a.ecepted as a certainty that sppUcatlon wlll be made to. a court 
of equity for a restra1.nlng order, and as just as great a certainty 
that the order will be issued. v 

This was true of the Kraemer Hosiery Mills, of Nazareth, Pa.-
That is the case to which I have just referred-

and of the United· states Gypsum Corporation in Iowa, to ·cite 
but two of the most recent instances. In several instances, as 1n 
certain dressmaking establishments in New York City, the workers 
have been forced to deposit cash with the employer as security 
for ·observance of the n yellow-dog, contracts. In arie case the 
helpless employees were even forced to agree that if they violated 
the terms by joining a union, an injunction could be issued agatnst 
them.,.--which is much like forcing condemned men to say that 
they are willing to be executed. The use of " yellow-dog " contracts 
has spread so rapidly within the past 13 years that now the Metal 
Trades Department of the American Federation of Labor estimates 
that 1,250,000 persons in this country are working under such 
agreements. 

Clearly, labor Is being combated here with a peculiarly deadly 
weapon. A man who has a family to support and no resources 
upon which he can fall back wm of necessity sign ~nytbing to get 
a job. If, .then, ~n lnjunction is issued and any attempt to 
acquaint him with the advantages of unionization becomes con
tempt subject to the summary punishment of the court, it .follows 
that the growth of union.H;m can .etiectively be checked. · 

The subject had very elaborate consideration in this bodY 
in connection with the confirmation of Judge Parker; and, 
at the close of a very el<><iuent addreSs, the · Senator froni 
Idaho [Mr. BoRAH] expressed gratification that no Member 
of the Senate had risen 1n his place and sa1d one word in 
justification of that metbod of oppression of labor. Thus 
far in the discussion of the matter upon the floor, no· one 
has risen to justify the use of these contracts.-· Irideed, to 
his credit the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. HEBERT] 
expressly declared that they met his c·ondemnation. 

The minority report, as well as the majority report, con
demns them. I read from the minority report as follows, 
referred to what is known as the" yellow dog" contract: 

In our opinion, this form of agreement deprives employees of 
the right of free association with their fellows and takes· away from 
them the opportunity to deal on a b&sis -Of equality with those by 
whom they are employed. But however. distasteful they may be 
to us, and however much we may sympathilZe wlth those who be
lieve that the 'interests of employees will never be properly pro
tected except through legislative enactment, the fact remains that 
the Sup.reme Court in three cases has held that theTe is no legis
lative power, State or Federal, to inhibit or outlaw employment 
contracts providing against union membership. 

I read that for the purpose of calling attention to the fact 
that although the minority contend that these contracts are 
immune from legislative condemnation by reason of constitu
tional principles, they still meet their condemnation; they 
believe they are oppressive and wrong. 

So, too, both bills condemn these contracts, the bill pre
sented by the majority of the committee declaring that they 
shall be unenforceable either at law or in equity, and the 
minority report equally declaring that they ·shall not be 
enforceable in equity. · 

Mr. CONNALLY. Mr. President, even though it may be 
agreed that the minority report is correct in the view that 
the contract itself, on account of constitutional reasons, 
can not be condemned, Congress, however, would still have 
the power to say that no F~deral instrumentality shqllld 
be permitted to enforce it or to issue an injunction in cases 
of that kind. Is not that true? 

Mr. WALSH of Montana. That appears to be the con
currence of the entire committee. 

Mr. CONNALLY. Is not that sound constitutional prin
ciple? 

Mr. WALSH of Montana. I think so. I propose to say 
something about that a little later on. 

Mr. CONNALLY. I beg the Senator's pardon. 
Mr. WALSH of Montana. That is all right. Both bills, 

then, condemn these contracts. The bill presented by the 
majority of the committee declares that they are against 
public policy and ought not to be enforced, either at .law 
or in equity. The minority reports that they are against 
public _poliey and ought not to be enforced in equity, and 
they -content themselves with that. The point I am :making 
.now is that they meet the condemnation :Of the entir~ mem
bership of the Senate, so far as I have been able to discern. 

ln a pamphlet .I hold is collected a large number of eXPres
sions from public men, from publicists and from jurists,. 
who express themselves in unmeasured terms in denuncia
tion of this partieular form of contract and oppression of 
labor. I ask unanimous cqnsent that this may be printed 
in the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks .. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection? The 
Chair hears none, and it is so ordered. 
· ·<See Exhibit B.) 
' Mr. WALSH of Montana. The late Chief Justice of the 

Supreme 'Court, Mr. Chief Justice Taft, during- the war, it 
will be remembered, was at the head of what was known as 
the War Labor B~atd, a board constituted for the purpose 
of adjusting differences between labor and employers so that 
production might go ·on uninterrupted during that stress
Iul time. He found that a strike was in progress among 
the street-car operatives in Council Bluffs and Omaha, and 
it became a part of his duty to adjust that controversy. He 
found that the "yellow-dog" contract was in force among 
the street-railway employees in those two cities and their 
employers, and in reporting on that particular controversy 
Judge Taft said: 

The pr~ctice of the company in times past to make restrictive 
contracts:- · · · 

That is, contracts which provided that the operative would 
not join a union- · 

The practice of the company in times past to make restrictive 
contracts, such as shown to the arbitrators, 1! continued, would be 
contrary to the principles of the National War Labor Board. 
However, counsel for the company states ,.to the arbitrators that 
this practice has been abandoned and calls for no further action 
on the part of the arbitrators. 

We may, then, proceed upon the assumption that every .. 
body in this body would get rid of these contracts if that 
could be done, believing them to be unwise and unjust. 

It is said, however, that we are powerless in the premises, 
at least, that we have no power to condemn these contracts 
so far as legal actions are concerned, and that conclusion is 
based upon three decisions of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, the case of Adair against the United states, 
the case of Coppage against Kansas, and the case of Hitch
man Coal & Coke Co. against MitchelL 

The case of Adair against the United States arose under 
a statute which condemned these contracts so far as they 
were executed in Ja v.or of companies engaged in interstate 
commerce. Some of the railroad companies, as has been 
disclosed, were resorting to these contracts, and an effort 
was made by Congress to hold them ineffective. The statute 
was declared by the Supreme Court of the United States in 
that case to be void. That statute made it criminal for 
anyone to enter into a contract of that character or for any 
interstate carrier to exact such a contract of its employees. 
It was a criminal-statute, and the criminal statute was held 
void. 

The case of Coppage against Kansas arose upon a similar 
statute enacted by the State of Kansas. It forbade any em .. 
ployer exacting of hj.s employees a contract of that char .. 
acter, and made again the exacting of such a contract a 
criminal offense. Upon the authority of Adair against the 
United States, the Supreme Court held that that statute ' of 
the State of Kansas was void. 

The case of Hitchman Coal & Coke Co. against Mitchell 
has frequently been adverted to on the floor here, and par
ticularly in connection with the confirmation of the nomi .. 
nation of Judge Parker, and need not be adverted to. The 
question was not directly presented in that case as to the 
power of Congress to legislate upon the subject or as to the 
power of a State to legislate upon it. However, on the basis 
of such contract, an injunction in that case was sustained. 

Those conclusions were, as I have pointed out, arrived at 
in determining the validity of criminal statutes, and the 
decisions went no further than to find that neither the Con .. 
gress nor the States could make contracts of that character 
criminal and punishable penally . 

It- is true, however, that in reaching that conclusion the 
court expressed itself !urther than that, and indicated that 
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it was beyond the power, in the one case of Congress and in 
the other case of the legislature of a State, to enact legisla
tion which would invalidate contracts of that character. · 
· The grounds upon which those decisions proceeded are 
indicated by a brief extract from the opinion in the case of 
Adair against the United States, which I shall read. The 
majority opinion says: 

It was the legal right of the defendant, Adail'-however unwise 
such a course might have been-to discharge Coppage because of 
h1s being a member of a labor organization, as it was the legal 
right of Coppage, 1f he saw fit to do ~however unwise such a 
course on his part might have been-to quit the service in which 
he was engaged, because the defendant employed some persons 
who were not members of a labor organization. In all such par
ticulars the employer and the employee have equa.llty of right, 
and any legislation that disturbs that equality is a.n arbitrary 
interference with the liberty of contract which no government ca.n 
legally justify in a free land. 

In the later Coppage case the court said: 
To ask a man to agree in advance to refrain from a1ftliation 

with · the union while retaining a certain position of employment 
is not to ask him to give up any part of h1s constitutional free
dom. He is free to decline the employment on those terms, just 
as the employer may decline to offer employment on any other, 
for " it takes two to make a bargain." 

Both of these . decisions proceed upon the assumption that 
both of the parties to the contract stand upon an entire 
equality of footing, whereas, as a matter of course, everybody 
in these days recognizes that they stand on no such footing. 

In the dissenting opinion in that case it was said that 
for the reason that the employee is under all manner of 
constraint, the constraint of fear of starvation for himself 
and his family, to induce him to enter into the contract, 
they do not stand on any footing of equality, and there
fore contracts of that character are and should be by the 
courts declared to be contrary to a wise public policy. 

I read from the opinion of Judge Day, with whom the 
present Chief Justice, then Associate Justice Hughes, con
curred: 

Liberty of making contracts 1s subject to conditions in the 
interest of the public welfare, and which shall prevail-principle 
or condition--can not be defined by any precise and Universal 
formula. Each instance of asserted confiict must be determined 
by itself, and it has ben said many times that each act of legisla
tion has the support of the presumption that it is an exercise in 
the interest of the public. The burden is on him who attacks the 
legislation, and it 1s not sustained by declaring a liberty of con
tract. It can only be sustained by demonstrating that it confiicts 
with some constitutional restraint or that the public welfare 1s 
not subserved by the legislation. The legislature is, in the first 
instance, the judge of what 1s necessary for the public welfare, and 
a judicial review of its judgment 1s llmited. The earnest confiict 
of serious op1n1on does not sumce to bring it within the range of 
Judicial cognizance. 

Judge Taft again said, in the Tri-City case, something 
quite pertinent to this matter we have under consideration. 
I read as follows: 

They
Jl 

That is, trade-unions. 
were organized out of the necessities of the situation. 

A single employee was helpless in dealing with an employer. 
He was dependent ordinarily on his daily wage for the maintenance 
of himself and family. If the employer refused to pay him the 
wages that he thought fair, he was nevertheless unable to leave the 
employ and to resist arbitrary and unfair treatment. Union was 
essential to give laborers opportunity to deal on equality with their 
ennployer. · 

Of course. it need not be said that if these contracts shall 
be upheld against legislative condemnation of them, and 
come into general use-and they have already come into 
general use and bid fair to come into practically universal 
use--as a matter of course there can be no such thing as 
labor unions, which Judge Taft said are essential in order 
to protect the liberty of the laboring men. 

Mr. President, the right to enter into contract is not 
unrestricted. It is governed and controlled by many con
siderations, among them being the question as to whether 
the particular contract is or is not condemned by public 
policy. Take usurious contracts, for instance. Here are 
two parties perfectly willing to enter into a usurious con-

tract, but the law says, "No; you may not do that. - We 
will not give judicial countenance to any contract of that 
character. We forbid you to enter into a contract of that 
character." 

WhY. Mr. President? "Usurious oontract" has been de
fined as the extorting or taking of a higher rate of interest
than that allowed by law. statutes making usuries penal 
proceed upon the assumption that the borrower is con
strained by his necessities to enter into an unwarranted 
and improvident or unconscionable contract. It appears to 
me there is a perfect analogy between the case of statutes 
condemning usurious contracts and statutes condemning 
contracts such as are under consideration. 

Chancellor Kent declared in one of his great opinions 
that Jeremy Bentham had declared that statutes of usury 
are founded upon wise and sound principles of public 
policy. Statutes of usury date back even to Biblical times. 
Their origin is involved in so much doubt that it still re
mains a matter of question as to whether usury was -an 
offense Under the common law or whether it had its origin 
in parliamentary statutes. However that may be, Mr. Pres
ident, the power . to contract was thus restrained by the act 
of the legislature or by the common law. 

Likewise, it will be observed that public policy is different 
at different times and in different places. Statutes of 
usury existed in Great Britain for many years. It was 
deemed a wise. public policy to _prohibit contracts of that 
character. After a time that policy changed so that in 1856 
all English statutes in relation to usury were abrogated. So 
in this country there are some States in which it is considered 
wise public.policy to enact usury statutes. In others perfect 
freedom is believed to be the wiser public policy. Many of 
the States of the West have no usury statutes at all. 

Mr. President, the power to contract is limited by many 
considerations. I have here the standard work, Greenwood 
on Public Policy, in the law of contracts. In the index we 
find a long list of contracts which the law will not permit to 
be made, and will not permit to be made upon grounds of 
public policy. One chapter deals with " contracts promotive 
of private dishonesty." All such are void. Another chapter 
deals with "contracts destructive of competition." The 
Senator from Dlinois [Mr. LEWIS] referred this morning to 
the statutes of Congress declaring certain contracts void 
because their tendency was to abrogate or limit competition. 

Other chapters deal with contracts tending toward op
pression; contracts promotive of prostitution, crime, and 
infidelity; contracts promotive of gambling; contracts for 
insurance where the party insuring has no real substantial 
interest in the life of the party assured; contracts promotive 
of dereliction of duty, public and private; contracts the etfect 
of which will be the corruption of private citizens with refer
ence to public matters; contracts affecting the integrity of 
public elections; contracts restricting assignability, the latter 
prohibiting one from making a contract by which the person 
to whom he sells a piece of property is restrained from dis
posing of that property at will; contracts promotive of mo
nopoly; contracts in restraint of trade; contracts limiting 
the liability of common carriers, telegraph companies, em
ployers, and tort feasors; contracts excusing a man from 
negligence either of himself or of his servants. So, Mr. 
President, there is a vast class, a great variety of contracts 
which the law will not permit to be made. 

Is a contract of the character we are now considering such 
as is to be condemned as contrary to the public policy of 
the country? From the pamphlet to which I referred a 
little while ago I read a few excerpts indicating the views 
of publicists with reference to the same. 

The United States Coal Commission reported in 1925, and 
.in its report said: 

Notwithstanding the decisions of the Supreme Court of the 
United States that the so-called "yellow-dog" contract is legal, the 
commission is of the opinion that it is a source of economic irri
tation, and 1s no more justifiable than any other form of contract 
which debars the individual from employment solely becalise of 
membership or nonmembership in any organization. 
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The United States Coal Commission, reporting again in 
1923, said as follows: 

We recommend that such destructive labor policies as tho use 
of spies, the use of deputy sheriffs as paid company gUards, house 
leases. which prev-ent free access andt eld.t, and incliviaual contracts 
which are not free-will contracts be abolished. 

· Again the Coal Commission said: 
The indtvidual contract 1s closely t!ed up with the suppression 

of civll liberties. It has been used as a basis for securing injunc
tions against the attempts to organize the field by any means 
*hatsoever. It has also been used as the basis for claiming 
damages from the United Mine Workers. 

The Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, in 
a press release under date of December, 1920, had the 
following to say: · 

When an appl1cant for work 1s compelled to sign a contract 
pledging himself against atnliation with a union, or when a union 
man is refused empioymt,..lt or discharged merely on the ground 
ot union membership, the employer 1s using coercive methods and 
1s violating the fundamental principle of an open shop. 

From a pastoral letter of Catholic archbishops and bishops 
in the United States I read as follows: 

Religion teaches the laboring man and the a.rttsan to carry out 
honestly and fairly all equitable- agreement& freely arranged. 
• • • By treating the laboret first of all as a man the employer 
11111 make him a better working man; by respecting his own moral 
dignity as a man the laborer will compel tbe resp&et. o! his 
employer and of the community. 

Reference is made, Mr. President, to the fact that these 
contracts almost encroach, if they do not actually encroach, 
upon the prohibition of the thirteenth amendment against 
involuntary servitude. I am reminded that long ago Homer 
said, "That day sees man a slave that takes halt his worlt 
away.'' 

No one will accuse Elihu Root of being a wild radical by 
any means, but in an address delivered by him in 1916 he 
bad the following to say. After referring to the perfeet 
freedom. of contracts that existed between employer and the 
employee in past days before industrial conditions an·ived 
at the point at which we find them in our day. he said: 

Now, however, the power of organization has massed both capt
tal and labor 1n such vast operations tha1l in many directions, 
atrecting great bodies of people, the rigbt of contract can no 
longer be at once individual and free. In the great massed indus
tries the free give and take of industrial demand and supply does 
not apply to the Individual. Nor does the rtght of free contra.ct 
protect the individual under tbose conditions of complicated in
terdependence which make so large a. part of the community 
dependent for their food, their clothing, their .health, and me~tns 
of continuing llfe itself upon the service of a multitude of people 
with whom they have no direct relations whatever. contract or 
otherwise. Accordingly democracy turns again tG government to 
furnish by law the protection which the individual can no longer 
secure through his freedom or oontract and to compel the vast 
multitude on whose cooperation all o! us are. dependent to do
their necessary part in the life of the community. 

In the Daily Law Journal of May, 1909, appeared an arti
cle by Dean Roscoe Pound, from which I read as follows: 

The attitude of many of our courts on tb.e supject of liberty 
of contract 1s so certain to be misappreh-ended, Is so out of the 
range of ordinary understanding, the. decisions themselves are so 
academic and so artificial in theiJ reasoning, that they ean not 
tail to engender such feelings. Thus, those decisions do an in
jury beyond the failure of a few acts. These acts can be re
placed as legislatures learn how to comply with the letter of the 
decisions and to evade the spirit of them. But the lost respect 
for courts and law can not be replaced. The evil of those- cases 
will live after them in impaired authority o! the courts long 
after the decisions th-emselves are forgotten. 

Dr. Felix Frankfurter, of the Harvard Law School, had 
the following to say about it: 

The rapidly increasing use of the so-called "yellow-dog" con
tracts has grown into a serious threat to the very existence of labor 
unions. In view of the inequitable conditions that surround the 
!ormation. a! such agreements. and the unfair division of their 
obligation, to appeal to equity for their enforcement is to dis
regard the fundamentally ethtcal foundations of courts of 
chancery. 

Francis B. Sayr~. of the Harvard Law School, in the Yale 
Law Journal of March, 1930, had· the following to say: 

Seizing upon the Hitchman decision, employers have found an 
effective way to prevent peaceful and otherwise lawful union ac
tivities by requu·ing present or prospective employees as the price 

o! employment to sign- 1nd1v1dua! contracts against Joining any 
union. Thus entrenched, they are in a position to defy every 
effort on the part of the union to unionize their plants, and by a 
system of strategic individual contracts with their employees they 
are able in many cases to prevent unions entering into a com
petitive struggle with them over the price of labor. That courts 
wouid refuse fn fields other than labor law to allow competition 
to be effectually sti~d by means of strategic contracts with third 
parties seems clear. 

The question was mooted, Mr. President, as to how the 
public policy should be declared and promulgated, whether 
by the legislature or by the courts themselves. That subject 
is referred to in a note on page 4 of the book to which I re
ferred a while ago, Greenwood on Public Policy, as follows: 

Howe. J., of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, admitted, In a com• 
paratively recent case, that the immediate representatives of the 
people, in legislature assembled. "would seem to be the fairest 
exponents of what public policy requires, as being most familiar 
with the habits and fashions of the day, and with the actual con
dition of commerce and trade, their consequent wants and weak
nesses.u Legislation is the least objectionable, because it operates 
prospectively as a guide to future negotiations, and does not, like a 
judgment of a court, annul a contract a.lready concluded in good 
faith and upon a. valuable consideration, and establishes a rule 
giving a. wider circulation among the people, and which enters more 
generally into the information of the public. But this considera
tion by no means establishes the impropriety of a judicial deter
mination that transactions are "at war with any established in· 
terest of society, however individuals may sutrer thereby. The 
interest of inclividuals must be subservient to the public welfare." 

That is to say, Mr. President, that the courts themselves 
may declare that a certain contract is against public policy, 
and many of the contracts denounced as against public 
policy were declared to be so in the entire absence of stat
utes, but~ in. the development of law, contracts of that kind 
coming before the courts were beld to be contrary to public 
policy and declared to be void. Others were condemned by 
specific statutes, and there would appear to be no reason 
whatever, as it seems to me, why this particular variety of 
contracts should not be equally s~ condemned. 

The present state of the law, Mr. President, upon the sub-
ject was set forth in an article in the Columbia Law Journal. 
It collates all of the cases, both for and against, and dis
closes that in the State of New York a very marked change 
has been shown in the later decisions from those upholding 
contracts of this character at an earlier date. I refrain 
from a discussion of these particular decisions, because I 
know that they have had the attention of the Senator from 
New York [Mr. WAGNER], who will probably address the Sen
ate upon that subject. However, even though this view 
should be unsound, even though the court should eventually 
hold that, notwithstanding the character of these contracts, 
notwithstanding they have been so generally condemned and 
denounced, notwithstanding that the Senate has declared 
that it is against public policy that they should be enforced, 
the court should find that they still are protected by the 
Constitution, we are not without remedy, because, so far as 
the Federal courts are concerned, their jurisdiction is con
trolled entirely by the acts of Congress. We may limit as 
we see fit the jurisdiction of the inferior courts of the United 
States. The Constitution itself prescribes that " the judicial 
power [of the United states] shall extend to all cases in law 
and equity" involving a Federal question and to contro
versies involving citizens of different states, and so on; but 
no jurisdiction can be exercised unless it is conferred by 
Congress. That view is very clearly expressed in the case 
of Kline v. Burke Construction Co., in Two hundred and 
sixtieth United States Reports. I read from page 234, as 
follows: 

Only the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is derived directly 
from the Constitution. Every other court created by the general 
Government derives its jurisdiction wholly from the authority of 

. Congress. That body may give, withhold, or restrict such juris
diction at its cliscretlon, provided 1t be not extended beyond the 
boundaries fixed by the Constitution. 

The opinion in that case was rendered by Mr. Justice 
sutherland, formerly a member of this body, and he declares 
that jurisdiction may be given, it may be withheld, or it may 
be restricted. Congress has consistently acted upon that 
theory. So far back as 1793 it enactetl a law providing that 
no restraining order should be issued by any equity court 
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without notice to the parties against whom it ran. Prior to 
that time the courts of equity were authorized, in accordance 
with the practice of the chancery courts of Great Britain, tG 
issue restraining orders without notice. Nevertheless, Con
gress declared," You shall not issue a restraining order with
out notice." That state of the law continued, as my recol
lection is, until 1870 or 1872, during which time courts of the 
United States could not issue restraining orders without 
notice. The bill before us does not go that far. It author
izes the issuance of an injunction without notice, but the 
case must be clearly made in order to have it issued without 
notice that an irreparable injury will ensue. 

Let me remark, Mr. President, that the more or less 
famous injunction issued by Judge Wilkerson, sued out at 
the instance of the then Attorney General of the United 
States, Mr. Harry Daugherty, is an instance of a restraining 
order which issued wit_hout any notice whatever. The shop
men's strike had been in progress for a long time, some 
months at least. It was alleged that acts of violence had 
been committed over a very considerable period of time. It 
was alleged, among other things, that a conspiracy existed 
for the purpose of restraining commerce between the several 
States and interrupting the progress of the mails. So far 
as that is concerned, if a strike is conducted upon a perfectly 
peaceful plan, if there is no violence of any character what
eyer, and ~o law is violated, yet, as a matter of course, if it 
is a successful strike, it will more or less interfere with com
merce between the several States. 

The shopmen's strike, for instance, was conducted upon 
the most peaceful lines, but obviously there would be some 
delay in the transport of products from one .State to another, 
because, as a matter of course, equipment would deteriorate 
and transportation could not be carried on with the usual 
facility and with rapidity. So an application was made 
for a restraining order upon a bill of complaint, to which 
was attached a schedule, prepared by a clerk in the Depart
ment of Justice, reciting that united States marshals had 
reported from all over the country certain acts of violence. 
That was made a part of the bill of complaint. The bill of 
complaint was verified on information and belief by the 
United States district attorney for the northern district of 
Illinois; and upon that kind of a showing, without any 
notice whatever, an order was issued restraining the de
fendants from committing any. of the acts mentioned in the 
bill of complaint, the restraining order itself being couched 
in such general language that no one could tell what par
ticular acts were and what were not condemned by it. . 

At any rate, as I have indicated, along about 1870 the 
statute was changed, and thereafter restraining orders might 
be issued without notice. 

Then . again, in 1930, Congress restricted the power of 
Federal courts to punish for contempt. Prior to that time, 
in accordance with the practice of the courts of chancery, 
no limitation whatever was placed upon th~ chancellor. He 
could impose such penalty for contempt as seemed to him 
to be required by the justice and necessity of the case. - Bnt 
in that year Congress passed an act I prohibiting judges of 
FP,deral courts from imposing a fine greater than $500 for 
contempt. Again in 1914, in the Clayton Act, we gave the 
right of trial by jury in cases of contempt, or at least sup
posed we had. 

In other words, three separate times the power of the 
Federal courts in equity matters has been restrfcted by Fed
eral legislation. Accordingly, even the minority members of 
the committee concede the right of the Congress of the 
United States to restrain the courts of the United States 
sitting as courts of equity from issuing writs of injunction; 
in other words, they concede the right of Congress to limit 
the jurisdiction of courts of the United St&.tes in the matter 
of the issuance of injunctions. 

Mr. President, there is another feature . of the pending 
legislation to which I desire to advert only briefly, and to my 
mind it is one of the crucial questions in connection with 
the bill. I refer to a feature to· which the Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. HEBERT] adverted before the clGse of his 
remarks. The bill presented by the majority provides that 

one shall not be liable for acts of violence or destruction of 
property committed d,uring the course of a ·strike unless he 
actually authorized the acts or thereafter ratified the com
mission of them. 'l1lis is condemned, Mr. President, by the 
minority. The actual situation is this: Many of tbe courts 
hold that most strikes are conspiracies-conspiracies to re
strain trade. As I have indicated, no matter how peace
fully or orderly a strike may be conducted, it will interfere, 
to some extent, with the movement of trains. Consequently 
the conclusion is arrived at that the strike itself is an 
unlawful conspiracy in restraint of trade, and evidence con
cerning ~ecific acts of violence . or the destruction of prop
erty or the threatened destruction of property is introduced 
simply for the purpose of aggravating the alleged conspiracy. 

There is a principle of law to the effect that every member 
of a conspiracy is responsible for every act committed by 
any other member of the conspiracy, whether he participates 
in the act or not. So, Mr. President, the officers of a union 
declaring and endeavoring to manage a strike, although they 
may exercise every power at their command to restrain all 
acts of violence, however such acts may be provoked, are 
held answerable. I might say in this connection that the 
courts have repeatedly said that in the case of strikes there 
are probably acts of violence upon both sides. There is the 
strike breaker on the one side and the striker on the other 
side, each actuated by powerful passions and each filled with 
bitterness toward the other, so that clashes are very likely 
to ensue; so that, however the officers of the organization 
m~y exert themselves in order to prevent violence, it will 
pccur. They issue bulletins urging . all -their members to 
pbserve _the law, to do nothing beyond the limits of what 
the law will permit, and they even punish and restrain their 
members who have been shown to have violated such 
instruc~ions. -No matter what they do, violence will ensue, · 
in all r~asonable probability; and if tl;le court . flnds that a 
conspiracy exists they become answerable for every act 
committee by any of those who are alleged to be within the 
conspiracy. That is entirely unjust. So that suits are 
brought against the officers of the unions to recover damages 
from them for all injuries done, either to person or property, 
by anybody who is connected with the strike, upon the 
ground that it is done by one of the conspirators, and all 
conspirators are liable. 

The ~ill presented by the majority seeks to relieve the 
officers of the unions engineering a strike from liability to 
respond in damages for any loss sustained by the acts of 
anyone unless done by .their authority, either express or 
implied, or unless . they have afterwards ratified the unlaw
ful acts. 

There are some other minor features of the legislation to 
which I may address myself as the debate proceeds. 

ExHIBIT A 
THE LABOR INJUNCTION-TOUCHSTONE OF OPINION 

It is sometimes said that the nations of continental Europe have 
domesticated war. In the sphere of industrial warfare we and our 
English brethren have long ago domesticated the strike. Legis
lators _and lawyers, whether English or American, are familiar with 
the efforts always made by each party, when a strike is in progress 
to w~n th~ final decision. The employer tries to keep his plant 
runnrng w1th the help of all the nonunion labor he can assemble. 
The strikers, by every device which ingenuity suggests, strive to 
induce workers to quit and to dissuade would-be workers from 
enlisting. There is apt to be lawlessness on both sides more 
particularly on the side of the strikers. They are more nu~erous. 
The responsibility of the individual is more difficult to fix. They 
are persuaded that for them it is a life-and-death struggle. n~
feat, they think, means for them industrial death. From their 
point of view the strike breaker is not merely a formidable indus
trial competitor. He is committing a social offense against his 
class. Any group of people with class consciousness can be 
counted upon :to show bitter resentment against the man who 
ought, they think, to be with them and is in fact working against 
them. It requires tr~endotts self-control in such a situation to 
keep bitterness from expressing itself in violence. 

The thing called picketing may accordingly be regarded as much 
more than an effort to persuade or intimidate nonuruon workers. 
It may be conceived of as the protective action of a great social 
group who feel oatraged at what seems to them the betrayal of 
their class. 

In a community which so conceives of it, picketing is not a thing 
to be stopped by injunction. It is rather a thing to be domesti
cated along with the strike. Attending at or near ~he plant or 
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near the nonunion. man's house, for the purpose of persuading 
him to. abstain from ·working. becomes a normal and inevitable 
course of conduct. If ~u object that such conduct may easily 
lead to vioienee, the answer will be made to you that th~ a.dmin
istration of criminal law must in that event be. relled upon fo:r 
protection. 

When you~ observe attentively what is going on in a given com
munity you will find it possible ta decide whether m that com
munity picketing has- eome to be reecgniood- as- the seff-proteetion 
of a social class in strike time or Is-still gene.trally regarded as. some
thing which ean suecessfully be outlawed 1n the ·warfare- between 
employer · and employee I suggest that it is in this connection 
that you will find an Instructive contract between· the English 
industrial situation and otirs. If you read the trades disputes act, 
you will find in section. a (see p. 53"5) a definite · st&tutory declara
tion of the legality of some of the· very things from which the 
striking shopmen were enjoined 18 months ago by the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois'. This 
means that in England picketing has .been recognized. as inevitable 
class self-protection., while with us ·u is- still treated as a prevent;;. 
able offense against the :rules. o! industrial war. 

A further study of the act will show yeu · that our British 
brethren have also d-eclared: that acts don& ~y agreem-ent or com
bination fn. contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute are 
not actionable unless they; are such . as to- be- actionable m the 
absence of agreement or combination. In. other words, actionable 
conspiracy in such cases no longer includ-es conspiracy to do things 
in themselves lawful. You wm not fail to note. however, that, 
while Parliament was making- these de.e:ta.Tations~ it put. addittona.l 
teeth into tre conspiracy and protection ef property ac-t by. pre.
scribing fine and imprisonment: after summary conviction fo:r those 
who use violence- toward a worker · or his ·famfiy' or indulge- in 
threats or in disorder or beset the house or a wm:ker or fallaw: him 
through the· streets. ln. o.the? words, our British friell<ls hav~ ~ome 
to recognize peaceable picketing. as. ·a legitimate c;:oncomitant of 
a strike, but have trnined the guns ·of their eri:Irtinal procedure 
upQn conduct whicb threatens breaeh of the- peaee or invasi:()n cf 
private right. Wbat thelll have tl:rus ,domesticat-ed we st:m seek to 
enj.oin. 

When you mark this co.n.tras.t you will lie led ta review our own 
industrial history during- the fast~ 35 years. You will begin with 
1888, when a State- court fust issued an injunction is- a labor ca.Be>. 
You will pass to- 1891, when. the Fed'el'al courts first entered this 
field. Then y<>u will note the frequent re~urrence of. Federal 
injunctions vntn ro-day such injunctions have become a recog
nized exercise o-f the Federal' equity power. 

I was led recently to make such a review of our ilid.ustrial his
tory by my desire to account for the growing bltte.rness of. organ
ized labor toward tbe Federal courts. In the Senate one quickly 
becomes aware ·or the existence throughout the .country of a 
sentiment on this subject which, if unchecked, may easily develop 
Into a revolutionary sentlment. I aecordl"ngly addressed a letter. 
to every United States district attorney' asking him to secure from 
the clerk's office in his district a copy o11 an such injunction 
orders made by the United States court in his district during the 
last few years. Courteous attention to my request has supplied 
me with a most interesting mass of material~ The study- of these 
orders discloses an evolution mildly comparable with the growth 
of the corporate mortgage. The injunction orders have become 
more and more comprehensive and far-reaching in their provi
sions, until they c.ulmin.ate in the shopmen's injunction order 
already referred to. Every thoughtful citizen who has not already 
done so should read that. order and meditate upon. its significance. 
In so doing he should have in mind that during the shopmen's 
strike in 1922 nearly every one of the 261 "Class I •• railroads and 
a number of short-line railroads applied for injunctions in the va
rious Federal courts. No applications. were 9enied. In all nearly 
300 were issued. 

Naturally enough, durtng the past two decades there have been 
bitter protests from the ranks of l-abor. To the· striker tt seems 
like tyranny to find such vast power exercised-not by a jury of 
one's neighbors, ·but by a si.ngle official who is not elected but 
appointed, and that for life, and whose commission comes from 
a distant and little understood source·. The protests have taken 
every conceivable form. They include a suggested act of Congress 
to take away th.e jurisdiction to issue injunctions except to pro
tect tangible property, and a proposed amendment of the Consti
tution framed to make Federal judges elective. Whether the 
so-called Caraway Act should be regarded as a protest emanating 
from organized labor I do not know. n ts. at an-y rate, a mani
festation of the same tendency. 

Much of the protest ts intemperate and unintelligent. Many 
of the proposals are short-sighted and unwise. The friends. of 
organized labor who criticize the Federal judges for lack of. the 
social Instinct often themselves lack the tnsight necessary to a 
complete understanding of the problem. As long as the enlight
ened sense of the community fails to recognize the difference be
tween the self-protection. of an industrial class and mere wan.ton 
conspiracy to injure property and business. just so long judges 
who have power in their hands are likely to use it when urged 
thereto by the owners of the property and the business. or by the. 
official representative of the Government of which the judges are 
themselves a part. The problem is not primarily the problem 0!. 
changing the point of view of Federal judges- but of determining 
what the community attitude toward organized labor is going to be. 

In t~ l¥it analysis. the attitude of the community will be d-e
termined by, the workers themselves. If. their uncoer.ced Judi-

ment: is favorable to organization and collective action as the 
sur.ast guaranty o! industrial welfare, then the sentiment of the 
community-:y;our sentiment and mine--will settle down to an ac
ceptance- of tha.t ·v:few. If the persi'Stent judgment of a decisive 
majority of the individual workexs were to be that social deveiop
me:p.t can best. be- pursued tlmmgh unorganized effort. then the 
unions .would lose theil: reason far -existing. In England. the sen
timent of the workers has definitely crystallized in favor of organi
zation and this fact has determined the thought and action of 
the whore community. The trades disputes act is the result. 
We, on the other hand, are experi-encing the pangs incident to in
decision; .and unhappily we are placing upon our Federal courts 
the nonjudic}al duty of maintaining the negative side of the dis
pute wlule. o_.~anized Iabor maintains the affirmative~ 

· One incident of the struggle of a community to determine- its 
attitude toward organized labor is. the constantly recurring dispute 
o~er the- legality or tllegality of a sympathetic strike or. seeon·d.ary 
boycott~ In a c.ommnnity where 1n any field of actidty there is a 
f~il'ly d[vided pubUe se-nttment between. c-losed and open shop, the 
union will often strive to build Ltself up by encouraging union 
men to refuse to work upon the same job with nonunion men. 
By this m-eans it is h<>ped that tbe emp-loyer will be forced to 
employ union men; thus ultimately forcing the individual worker 
to join the union as a. eondition of getting employment. In a 
collllll.unity where union sentiment is universalL pressure of this 
sort on the part of the tmion becomes merely a measure of self
prate~tion. · Accordingly the trades disputes. act d:ec.laies in effect 
that it is not. actionable (in sueh a ease as just. suggested) to 
induce union men ta quit the_ service o! the employer gr to press 
the employer to diScharge his nommion men, or to force an owner 
to. break his contraet with an open-&hop contractor. With us, 
since publlc opin1on m not yet settleci,. sueh con-duct is still 
regarded as actiona.ble. It. is an unjusttii.a.ble e:tiort of the union 
t~ maneuver itself. into a. stronger position than is warranted by 
the sentiment of the community. In such cases organized labor 
has only itself to blame if its attempt to gain a. tactical advantage 
is. met by an applicat.ien for an injunction. Wherever organized 
labor~ has :t:aJled to create an overwhelming sentiment for the 
closed shop it-can no1i1n the absence of· such a sentiment success
fully do the things which otherwise public opinion would approve. 

Diffi.eult as is the duty which we have forced upon OUl Federal 
ju-dges, their problem has, o! ceurse~ been complicated by the 
necessity of considering what conduct is. and what is not. a direct 
interfel'ence with interstate commerce 01' a violati<>n of some Fed
eral statute. Less than a month ago the Supreme. Court (in 
United Leather Workers. Union v. Herkert & Meisel Tnmk Co.) de
cided. 6 justices -to 3, that picketing to prevent the manu
facture of goods which, if manufactured, would have been shipped 
in interstate eom.merce was riot- a conspiracy in restraint of inter
state commerce .within the antitrust act. Any other- decision would 
have subjected to· Federal jurisdiction every ·strike in. every fac
tory the product of .which was destined to swell the volume of 
interstate eommerce. But back of the decision upon this juris
dictional ground looms the vital question-shall we persist in 
compelling the United States courts to- take up the sh~ck of our 
industrial warfare? · 

Respect tor the courts is not the least valuable part of our Eng
lish inheritance. Under such a system of government as ours the 
maintenance of well-nigh universal confidence in the judiciary is 
pretty nearly essential to national safety. Is it not worth our 
while to place elsewhere than upon our Feder.al judges the burden 
of solving for us our legislative and exeeutive problems? 

To maintain such confidence mus-t we not confine the courts to 
the sphere in which the creators of our constitutional system in
tended them to live and move and have their being? 

GEORGE WHARTON PEPPER. 

ExHmiT B 
·" YELLOW-DOG .. CONTRACTS CONDEMNED BY EXPERTS 

FOREWORD 

When workers seeking a job &re told to sign an agreement not 
to join a union before they are put on the pay ron. this condition 
is called a " yellow-dog " contract. Workers who accept such condi
tions give up their legal and economic rights because those de-
pendent on them hare to b-e fed and clothed. · 

To get money for these immediate necessities they must- forego 
their right to plan and order their own lives, that is, the right to 
join with .fellow. workers to deal with common. problems collec-

; tively. Wage earners, like all other groups of citizens, are expected 
to assume responsibility for their own progress. Persons who 
neglect opportunities to keep step with progress retard social ad
vancement and may even become public wards. 

A single wage earner is unable to. make an advantageous con
tract with his employer. Acting jointly with other wage earners 
they can meet their employers on an equal footing and negotiate 
mutually satisfaeto.ry contracts. Employers who are unwilling to 
give their employees a fair chance to make progress require them 
to sign " yellow-dog •• contracts. 

When there is evidence of efforts to promote the organization of 
a union among workers who have signed "yellow-dog" contracts, 
employers usually apply to the courts for injunctions enjoining 
union activities. Thus the full force of government is put behind 
contracts which take advantage of 1;he necessities of workers and 
these workers are denied the right to do things which the law 
regards as legal. a.nct which societY~ regards as necessary and 
coDStructtve. 
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Clearly, "yellow-dog" contracts and their enforcement by in

junctions are in conflict with American principles of liberty and 
with orderly social progress. 
· Labor believes that such contracts should not be actionable. 
Our position is supported by many lawyers and experts who be
lieve that law should be an effective social instrument. To be 
such an instrument, law must be something more than a mechan
ical application of precedents--it must be the application of 
principles of human justice to specific conditions and problems. 

Quotations from authorities in different fields have been com
piled for the ready use of wage earners studying this problem. 

WM. GREEN, 
President American Federation of Labor. 

CONDEMNED BY EXPERTS 

Theodore Roosevelt: " It is all wrong to use the injunct ton to 
prevent the entirely proper and legitimate actions of labor or
g9.n1zations in their struggle for industrial betterment, or under 
the guise of protecting property rights unwarrantably to invade 
the fundamental rights of the individual. It is futile to concede, 
as we all do, the right and necessity of organized effort on the 
part of wage earners and yet by injunctive process to forbid peace
able action to accomplish the lawful objects for which they are 
organized and upon which their success depends." ( 42 CoN G. 
RECORD 1347-1348 {1908) .) 

William Howard Taft: " They [trade unions) were organized 
out of the necessities of the situation. A single employee was 
helpless in dealing with an employer. He was dependent ordi
narily on his daily wage for the maintenance of himself and fam
ily. If the employer refused to pay him the wages that he thought 
fair, he was nevertheless unable to leave the employ and to resist 
arbitrary and unfair treatment. Union was essential to give la
borers opportunity to deal on equality with their employer." 
(American Foundries v. Tri-City Council (257 U. S. 18~209) .) 

Woodrow Wilson: "Governments must recognize the right of 
men collectively to bargain for humane objects that have at their 
base the mutual protection and welfare of those engaged in all 
industries. Labor must not be longer treated as a commodity. 
It must be regarded as the activity of human beings, possessed 
of deep yearnings and desires. The business man,gives his best 
thought to the repair and replenishment of his machinery so that 
its usefulness will not be impaired and its power to produce may 
always be at its height and kept in full vigor and motion. No 
less regard ought to be paid to the human machine which, after 
all, propels the machinery of the world and is the great dynamic 
force that lies back of all industry and progress." {From message 
communicated to both Houses of Congress at the beginning of the 
66th Cong.) 

Charles Evans Hughes: " I trust there will be no more struggles 
in futile opposition to the right of collective bargaining on the 
part of employees. The recognition of the right of representation 
and the prompt hearing of grievances provide the open doors to 
reasonable and just settlements." {From address before the Insti
tute of Arts and Sciences, Columbia University, November 30, 
1918.) 

"Notwithstanding the decisions of the Supreme Court of the 
United States that the so-called ' yellow-dog ' contract is legal, the 
commission is of the opinion that it is a source of economic irrita· 
tion and . is no more justifiable than any other form of contract 
which debars the indiYidual from employment solely because of 
membership or nonmembership in any organization. The right of 
an employer to discharge for disloyalty, dishonesty, and incom
petency or other unlawful conduct should not be abridged, but 
he should not be permitted to blacklist a discharged laborer for 
any other reason than disloyalty, dishonesty, or unlawful con
duct." (Report of United States Coal Commission, 1925, pt. 1, 
p. 179.) 

"We recommend that such destructive labor policies as the use 
of spies, the use of deputy sherifis as paid company guards, house 
leases which prevent free access and exit, and individual contracts 
which are not free-will contracts be abolished." (Summary of 
recommendations, September 14, 1923, United States Coal Com
mission in Bituminous Coal Mining. Government Printing Office, 
1925.) 

"The Individual contract is closely tied up with the suppression 
of civil Uberties. It has been used as a basis for securing injunc-· 
tions against the attempts to organize the field by any means 
whatsoever. It bas also been used as a basis for claiming damages 
from the United States Workers." (Report of the United States 
Coal Commission on Labor Relations in Bituminous Mining. Gov
ernment Printing omce, 1925.) 

•• • • • When an applicant for work is compelled to sign a 
contract pledging himself against affiliation with a union, or when 
a union man is refused employment or discharged merely on the 
ground of union membership, the employer is using coercive 
methods and is violating the fundamental principle of an open 
shop. • • • " (Federal Council of the Churches of Christ of 
America, press release, December, 1920.) 

" • • • Religion teaches the laboring man and the artisan 
to carry out honestly and fairly all equitable agreements freely 
arranged. • • • By treating the laborer first of all as a man 
the employer will make him a better workingman; by respecting 
his own moral dignity as a man the laborer will compel the 
respect of his employer and of the community." (From pastoral 
letter of Catholic archbishops and bishops in the United States, 
1920.) 

Elihu Root: " • • The individualism which was the for-
mula of reform in the early nineteenth century was democracy's 

reaction against tile law end custom that made the status to which 
men were born the controlling factor in their lives. 

" It was an assertion of each freeman's right to order his own 
life according to his own pleasure and power, unrestrained by 
those class l~mitations which had long determined individual 
status. The instrument through which democracy was to exer
cise its newly asserted power was freedom of individual contract, 
and the method by which the world's work was to be carried on 
in lieu of class subjection and class domination was to be the 
give and take of industrial demand and supply. 

"Now, however, the power of organization has massed both 
, capital and labor in such vast operations that in many directions, 

affecting great bodies of people, the right of contract can no 
longer be at once individual and free. In the great massed indus
tries the free give and take of industrial demands and supply 
does not apply to the individual. Nor does the right of free con
tract protect the individual under those conditions of complicated 
interdependence which make so large a part of the community 
dependent for their food, their clothing, their health', and means 
of continuing life itself upon the service of a multitude of people 
with whom they have no direct relations whatever, contract or 
otherwise. Accordingly, democracy turns again to government to 
furnish by law the protection which the individual can no longer 
secure through his freedom of contract and to compel the vast 
multitude on whose cooperation all of us are dependent to do 
their necessary part in the life of the community. • • • ." 
(Public Service by the Bar, from address to American Bar Associa
tion, 1916.) 

Roscoe Pound, dean Harvard Law School: "The attitude of 
many of our courts on the subject of liberty of contract is so 
certain to be misapprehended, is so out of the range of ordinary 
understanding, the decisions themselves are so academic and so 
artificial in their reasoning, that they can not fail to engender 
such feelings. (Above statement made in commenting on work
men's growing distrust of the courts.) Thus, those decisions do 
an injury beyond the failure of a few acts. These acts can be 
replaced as legislatures learn how to comply with the letter of 
the deci&ions and to evade the spirit of them. But the lost re
spect for courts and law can not be replaced. The evil of those 
cases will live after them in impaired authority of the courts long 
after the decisions themselves are forgotten." {Liberty of Con
tract, Yale Law Journal, May, 1909.) 

Felix Frankfurter, Harvard Law School: "• • • The rapidly 
increasing use of the so-called • yellow-dog' contracts has grown 
into a serious threat to the very existence of labor unions. In 
view of the inequitable conditions that surround the formation of 
such agreements and the unfair division of their obligation, to 
appeal to equity for their enforcement is to disregard the funda
mentally ethical foundations of courts of chancery. • • • ." 
(The Labor Injunctions, Felix Frankfurter and Nathan Greene.) 

Francis B. Sayre, Harvard Law School: "The signs are all about 
us that labor groups throughout the country are smartinO' with a 
sense of injustice at the hands of the courts. • • • The situ
ation calls for constructive efforts to meet the gro>...ring danger, not 
only on the part of labor leaders but on the part of all who believe 
in American law and American traditions." 

• • • • • • 
"Seizing upon the Hitchman decision, employers have found an 

effective way to prevent peaceful and otherwise lawful union 
activities by requiring present or prospective employees as the 
price of employment to sign individual contracts against joining 
any union. Thus intrenched they are In a position to defy every 
effort on the part of the unions to unionize their plants, and by a 
system of strategic individual contracts with their employees they 
are able in many cases to prevent unions entering into a com
petitive struggle with them over the price of labor. That courts 
would refuse in fields other than labor law to allow competition to 
be effectually stified by means of strategic contracts with third 
parties seems clear." (Labor and the Courts, Yale Law Journal, 
March, 1930.) 

Donald R. Rich berg, attorney, Railway Shop Trades Unions: "It 
is a waste of time to criticize judges who chatter about equality of 
right and liberty of contract between a billion-dollar corporation 
and a man looking for a job. When judges solemnly announce 
that society is more interested in preserving the freedom of one 
man to injure himself and his coworkers than in preserving the 
freedom of a hundred thousand men to promote their common in
terests it is unnecessary to argue that the lawmakers do not know 
what they are talking about. That fact is obvious. It is, however, 
worth while to point out the misdirection of persistent efforts to 
combat natural laws of human conduct with artificial laws. 

"• • And it is apparent that employees sign 'yellow dog' 
contracts only because they feel compelled to do so. No man vol
untarily puts his head in a noose and then hands the rope to his 
adversary with the ides. that he bas improved his chance of win
ning the contest. If courts will not recognize the facts. and hold 
that the employer acts illegally when he interferes with the em
ployee's natural rights to associate with his fellow men and thus 
to designate representatives to advance their common interests, 
then it is time to have the legislatures wri~ this law and to make 
it binding on the courts." (From address delivered at the joint 
conference on injunctions in labor disputes in Pennsylvania, Labor 
Institute, March 16, 1930.) 

WILLIAM E. BORAH, United States Senator from Idaho: "* * 
I appreciate, too, the in.t&est which the employee has in this kind 
of contract. It is a vital interest and it is an interest which can 
not be measured at all times in dollars and cents. It so:vo-~tiw.ea , 
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means home ·and family and economic freedom. I ·appreciate also 
the interest which organized labor has in this contract, because 1f 
it were universally applied and carried to its logical conc!usion 
union labor would be at an end in the United States. 

" But over and above these interests, transcending them in 
importance, 1s the interest of the public, of the State, and of the 
National Government. Can there be anything of more. concern to 
the. State, to . the Government, to the public generally than that 
which is calculated to undermine, destroy or build up, to render 
fit or unfit for citizenship men and women who toil? Is not the 
public, .the .St&te, the National Government interested ~ striking 
down, as contrary to public policy, as at war with the public wel
fare, all those overreaching contracts which rob those who work 
of the discretion, of the liberty of choice as to how they shall 
conduct themselves so long as they conduct themselves lawfully 
in their interests?" (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, April 29, 1930, ·p. 
8223.) 

RoBERT F. WAGNER, United States Senator from New York~ "To 
the worker organization means bargaining power, security, self
respect. So long as he continues unorganized he must accept 
terms of employment just as they are tendered. It is only 

. SumneP H. · Slichter,. Cornell University: " .. • • In 1ts eco- _ 
nomic effects this contract appears to require that the workman, 
in order to sell his services, must also sell his right to improve 
his future bargaining status by joining a trade-union. The law 
has long been familiar with certain things which may not be 
bought and sold, with certain restrictive covenants on one's future 
freedom of action, which are denied jural recognition. • * • 
:tn my judgment, there are three outstanding economic reasons 
why wage earners should not be permitted to barter away the 
right of belonging to a trade-union: -

" In the first place, the right of the worker to improve his 
future bargaining position involves more than merely his oppor
tunity to raise his wages. It involves his ability to feed and clothe 
his fainily and to educate his children. 

• • 
" In the · second place, it is unwise t.o permit workmen to sell 

their freedom to join trade-unions because there is great dis
parity in bargaining power between individual wage-earners and 
~players. 

• • • • • • 
through organization that he achieves the power to withhold that "The third economic reason why it should be unfortunate to 
which he sells. The arrangement known as the antiunion or permit · wage earners to barter away their right to j'oin trade-· 
' yellow-dog ' contract 1s ordinarily an undertaking on the part of unions -arises from the fact that unions perform functions which 
the employee that he will continue to remain in the same help- are of substantial value to the community." (Interborough 
less condition which compelled him to make the • yellow-dog • brief.) · 
promise in the first instance." (CONGRESSIONAL RECOBD, April 30, Ordway Tead, editorial staff, Harpers Publishing Co.: "• • · • 
1930, p. 8338.) _ Equality of bargaining power is in the company's interest because 

KENNETH McKELLAR, United States Senator from Tennessee: only as the labor contract is entered into freely and is felt by 
''The 'yellow-dog • contract 1s unconscionaple, and it 1s doubtful the parties in interest to be satisfactory and fair will the resulting 
1f any court should have ever upheld it." (CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, work attitude and work performance · be of a character that is 
April 30,.1930, p. 8341.) . productive and safe. Hence any feature of the labor contract, as 

FELIX HEBERT,. United States Senator from Rhode Island: in the Interborough Rapid Transit contract with its provision · 
"Mr. JoHNSON. Let me inquire of the Senator, does he approve against labor-union aHUiation, represents a very definite and sue-

that contract? cessful' attempt to prevent equality of bargaining power from 
"lv.{r. HEBERT. I doubt very much whether I should be disposed prevailing. Such a contract thus operates both against the public 

to sign one myself. interest and against the interest of good management as the 
"Mr. JoHNSON. Of course, the Senator would not sign it unless pln·ase is understood in well-managed corporations to-day." (In..: 

behind him was a specter of poverty and in front of him. the terborough brief.) 
hunger of his family. Would he? · Horace M. Kallen, Harvard University: "The contract :Itself is 

"Mr. HEBERT. Even then I should be disposed not to sign vicious. It 1s always signed under coercion. It requires of the 
it * • • ." (From the Senate debate, CoN'GREssroNAL RECoRD, worker not only to give an honest day's work for an honest day's 
May 1, 1930, p. 8405.) · pay, it compels him also to give up his right to seek such help as 

GEORGE W. NoRRIS, United States Senator from Nebraska: "The he may lawfully find effective to make sure that it is an honest 
• yellow-dog • contract, in my judgment, 1s void for three reasons: day's pay. It requires him to surrender his constitutional freedom 
First, it is without any consideration; second, it 1s signed under of association. It cuts him off from his livelihood tf he exercises 
coercion; third, it violates public policy." (CONGRESSIONAL REcmm, this freedom • • •. ·In fact, the- sign-on-the-dotted-line conJ 
May 2, 1930, p. 8475.) tract 1s not only unconstitutional but a fraud. It imposes a prac.J 

HENRY . F. AsHURST, United States Senator from Arizona: "In tical peonage on people who would otherwise suffer great hardships 
this morning of the twentieth century, when mankind is asking tf they did not sign • • *." (Interborough Brief.) 
for a larger degree of liberty, the • yellow-dog • decision is a rank John A. Fitch; New York School of Social Work: "• • • The 
lnjustice; it 1s an angry scar upon American Jurisprudence."· employee fs free at the outset tO' sign or not to sign the contract, 
(CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, May 5, 1930, p. 8624.) which means that he is free to accept or reject employment with 

HIRAM JOHNSON, United States Senator from Cal1fomia: n Words the Interborough if it is offered. As a practical matter; however. 
utterly fail me in characterization of contracts such as that. I considerations of physical need may at any time, in an overstocked 
care not whether they have been enforced by one court or another. , labor market, make the exercise of such freedom impossible. 
Legally, they are void as against public policy; socially, they are When nonmembership in a trade union is mane a condition of 
wicked and destructive of ordinary human relations; economically, employment "the employee 1s frequently subject to a compulsion as 
they are unsound as resting upon necessity on the one· side and real and effective as if physical force were used. 
coercion on the other; and morally, sir, they are infamous,. denying • • • • • • 
fundamental rights and disrupting the dearest human associa- .'rit is , my .belief that such contracts should be outlawed as 
tions." (CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, May 7. 1930, p. 8787.) against sound public policy." (Interborough Brief.) 

Morris L. Cooke, consulting engineer: "I believe that individual Edwin R. A. Seligman, cornell University: "• • • The es-
contra£ts for employment of this kind are unsound because-- sence ot our modern eeonoinic life is freectom, freedom to contract, 

"('a) They do not make for efficiency--either individual or col- fre~dom . to act; and .:t;his freedom attaches to both parties of the 
lective; - contract, the employer and the employee. The present contract 

"(b) TheY. imply the absence of that groundwork of good will leaves the freedom o.f the employer unimpaired; it even, as we 
~nd . mutual trust such as are inherent in property conducted . have pointed out, increases if possible, that freedom: On the other 
mdUJ?try; . , hand it .restricts in notable respects, actually, if not technically, 

"(c) They do not permit that freedom of action for the 1ndf-. 1 the freedum CiJ! the employee. This disparity of. conditions is. o! 
vidual requisite alike for his conduct and his growth In the the utmost consequence. The world has not yet succeeded 1n find
employee-employer relationship; • · ing a solution for the so-called labor problem. Whatever that 

.. (d) They overemphasize the industrial aspects o1 the llte. of solution may be, both history and philosophy conspire to advise 
the individual citizen to the detriment. of the state:• (Inter- against the adoption of any policy which will render the solution 
borough Brief.) more difficult and perhaps impossible_ The conditions of this con-

John R. Commons, University ot Wisconsin: "N.o adequate argu- tract seem to the amant clea.tly t.a fall wtth:in the latter category.'" 
ment can. be made why such an injunction should lfe against a (Interborough Brief.) · 
labor union but net against a church or a lodge. • • ·• They 
(labor unions) are private organizations, but both tn court dect- PROPOSED FEDERAL GASOLINE TAX 
sions and in statutes they have been recognized as being not only 1 Mr. STEIWER, Mr. President, with the indulgence of 
lawful but useful to society. That they should now be virtually the Senate, l invite the attention of the Members present 
outlawed 1s unthinkable. Such a step inevitably leads to giving t b · t th .,..~ th unfini h b 
the employer complete control over the entire life of his em- O a Sl,l Jec · O er ~u:~.n. e ·s ed usiness. 
ployees-an intolerable condition, contrary to all our concepts of It happens that to-day is the thirteenth anniversary of 
individual freedom." (Interborough Brief.) the first provision for a tax upon · gasoline for the purpose 

Paul F. Brissenden, Columbia University: "It is also evident, of building and mairi.taining the highway . system in this 
I believe, that the 'yellow-dog' contract itself is an artificial pro- country. This tax was first proposed and adopted in the· 
tection that precludes the possibility of such an institutional 
rivalry 1n a .free field. It should no more be tolerated than we State of Oregon. Subsequently all the States of the Union 
would tolerate the insistence by a union that the employer of its ' have, I believe, adopted some· form of tax tipon gasoline: 
members, on pain of their refusal to continue working for him, for the purpose of providing road funds. • 
withdraw from or refrain from joining some particular employers' 
association. Such a contract, being against public policy, should' The matter is one of great public importance. My atten-
be forbidden:· (Interborough brief.) tion has been drawn to the subject at this time because the 
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Secretary of the Treasury, in a recent appearance before 
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repre
sentatives, proposed that the Federal Government also 
enact a tax of 1 cent per gallon upon gasoline. It is esti
mated that this tax will produce $165,000,000 annually for 
the Federal Treasury. 

This matter is of such importance that .I ask the Senate's 
consideration of it for just a moment in advance of the 
consideration of the revenue bill. 

It is asserted that the maximum revenue is produced by 
a tax of 3 or 4 cents per gallon. Many of the State taxes 
are now in excess of that amount. The United States here
tofore has never attempted to lay a tax upon gasoline for 
the production of Federal revenue. In the proposal of the 
Secretary there is, therefore, a novel element, as it involves 
the invasion of a tax field heretofore occupied exclusively 
by the States. 

I shall not now detain the Senate to comment in detail 
upon the wisdom or unwisdom of the Federal invasion of 
that field of taxation. It will appear, however, to all that 
the wisdom of the step is most doubtful. It means that the 
Federal Government will engage in a competitive race with 
the States in seeking to obtain revenue from a source which 
heretofore the States have alone enjoyed. It means the im
position of an additional tax upon the automobile owners of 
America, and it means probably such an increase of tax that 
the maximum yield will not be had either for the United 
States or for the several States. 

The matter is of especial interest now because there is 
before the Senate a proposal by the junior Senator from 
Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN], which, I understand, he will offer as 
an amendment to the agricultural supply bill; by that pro
posal there would be appropriated approximately $135,000,-
000 to be employed in the construction of highways without 
the necessity of contribution or matching by the various 
States. 

It is almost ironical that the agencies of the Federal Gov
ernment should consider the invasion of a tax field now en
joyed by the States upon a basis that would produce $165,-
000,000, and at the same time contemplate the appropriation 
of about $135,000,000 to the States under the guise of relief 
for unemployment. It means merely that we take money 
from a State source and then give it back to the States, and 
perhaps then claim that we have made a generous contribu
tion by so doing. 

I ·shall at the proper time have something further to say 
with respect to this matter. I have claimed the Senate's at
tention to this question at this time in order that I may ask 
to have printed in the RECORD certain data which I think 
will be most revealing. 

I send to the desk an estimate of tax burden by States in 
case the proposal made before the House Ways and Means 
Committee shall be adopted by Congress. This estimate is 
prepared by the American Automobile Association, and it 
discloses the extent to which this tax would be a burden 
upon the automobile owners of the different States of the 
Union. 

Mr. TRAMMELL. Mr President-
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from 

Oregon yield to the Senator from Florida? 
Mr. STEIWER. I do. 
Mr. TRAMMELL. I wish to state that I have no doubt 

in regard to the wisdom of enacting this legislation. I am 
absolutely opposed to it. The Senator says that is a matter 
to be determined later. I think the States have been taxed 
to the full limit by the State authorities in the way of gas
oline taxes and taxes on automobiles. I believe it would be 
very unfortunate to enact at this time legislation imposing 
a greater and an increased burden upon the users of auto
mobiles, and I am unequivocally opposed to it. It is not a 
matter about the wisdom of which there is any doubt in my 
mind. 

Mr. STEIWER. I thank the Senator for his suggestion. 
I had not intended at this time to enter into an expression 

of my own views of this tax; but, inasmuch as the sugges
tion of opposition comes from the Senator from Florida, 
I will say that in due time I also expect to voice my most 
resolute opposition to this proposition. The people of the 
State of Florida may well be opposed to it. Their present 
tax is 7 cents per gallon. The imposition of this Federal 
tax would make the tax 8 cents per gallon, and I understand 
that in one city in the State of Florida there is an addi
tional tax of 1 cent per gallon, and that the total tax in 
that State therefore would be substantially a 75 per cent 
sales tax upon an essential commodity. 

I can assure the Senator from Florida that he will not be 
alone -in his opposition. 

I now ask that the following compilation of costs to t~1e 
car owners of the several States appear at this place in 
my remarks. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is 
so ordered. 

The matter referred to is as follows: 
Estimated tax burden by States 

A1abanaa--------------------------------------------- $1,725,370 
Arizona---------------------------------------------- 760,440 
Arkansas--------------------------------------------- 1,386,320 California ____________________________________________ 13,355,560 

ColoradO--------------------------------------------- 1, 708,550 CoiLnecticut __________________________________________ 2,232, 970 

Delaware--------------------------------------------- 359,970 
District of Colum.bia---------------------------------- 805, 380 
Florida---------------------------------------------- 2, 270,370 
Georgia---------------------------------------------- 2,241,880 
Idaho---------------------------·-------------------- 612,620 Illinois______________________________________________ 9, 732, 080 
Indiana---------------------------------------------- 4,450,160 
Iowa------------------------------------------------- 3, 908, 260 . }(ansag _______________________________________________ 3,867,550 

lCentuckY-------------------------------------------- 1, 682, 780 
Louisiana-------------------------------------------- 1,847, 740 
~aine----------------------------------------------- 1,086, 790 
~aryland-------------------------------------------- 1,823,480 
~assachusetts---------------------------------------- 5,360,830 
!1ictugan-------------------------------------------- 7,927, 760 
~1nnesota------------------------------------------- 4,014,440 MlsslssippL__________________________________________ 1, 352, 390 
Aflssourl--------------------------------------------- 4,462,270 
~ontana--------------------------------------------- 774,760 
Nebraska-------------------------------------------- 2,288,980 
Nevada---------------------------------------------- 186, 150 
NewHampshlre------------------·-------------------- 647,430 
NewJerseY------------------------------------------- 5,479,770 
New~exicO------------------------------------------ 546,610 
New York-------------------------------------------- 15,119,970 
NorthCaro~a--------------------------------------- 2,506,690 
NorthDakota---------------------------------------- 1,200,340 
OhiO----------------------------·-------------------- 9, 755,820 Oklahoma ___________________________________________ 3,231,120 

Oregon------------------------------~--------------- 1, 701,690 Pennsylvancta _________________________________________ 9,288,420 

Rhode Island----------------------------------------- 888, 320 South Carolina _______________________________________ 1, 192,130 

SouthDakota---------------------------------------- 1,405,800 
~ennessee-----------------------·-------------------- 2,152,440 
Texas----------------------------------------------- 8,065,050 
Utah------------------------------------------------ 601,370 
Ve1~ont--------------------------------------------- 469,980 Virginia_____________________________________________ 2, 284, 530 
VVastungton------------------------------------------ 2,711,670 VVestVirgtnia ________________________________________ 1,404,110 
VVisconsin..___________________________________________ 4, 378, 780 
VVyonrtng-------------------------------------------- 366, 150 

Mr. STEIWER. I send to the desk also a table showing 
the gasoline tax rates by States in the United States. I 
shall be glad if that can follow after the table last offered. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is 
so ordered. 

The matter referred to is as follows: 
Gasoline tax rates, by States, as of January 1, 1932 

{Latest tax rate per gallon shown, and date the rate becanae 
effective. Compiled !rona State laws and official data) 

7-CENT TAX RATE (2 STATES) 

•Florida.,1 August 1, 1931. 
•Tennessee, December 19, 1931. 

•Means tax increase in 1931. 
1 Two-year emergency tax; reverts to 6-cent tax on Aug. 1, 1933. 
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&-CENT 'rAX RATE (4 STATES) 

• Arkansas, February 26, 1931. 
Georgia, September 1, 1929. 
•North Carolina, April 1, 1931. 
South Carolina, March 16, 1929. 

5 Y:z -CENT TAX RATE ( 1 STATJ!;) 

•Mts~issippi, November 1, 1931. 

5-CENT TAX RATE (9 STATES) 

• Alabama, July 28, 1931. 
• Arizona? January 30, 1931. 
. Idaho, March 1, 1930. 
Kentucky, February 21, 1926. 

. Louisiana, November 27, 1930. 

. .. ;! ...... 

·-. . · , .. 
·"""'' 

*Wisconsin, Aprtl 1, 1931. ~ 
Wyoming, April 1, 1929. 

3-CENT TAX RATE (11 STATES) 

california, July 29, 1927. 
Delaware, March 24, 1927. 
Illinois, August 1, 1929 . 
IQwa, July 4, 1927~ 
Kansas, April 1, 1929. 
•Massachusetts,8 May 1, 1931. 
Michigan, September 4, 1927. 
Minnesota, May 1, 1929. 
New Jersey, December 1, 1930 . 
North Dakota, July 1, 1929. 
Pennsylvania, July 1, 1930 . 

Montana,' April 1, 1929. 
New Mexico, March 7, 1927. 
Virgi~a. March 19, 1928. 
•washington, April 1, 1931. 

; 2-CENT TAX RATE (4 STATES AND DISTRICT OJ' COLUMBIA} 

Connecticut, July 1, 1925. 
\ . 

4-cENT TAX RATE (17 STATES) 

Colorado, May 1, 1929. 
Indiana, April 1, 1929. 

Missouri,~ January 1, 1925. 
New York, May 1, 1929. 
Rhode Island, June 1, 1927. 
Distrtct of Columbia, May 23, 1924. 
Hawaii: No gasoline tax. 

Maine,4 October 29, 1927. 
Maryland, April 1, 192'7. 

REMARK.-All Canadian Provinces have 5-cent tax per imperial 
gallon. 

Nebraska, March 29, 1929. 
Nevada, April 1, 1925. 
New Hampshire, January 1, 1928. 
Ohio, April 17, 1929 . . 
•Oklahoma,& March 25, 1931. 
Oregon, January 1, 1930. 
South Dakota, July 1, 1927. 
Texas, July 16, 1929. 

Mr. STEIWER. In addition to those two tables, I send 
to the desk and ask to have appear as a part of my remarks 
two sheets of compilations of the revenues received by the 
States from the gasoline tax-the first one for the year 
1930, the second for the first half of the year 1931. 

•Utah, May 12, 1931. 
Vermont, 4-pril 1, _1929. . _ -~ ___ _ 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is 
so ordered. 

West Virginia, July 1, 1927. The matter referred to is as follows: 

(fasoline taxa, 1930- Total tax ear11ed on motor-vehicle fud, t.tc., refunds, di8J)o..tition of ftt11d, and gallo11a tazed 
[From reports of State authorities} 

Disposition of grand total earning according to law 

State 

Gross tax Exemp- Total tax Other Grand 
assessed tion earning receipts, total Construction and 
prior to refund on fuel under earning maintenance on State and deduc- (deducted for motor tax law (tax and Collec- rural roads .county For mis-
tion of from other tion cellaneous 
refund gross tax) vehicles 1 (lice~es) receipts) cost' road bond 

payment a purposes 
State Local 

highway roads 

A):l.bsma ____ _____ ____ $0,901,491 ------ - ---- $6,001,491 $1 $6,901,492 $34,064 $1,958,478$3,439,493 $1, 469,457 ------------
Arizcru; ______ __ ; ______ 3, 011, S44 - 1'341, 825 2, 670,019--------- 2, 670,019 (•) 1, 682) 596 987,423 ------------ ------------
Arkfl.ns~s _____________ 6, 70'1, 273 275, ()()() 6, 427, 273 --------- 6, 427, 273 47, 90<3 4, 505, 1~ _____ _____ 5 1, 802,755 1 $71, 532 
Cflliforrua ____ ------- - 38, 603, 808 3, 733, 682 34, 87~ ~21! --------- 34,870, 126 1 51, 532 23, 212, 396 u, 605, 193 -------- ____ ------------
Colorado __ ------- 6, 834, 19S 689,372 6.144, 826f· -------- 6 .. H4, 826 154,750 4, 263, 05..1 1, 644,321 ------------ 1 182,702 
Connecticut __________ ---------- _ (IO) 4, 465,933 49,130 4, 515,063 (11) 4, 515,063 --~------- ------------ ----------- -
Delaware _____________ 1, 071,363 58,006 1, 013,357 _____ _!___ 1, 013,357 --------- 864,170 ----- ----- 149, 187 ------------
Florid_a_ -------------- 13, C22, 215 ----------- 13,622,215 32,960 13,655,175 13,280 4, 540, 738 756,790 u 5, 540,738 1a 3, 803,629 
Georgia _____ ________ ~·- 13, ~1, 079 ----------- 13,391,079 43,983 13,435, 062 4, 200 8, 953, 9GB 2, 238,477 -------- ---- u 2, 238,477 
Idaho ___ _____________ _ 2, 911, 124 272, 542 2, 663,5821 62, 280 2, 730,862 12,752 2, 674, 080 ---------- 35, 609 u 8, 421 
Illinois 11 ___ ---------- 28,612,2611 1, 1&9, 849 27,472, 420·-- -- --- -- ?:7, 472,420 61,724. 18,273,797 9, 136,899 ------------ ---------- --
Indiana ___ __________ 18,247, 078 1, 033.332 17,153, 74~ - 88 17., 158,834 40, 95!5 12, 8.18, 407 3, 200, 602 ---------~-- u 1, 009,807 
Iowa ___ -------------- 11,793,452 1, 209,384 10,584, 06S --------- 10, 534,063 32,524.11 5, 242,393 5, 309, J51 ----------~ --·----------
K2ns1s _______________ 10,853,021 1, 732, 530 9, 120, 491._________ .9, 120,491 (20) 1 7,370, 49; 1, 750,000 ------------ -------------
Kentucky_----------- 8, H4, 733 ----------- 8, 414, 733 --------- 8, 414,733 2S, 364 8, 386,36 ---------- - ---------- - ------------
Louisian'l _____________ 7, 547,292 - 844 7, 546; 4481_________ 7, 546,443 (21) 5, 543, 451----·--~ -- 1, 847, il7 , 22 155, 178 
Ma1ne ________________ 4, 347,071 237, 57.~ 4, 109,496, :13 59,394 4, 163,890 28,847 2, 070, 022 2, 070,021 ------------------------
Maryland ___________ • 7, 285, 117 293,929 6, 991. 138--------- 6, 991,188 9, 0001 5, 525. 750 ----'------ ----------- u 1, 4.55, 433 
Mass~chusetts _______ 10,721. 664j 158,717 10,562, 9!7 _______ 10;562. 947 20,000

1 

7, 407,323 2, 500,000 635,624- ------ -----
Mich.igan ________ ___ __ i23, 733, 3031 2, 109,429 21,673,879

1 
39, 610! 21, 713,439 41,373 11, 50S, 626 6, 623,880 3, 000,000 ~ 539, 610l 

Minm.sota__ __________ l11, 432, 6S6I 1, 073,575 10,359, 111 ------- -- 10, 359,111_________ 6,906, 074 3, 453,037---------- ~-----------
Mississi~pi__ _________ 6, 791, 177 --- ------ -- ~ 6, 791,177 '1T 12G, 398 6, 917, 575 6, 645 2, 8.43, 125 3,.855, 364 ------------ 28 '}JJ7, 440 
MissourL ______ : ____ 8, 901, 16!)1 262,003 8, 639; 1611.:________ '8, 639, 161 56, 76'J; 8, 582, 401 ---------- ------------ ------------
Montnna _____________ 3, 873, 713

1 
931,834 2, 941,879-------- 2, 941, 879 13,500 2, 928, 379 -------- ----------- _.: ________ _ 

Nebraska _____________ 9,.149, 4841 89, 062[ 9, 060,422 --~----- . 9, 060, 422! 7, 500 6, 789, 691 2, 263,231 ------------ ------------
Nevada_______________ 744, 615! 69,603 675, 012 ------- 675,012 (20) I 675, 012 ---------- ------------ ------------
New Hampshire ______ 2, 589,833

1 

00, 3.5512,499,478--------- 2, 499,478--------- 1, 874, 60S---------- 624, 870'- -----------
New Jersey----------- ---------- (W) 11,342, 896t' 37,335 11,380,231 18, 66:l ·11, 263,571 -- •------- ------------1 31 93, 000 
New Mexico _____ .:. ____ 2, 719,281 ------- ---- 2, 719;'231 42,6001 2, 761,887 55, 23S !,. 842,649 ----·------ 864,000------------
NewYork ____________ 29,535,436 !21,000,146 28,476,200 _________ 28,476,200 (:U) 21,319,718 5,685,258---------- -- Ul,471,314 
North Carolina _______ 13,174, 064: 640,610 12,533, 4M1 _________ 12,533,454 (H) 8, 845, 113 ---------- 3, 688, 341 ___________ _ 
No!"tb Dakota _______ 3, 405,212 1, 435,003 1, 969, 3M' 2,~68.2 1, 971,986 25,000 1, 290,000 645, ()()!) ------------ 37 11,986 
OhlO~----------------- 30,023, 3~ 1, 941,853 37, 081,451 --------- 37,081, 451 _______ .__ 23,175,907 7, 416, 290 ---------:~- 11 6, 489, 254 
Oklahoma ____________ 12,924,521 832, 101 12,092, 420

1 

_________ 12,092,420 62,684. 9, 022,302 3, rxn, 434 --------- ------------
Oregon_-------------- 6, 787,295 588,518 6, 198,777 --------- 6, 198,777 14,967 6, 183,810 ---------- ------------ -----------
Pennsylvania _________ 33, 4S2, 600 166,880 33, 315,~ 729 !i 307,781 33,623,510 40 ?:78, 875 25, 2.50, 576. 4, 644,21.3 3, 449, 846~------------
Rhode Island _________ 1, 776,773 44,514 1, 732,. 259 3, 488 1, 735,747 --------- 1, 301,810 -- --- ----- 433,937------------
South Carolina_______ 7, 162,045 18,635 7, 14-'431 1, 401 7, 145,711 --------- 3, 475,756 1, 190,952 u 2, 479, 003_ __________ _ 
South Dakota ________ 5, 149,295 1, 645,413 3, 503, --------- 3, 503,882 12; 750 2, 715, 155 ---'------- 775,977 ------------
Tennessee ____ _: ___ 10,719, 19~ ---------- 10,719, 195f;_______ 10,719, 195 53, 596 1 6, 399,359 2, 133, 120 u 2) 133,120~--- ---------
Texas---------------- 32,341,499 2, 814,401 29, 527,098--------- 29,527,098 --------- 22, 145,324 ---------- ------------ t2 7, 381,774 
Utah _________________ ---------- (41) 2, ~~. 823 705 2, 105,529 3, 836 1, 663,193 __ ;_______ 438,500------------
Vermont______________ 1, 879,921 ----------- 1, 879, 921______ l, 879,921 (44) l, 879, 921 __________ ------------ ------------
Virginia ______________ u, 426,068 651.008 10,775,058 --------- 10,775,058 (4~) T, 542, M1 3, 232,517 ----------- ----------

. [Footnotes for table at end of ~able] 

Tax rate, 1930 

Cents per 
gallon 

Jan. Dec. 
1 31 

4 
4 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
6 

Date of 
rata 

change 

6 
4. 
3 

4 
4 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
6 
6 
5 '-113r~--f 
3 

4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
5 5 
4 5 Nov. 27 
4 4 
4 4 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
5 5 
2 2 
5 5 
4 4 
4 

Net gallons 
of gasoline 
taxed and 

used by mo
tor vehicles 

172, 537,281 
66,750,478 

128, 545, 469 
1, 162,337, 545 

153, 620, 645 
22.3,2911, 627 
33, 7iS, 561 

?:17,036,915 
223, 184, 648 

1& 54 422 752 
915:747:319 
428, 968, 653 
352, 02. 2i7 
304, 016, 374 
In8, 294, A55 
184,781,753 

74 102, 737, 416 
174, 779, 705 
528, 147,350 
722 462 626 
345: 303: 709 
135, 823, 574 
431, 958, 060 
58,837,575 

226, 510, 543 
16,875,292 

4 
2 
5 

4 
4 
3 
5 
2 
5 
3 

-nec~--i- ~: ~: : 
2 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
6 
4 
5 
4 
3~ 
4 
5 

---------- . 54,385, 614 
---------- :B 1, t3S, 682, 716 

4 
4 
4 -jru;.---i-
3 July 1 
2 
6 
4 
5 
4 ----------
3~ ----------
4 ----------
5 ----------

250, 669, 089 
65,643,460 

9?:7, 036, ?:72 
302,310,488 

38 154, 986, 497 
928,842,534 
86,612.980 

119, 071, 835 
'irl, 597,064 

214, 383, 900 
738, 177,457 
60,137,811 
46,998,012 

215, 501, 157 

• Means tax increase 1n 1931. j, 1 Reverted to 4-cent tax from 5 cents on Jan. 1, 1932. 
- 2 I~ effect ~til Jan. 31, 1933, then taX-reverts to 4 cents. · . 41 Two-year emergency tax;.. reverts to 2-cent tax on Apr. 30, :1,933. 

a Law extends 5-cent tax to Mar. S1, 1941, then tax reverts tO 3 · · .,. By constitutional amendment o! Nov. 6, 1928, tax to remain at 
cents. . · ~ '2 cents until Nov. 6, 1938. 

• Referendum in September, 1932, for 5-cent tax. 



1932 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-- SENATE 4699 
Ga&oline taxu, 19MJ- Total tax earned on motor-Dehicle fuel, etc., refv.mh, di&pa&ition of fund, and oallom taxed-Continued 

Disposition of grand total earning according to law Tax rate, 1930 

Gross tax Exemp- Total tax Other Grand 
Construction and Net gallons assessed tion total 

prior to refund earning receipts, earning maintenance on Cents per of gasoline 
State deduc- (deducted on fuel under (tax and Collee- rural roads State and For ntis- gallon Date of taxed and 

!or motor tax law county used by me>-tion of from vehicles (licenses) other tion road bond cellaneous rate tor vehicle3 refund gross tax) receipts) cost purposes change 
State Local payment Jan. Dec. - highway roads 1 31 

~ 

Washington_--------- $7,951,5~ t698, 338 $7,253,249 --------- $7,253,249 (41) $4,835,499 $2,417,750 ------------ ------------ 3 3 ---------- 241, 774, 964 
West Virginia ________ 5, 615,926 257,298 .5, 358,628 $8,450 5,367,078 --------- 2, 686,823 ---------- $2,680,255 ------------ 4 4 ---------- 133,965,701 
Wisconsin ____________ 8, 757, 555 «2, 714 8, 314,841 --------- 8, 314, 841 $10,900 3, 057,771 4, 647,465 ------------ l! $598,705 . 2 2 · 415, 742,027 
Wyoming __ ---------- 1,447, 005 

______ ... ____ 
1,.447, 005 -------- 1, 447,005 --------- 1,085,254 361,751 ------·------ ------------ 4 4 --------- 36, 175, 118 

District of Colnmbia_ 1, 610,770 11,081 1, 599, 68l) -------- 1, 599,689 
~------- ----------- -----·----- ------------ n 1, 599,689 2 a ---------·- 79,984,431 

TotaL __________ 493, 865, 117 818,293 
I 96,225,637 U 31, 049, ~ft 'Zl, 378, 9861 {H) (ID) (•) - 14,751,308,978 ---------- ----------- 494,683,41011,102, 1~1338, 9'n, 564 

1 Net gasoline tax earned after deduction of refunds allowed by law. 
t Many States pay collection costs from othe.r State funds, and amounts reported 

M Includes $500,000 for city streets, $35,350 for aviation fund, and $4,260 (de3lers' 
license fees) to State general fund. 

are noted. n Receipts from extra z.cent tax in Harrison County and 3-cent tax in Hancock 
a Payments for State highway bonds, except as noted. Conn tv for sea wall 
• Paid from State budget, $U,685. . 
• Includes $1,326,274 for county bonds. 

II Alloted to sea-wall financing (largely from ertra tax receipts). 
n Paid from tax-commission fund, $1,500. 
• Exemption made at time of purchase on 95,681,081 gallons. • Includes $50,227 for State Highway Commission office expenses, and $21,'n5 for 

city streets. 
7 Includes administrative costs of Sta~ board of equalization which controls fuel 

at Includes $90,000 for free bridge commission and department of navigation and 
commerce, also $3,000 for public-utility commission. 

u Includes $764,782 refunded because of exemptions, and an allowance to distributors tax and transportation tax. 
a Includes all expenses of State inspector of oils. 
' For town and city streets. 
te Exemptions made at time of purchase on 9,349,546 gallo.ns. 
IIPaid from motor-vehicle receipts, $30,000. 

of 1 per cent of gross receipts amounting to $295,36t 
u Paid from State appropriation of $65,497. 
u Includes $50,000 to reserve for refunds and $1,421,314 to New York City funds. 
n Include.s 14,768,218 gallons taxed but taxes returned to distributors for collection 

u Payments on county road bonds. costs. 
n For schools and school buildin.,as, $3,783,949, and for reserve fund, $19,680. 
u For public schools. 
u Aviation gas-tax fund, for aviation purposes. 
te Omits 173,975 gallons sold lor aviation purposes. 
11 The 2 per cent allowance for evaporation and loss on gross porchases by retailers 

not shown here. 
11 For city streets. 
11 Includes $3,000,000, formerly a reserve for refunds on right of way, bridges, and 

u Paid from State highway commission maintenance fund, $8,685. 
11 Includes $11,334 to reserve for refunds and $652 (license fees) to State general fund. 
u Includes approximately 136,579 gallons of distillate taud 3}-2 cents per g:illon. 
• Includes $299,591 for previous year's taxes. 
• Collection bonus to dealers deducted before payment of tax to State. 
4t Payments of $300,000 on State highway bonds and $2,179,003 on county road bonds. 
u For free-school fund. 
u An allowance.of2 per cent for evaporation and handling exempts 1,227,178 gallons 

culverts. from tax. 
" Paid !rom State general fund, $15,000. 
n Paid !rom State appropriation, $57,500. 
u For dock board. 
u Consists of 1-cent tax on all gasoline not used by motor vehicles (3-cent 

refund). 
u Excludes gallonage taxed 1 cent, not used by motor vehicles. 

u Paid from motor-vehicle fundsT $1,000. 
u Paid from s-tate appropriations of $15,1«. 
n Paid from motor-vehicle fund, $5,000. 

,..,. . -

41 For repair and improvement of Washington streets. 
u Includes payments of $10,179,135 on county bonds and $20,869,901 on State bonds. 
•• Includes $11,842,930 for city streets, $13,i0!,200 for schools, and $2,131,856 for vari-

21 Includes $1,381,438 to Baltimore streets and grade-crossing eliminations; also 
$75,000 to ooiUlerVation department for oyster propagation. 

ous items. 
" Average, 3.35 cents. 

Gasoline taxu, first half vear oj 11m-Tax earned 011 mol'Jr-r~ehicle fud, etc., dilpo.!ition of fund, and gallon~ taxed 
LFrom reports and records of State authorities] 

Disposition of grand total earning 

Gross tax as- Total tax 
sessed prior to Exemption re- eai-ning on Other receipts 
deduction of fund (deducted motor·vehlcle under tax law 

refund from gross tax) fuel (licenses) 

Orand total 
earning (tax Construction and maintenance 

and other o! rural roads 
-receipts) Collection cost 1-----...,-------

State 

State highways Local roads 

Alabama __ ----------------------------- $3,200,225 -------$163;776 $3,~225 -------$50i;446- $3,200,225 $9,118 $555,605 $1,596,732 
Arizona--------------------------------- 1. 788,502 1, 624,7.26 2, 126, 172 (C) ~ 1,627, 867 498,305 
AI kansas_------------------------------ 3, 267,935 212,416 3,055,519 ---------------- 3, 055,519 67,500 -----n,-804: 776- 378,255 
California ___ ------------------------- 20,723,606 2, 212,544 18,511,062 • 735,noo . 19,246,002 38,89S 6,402,388 
Colorado._----------------------------- 3,365, 278 310,862 3, 054,416 ---------------- 3, 054,416 7 30,358 2, 116,840 816,~ 
Connecticut---------------------------- 2, 007,423 2,483 2, 094,940 49,130 2, 144,070 (I) 2, 144.070 ----------------
Delaware ______ --------_--- __ ------_---- 518,976 29,611 489,365 -------io-14;232- 489,365 (') 489,365 -----------------
Florida ___ ------------------------------ 1, 623,982 ---------------- 1, 623, !l82 7,638, 214 14:,232 2, 541,327 423,555 
0 eorgia_ -------------------- ------------ 6, 365,601 ---------------- 6, 365,601 ------------388- 6, 365,601 11 4. 200 4,240, 934 1, 060,234 
Idaho _________ ---- ____________ ------- ___ 1,331,0~ 118,503 1, 212,584 1, 212,972 8, 019 1,051, 386 ------------ ... ---
Illinois. __ ----------------------------- 13.990.088 693,733 13,396,355 ---------------- 13,396,355 42,601 8, 902,503 4, 451,251 
J ndiana _____ ----------_______ ----- ______ 8, 007,330 532,454 8, 464,876 37 8, 464,913 29,047 6, 326,399 1, 581,725 
Iowa ___ -------------------------------- 5, 946,968 649,!130 5,297,138 ---------------- 5, 297,138 17,000 3, 128,138 • 2, 152,000 
Kansas ___ -----------------------------_ 4, 854, 587 1, 206,815 3,647. 772 ---------------- 3, 647,772 (17) 2, 747,772 900,000 

"fg~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 4.oM,046 ---------------- 4,054,046 ---------------- 4, 054,046 15,501 4,038, 545 ----------------
4, 462,153 222 4,461, 931 ---------------- 4,461, 931 31,000 1,653, 564 ----------------

1\.Iaine ________ -------- ---- -------------- 1, 771,037 170,450 1,600,587 -------------- 1,600, 587 34,448 783,070 783,06l) 
Maryland __ --------------------------- 3,389, 018 144.345 3, 244., G72 ---------------- 3, 244,672 13,573 2,584, 879 ---------002,-267 Massachusetts __________________________ 

6, 000, 94{) 80,452 5, 980,494 
---------i~-231-

5, 980,494 (H) 3,209, 7« Miehigan ______________________________ 11,065,515 1,064,4.07 10,001,108 10,019,339 24,558 5,492, 615 2, 950,000 

~1~r:i~t~c:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 5, 703,938 546,863 5,157,075 ---------------- 5, 157,075 (t.l) 3,438,050 1, 719,025 
2, 774,770 ---------------- 2, 774.770 67,755 2, 842,525 2f8,920 1,342, 365 1,386, 950 

Missouri_ _____ ---------- __ --- __ ---_----- 4, 463,803 112,422 4, 351,381 ---------------- 4,351, 331 22,712 4,328,669 ----------------
~{ ontana_ ------------------------------ 1, 689,546 267,817 1, 421,729 ---------------- 1,421, 729 13,711 1,408,018 ·---------------N ebras.ka _______ --------- _____ ---------_ 4, (52,430 32,357 4,420,073 ---------------- 4, 420,073 3, 750 3, 312,242 1, l().l, 081 
Nevada __ _________ -------------------- __ 406,645 43, 191 363,454 --------------- 363,454 ---------------- 363,454 ----------------New Hampshire ________________________ 1, 035,412 ?:l,464 1,037,948 ---------------- 1,037, 948 ---------------- 778,461 --------------
New J er.;ey ----------------------------- 9, 802,250 1, 887,223 7, 915,027 6,559 7, 921,626 9,5QO 5, 367, 126 

______________ .:._ 

New Mexico ____________________________ 1, 253,516 --------307;i3i- 1, 253,516 4, 742 1, 258,258 25,146 784,163 ----------------New York ______________________________ 14., 219,976 13,912,845 27,351 13,940,196 10142,199 10,310,998 2, 749,599 North Carolina_ ________________________ 6, 104,821 232,255 5,872,566 ---------------- 5,872, 566 
(I~ 

5,165 ., 2, 567, 401 121,500,000 North Dakota __________________________ 1, 301,035 516,764 784,271 ------------ ... --- 784,271 522,847 261,424 
Ohio ___ -------------------------------- 18,506,660 856,906 17,649, i54 400 17,650,154 (') 9, 928,212 4,412, 538 Oklahoma ____________________________ 

5, 757,592 7, 786 5, 749,806 ---------------- 5, 749,808 22,779 3, 698,331 1, 232,777 
Oregon ___ ------------------------------ 3,408, 036 314,435 3,093, 601 ---------------- 3,093,601 9,409 2,395,080 ----------------Pennsylvania _______ ---------_---- ______ 14,281,909 83,197 14, 198,712 193,367 14,392,079 117,971 10,395,090 2, 379,018 
Rhode Island.. __ ------------------------ $83,334 29,177 854,157 2,486 856,643 (M) 642,482 ----------------
South Carolina ___ ---------------------- 3, 484, 195 16,693 3, 467,502 --------------- 3, 467,502 {17) 2, 889,58.5 577,917 South Dakotu. ________________________ 2, 301,562 1,005,592 1, 295,970 ---------------- 1, 295,970 7,500 875,825 ---------983;924 
Tennessee_----------------------------- 4, 969,312 ---------------- 4, 969,312 ---------------- 4, 969,312 49,693 I. 967,847 
Texas_--------------------------------- 16,004,109 862,840 15,141,269 ---------------- 15, 141,269 ---------------- 11,355,952 ----------------
U tab ____ ------------------------------ 1, 070,643 21,413 1, ()!9, 230 93 1. ().19, 323 2,309 660,064 ----------------

(Footnotes at end of table) 
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Gascline ta:z:u, first hrr[j vecrr aJ 1~1-Ta:& earned em matar-tehlcle fuel, de., dispooiticm of fund, and uaUons taxed-Continued 

,., ' Disposition of grand total earning 

Sffite 
Gross ffix as- Total tax 

sessed prior to Exemption re- earning on 
deduction of fund (deducted motor-vehicle 

Otha, receipts 
under tax law 

Oicenses) 

Grand total 
earning (tax 

and other 
receipts) 

Construction and maintenance 
or rural roads 

Collection cost!--------..,..-----refund from gross tax) fuel 

I ' ... 
I 

State highways Local roads 

~~~~~~========:--=========== 5~~: ~ -------$327;3i5- 5,$7J~ m ------------ $7
51

• 
806 

Washington-------------·------------- 5, 487,693 615,033 4, 812,660 ------------ t ~~~: 
$751,806 

3, 591, 535 ------ii;539;23o -------(-.;)·-----

;~:a~~-~~======--======== ~ m:: 41~: m ~:: ~~ --------ii;525- ~ :: ~rs 
Wyoming___________________________ 627,866 -------------- 6.27, 866 ======= 6'rl, 866 

-------$!, 598-
3, 120, 863 1, 660, 431 

831., 375 
3, 793, 4()2 -------1;956;722 

District of Columbia______________ 881,646 5, 087 876,559 --------------- 876,559 --------------- -------------- ----------- __ _ 
TotaL ______ --------------------r_-__ -_--__ -__ -_-__ -_l _____ -__ -_-_-_-_-_-__ -_"l_l--~--7-f6.-853-l---~,-625,--78-2-l--246-,-a7_z,_63_5-l----823-, 41-5 -l--1-ss-. -33_2,_1-32.: ... r==4:.::.8,:::.:4.:.::.16::.::,~s-=. 9 

4:70.900 156,966 

Disposition of grand total earning Tax rate, 1931 Gasoline, etc., taxed 

State State and coun
ty road 1 bond 

payments 

1 For State highway bonds, except as noted. -
t Column shows percentage increase, or decrease (-), over same pet1od la5t year. 
a Increased to 5 cents on July 28, 1931. 
• From Sffite appropriation, $8,936. 
1 Includes $1,601,626 payments on county bonds. 
1 Refund reserve released and returned to gasoline ta-x fund. 
7 Includes all.expens,es of inspector of oils. 
• Paid from motor v~hicle licanse receipts, $15,000. 
• Paid from State treasury. 
to Includes .$.12,015 from dealer's licenses and $2,217 from reserve fund to cover col-

lection CDSt. 
u For county and town bonds. 
u Includes $200,000 to permanent building fund under State board of control !or 

buildings of higher learning, remainder to schools under county boards of public 
instruction. 

13 Emergency tax of 7 cents passed, ana becomes efiective .A.ug. 1, 1931 to July 1, 
1933. 

u Clerk's salary for full year taken from first collections of year. 
u To an. equalization school fund for public schools. 
t~ State tre:J.Sury note payment. 
11 From .State genera.l fund, $7,500. 
t! Includes $443,093 far State board of education, and $443,093 lor boards of com-

missioners. of port of New Orleans and Lake Charles Harbor. 
u Referendum petition postponed 5 cent tax until election in September, 1932. 
to Exclu.d.es 5,681,678 g:ill;WS taxed 1 cent "for uses other tllan in motor vehicles. 
11 Baltiloore City only. 
n State appropriation $10,000. 
2a For aviation fund; from taxes collected lMm gasoline sold for airplanes, illcluded 

in "other receipts." 

On city 
streets 

Cents per·gallon 
Misoellaneous 

1 
_______ 

1 
Date of 

rate 
change purposes 

Jan. 1 June 30 

4 
4 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
6 
6 
5 
3 
4 
3 
3 
5 
5 
4 
4 
2 
3 
3 
5 
2 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
5 
2 
5 
3 
4: 
4 
4 
3 
2 
8 
4 
4: 
4 
3~ 
4 
5 
3 
4 
2 
4 
2 

(•~) 

14 "j!ID.--30-6 
6 Feb. 26 
3 
4 
2 
3 

U6 
6 ---------
5 ----------
3 
4 
3 
3 
5 
6 

IV4 
4 -tia:Y--i-3 
3 
3 
6 
2 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
5 
2 ·xilr:--i-6 ua 
4 

"J..{ai-~-25-5 
4 
3 ----------
2 
6 
4 

C05 
4: ----------
4 May 12 
~ 
5 ·xi);:--i-5 
4: -Aili:--i-4 
4 ---------2 

(U) (") 

Net gaJ]ons 

80,005,626 
33, 194, 313 
54., 037,015 

617,035,384 
76,360,389 

104,746,999 
16,312,162 

127,066,367 
106, 003, 343 
24,251,680 

446, 545, 165 
224, 413, 636 
176, 571, ZT9 
121, 592, 400 
81,025,634 
89,238,632 

!0 38,594.,253 
81,116,787 

247, 720, 983 
H 333, 3i0, 258 

171,(02,484 
55, 49.'1,393 

217, 569, 048 
28,434,580 

110,501,811 
9, 036,441 

25,948,689 
263, 834, 202 
25,070,jU5 

695, 642, 265 
97,876,102 
26,803,554 
1, 243,859 

134, 170,623 
77,581,843 

473, 131, 367 
4.2, 707,822 
57,791,696 
32,399,255 
99,386,235 

378,531,742 
28.774, 682 
18,789,365 

102,581,754 
117, 500, 219 
59,123,817 

187, 172, 128 
15, 6.96. 651 
43,827,986 

7, 117, 874, 233 

Per oent 
increase a 

-6.5 
-1.1 
-6.3 
14. 0 
3. 4 
3. 2 
t.1 
5.4: 

-1.0 
-1.0 

3. 6 
12.3 
6.0 

-18. 8 
4. 7 

-0.7 
11.1 
1.8 
4..2 
.3 

10.3 
-17.7 

8.3 
4.5 
4..0 

2L6 
5. 7 
6.2 

-1.8 
6.0 

-17.9 
2. 7 

-.6 
-13. 1 

10. 8 
18.6 

7. 3 
2.7 
2.5 
.6 

7. 7 
• 7 

t.9 
4..6 
7.5 
.9 

6. 6 
12.5 
17.4 

t.5 

u Includes. 572,205 gallons sold for airplanes, tax for which is shown in "other re-
ceipts." 

u State appropriation, $7,146. 
t& Ineludes expenses of State audit of accounts, $4,220. 
s7 For financing sea-wall to protect road, partly paid by extra gasoline taxes in tide

water counties. 
ss For inland waterways under State department of commerce and navigation, 

partly paid for by 2-cent gas tax for motor boats. 
n Undistributed suspense fund. 
ao Allowance of 1 _per cent on gross receipts for loss 1n handling, and in addition 

$37,505 paid for oollection cost from State treasury. 
SI Includes $687,~ to New York City general funds, and $50,000 to reserve for 

refunds. 
12 Disposition of funds approximate. 
u From State sppr{)priation, $12,500. 
u Referendum petition prevented collection of 4-cent tax which will be voted upon 

in March, 1932. 
1.1 Includes $756,241 to special emergency relief fund, and $39,678 to suspense accounts. 
10 From motor-vehicle fees. 
11 From State tax commission appropriation. 
u Reserve for refunds. 
n On State highway bonds, $983,924 and same amount for county bonds. 
e Increased to 6 cents on July 1, 1931. 
.n For free-school fund, accordin;; to State constitution. 
o From motor-vehicle fund, $5,000. 
o Reserve for refunds. 
"Includes $7,406,{16 for schools, $2,055,190 for special IVJIPOSCS (a3 noted) and 
$3~ for suspens>) and resarve accounts. 
61.A.v~~a rate, 3.44 cents. 



.- 1932. 
· Mr. STEIWER. The revenue_possibilities from taxing the 
sale of gasoline are, of course, based upon two things: First, 
the development and use of the automobile; and, second, 
upon the construction and maintenance of the highways. 
The first has been accomplished by private initiative. -The 
Federal Government has made a substantial contribution 
toward the building of highways, but a much greater con
tribution has been made by the States; the States having 
furnished the roads have thus made the revenues possible. 
There is but little justification from the moral standpoint 
of the invasion by the Federal Government of this State
created source of revenue. 

Without detaining the Senate further in connection with 
this matter, I desire to call attention to a statement just 
issued by the American Automobile Association. This state
ment is marked for release to-day, and it discloses in a most 
effectual way the enormous burden that would come to the 
automobile users of the United States if .the proposal of 
the Secretary of the Treasury should be enacted into law. 
I ask unanimous consent that this statement may also 
appear in connection with what I am saying at this time. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it -is 
so ordered. · 

The matter referred to is as follows: 
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 25.-The threat of a 33 per cent 

boost in the Nation's $500,000,000 a year gasoline-tax bill, tn the 
form of a Federal levy of 1 cent per gallon, looms as a birthday 
gift to motorists on the thirteenth anniversary of this form of 
taxation. 

This statement was made to-day by the American Automobile 
Association, which pointed out that the gasoline tax, first levied 
at the rate of 1 cent per gallon in Oregon on February 25, 1919, 
has spread to every State, with the average rate nearly 4 cents 
per gallon. 

Pointing out that motorists have paid approximately $2,500,-
000,000 in gasoline taxes since it was first levied, Thomas P. Henry, 
of Detroit, Mich., president of the national motoring body, de
clared that the evils that have crept into this taxing system are 
Without parallel in the whole history of taxation. 

" The tax was conceived as one of the most equitable forms in 
existence," said Mr. Henry, "in that the users of the highways 
were to pay for the building of roads in proportion to their use 
of the roads. But what do we find on the thirteenth anniversay 
of the tax? 

"We find the tax in effect in the 48 Sta...tes and the District of 
Columbia, and in hundreds of counties and municipalities that 
have superimposed local taxes on the top-heavy State levy. 

"We find rates ranging from 2 cents per- gallon in some States 
to 7 cents in Tennessee and Florida, with a 1-cent levy at Pensa
cola, 1n the latter State, making the rate S cents per gallon. 

"We find the bootlegger and the racketeer waxing rich at the ex
pense of motorists and -profiting to the extent of approximately 
$60,000,000 a year through wholesale evasions CJf the tax. 

"We find the States div.erting around $20,000,000 a year from 
the tax receipts to schoo~s. port development, charitable and penal 
institutions, for the development of water supplies, and for un
employment relief. 

"And at the moment we find the Federal Government threaten
ing to enter a field that is already overexploited by the State, the 
county, and the city, through the levy of a Federal tax of 1 cent 
per gallon, which it is esti.m.ated would cost motorists $165,000,000 
a year. This would bring the tax in Pensacola, Fla., for example, 
to 9 cents per gallon, or equivalent to a 75 per cent sales tax on a 
commodity selling for 12 cents per gallon without the tax. Surely 
it can be said that the gasoline tax is no longer equitable." Mr. 
Henry's statement continues: 

" If a Federal gasoline levy comes as an equitable part of a 
general tax on manufactures, the motorists will not quarrel, 
highly burdened thought they are. To impose a special-sales tax 
on gasoline, however, would be highly inequitable and hark back 
to the discrimination that the Ways and Means Committee has 
made a praiseworthy effort to avoid. _ 

" Such a policy would hasten the breakdown of the gas-tax 
structure. A special Government impost for general purposes 
would go far to establish • diversion ' as a principle and divorce 
this tax from road use, its original justification. 

"It would jeopardize hundreds of millions of dollars in road 
bonds issued by the States and which are contingent on future 
gasoline-tax collections by the States. 

" It would greatly accelerate the evasion evil, which Is already 
depriving the States of much revenue and adding greatly to the 
cost of administ ration. 

"It would inaugurate a serious battle between the States and 
the Federal Government in their respective spheres of taxation 
and inevitably lead to retaliation 1n other tax fields." 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 

A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. Hal
tigan, one of its clerks, announced that the House had 
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agreed to the report of the committee of conference on the 
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of 
the Senate to the joint resolution <H. J. Res. 292) to author
ize the Secretary of Agriculture to aid in the establishment 
oi agricUltural-credit corporations, and for other purposes. 

The message also announced_ that the House had passed 
the following bills and joint resolutio~ in which it requested 
the concurrence_of the Senate: 

H. R. 6310. An act to amend section 1709 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended by the act of .March 3,. 1911 (36 Stat. 
1083), and section 304 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 
1921 (42 Stat. 24); 

H. R. 7119. An act to authorize the modification of the 
boundary line between the Panama Canal Zone and the 
Republic of Panama, and for other purposes; 

H. R. 9349. An act making appropriations for the Depart
ments of State and Justice and for the judiciary, and for 
the Departments of Commeree and Labor, for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1933, and for other purposes; 

H. R. 9393. An act to increase passport fees, and for other 
purposes; and 

H. J. ~es.182. Joint rE;!solution authorizing an appropria
tion to defray the expenses of participation by the United 
States Government in the Second Polar Year Program, 
August 1, 1932, to August 31, 1933. 

HOUSE BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION REFERRED 

The following bills and joint resolution were severally read 
twice by their titles and referred as indicated below: 

H. R. 9349. An act making appropriations for the Depart
ments of State and Justice and for the judiciary, and for 
the Departments of Commerce and Labor, for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1933, and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Appropriations. 

H. R. 6310. An act to amend section 1709 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended by the act of March 3, 1911 (36 stat. 
1083), and section 304 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 
1921 (42 Stat. 24); 

H. R. 7119. An act to authorize the modification of the 
boundary line between the Panama Canal Zone and the 
Republic of Panama, and for other purposes; and 

H. R. 9393. An act to increase passport fees, and for other 
purposes; to the Committee on Foreign Relations. 

H. J. Res.182. Joint resolution authorizing an appropria
tion to defray the expenses of participation by the United 
States Government in the Second Polar Year Program, 
August 1, 1932, to August 31, 1933; to the calendar. 
THE WAI.ES ISLAND PACKING CO. V. THE UNITED STATES (S. DOC. 

N0.61) 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate a 
letter from the assistant clerk of the Court of Claims trans
mitting, pursuant to a resolution of the Senate and in 
accordance with law, copies of the special findings of fact 
and opinion of the court in the cause of the Wales Island 
Packing Co. v. The United States, which <with the accom
panying papers> was referred to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations and ordered to be printed. 

t LEMUEL Sll,fl)SON 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the 
amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill 
<S. 315) for the relief of Lemuel Simpson, which was, on 
page 1, line 11, after the word "Cavalry," to insert "on the 
20th day of February, 1862." 

Mr. HAWES. I move that the amendment of the House 
of Representatives be concurred in. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the 
motion of the Senator from Missouri. 

.The motion was agreed to. 
EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore, as in executive session, 
laid before the Senate several messages from the President 
of the United States submitting a treaty and nominations, 
which were referred to the appropriate committees. 

(For nominations this day received, see the end of Senate 
~ceedlngs.) 
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PROPOSED ANTI-INJUNCTION LEGISLATION 

The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill <S. 935) 
to amend the Judicial Code and to define and limit the ju
risdiction of courts sitting in equity, and for other purposes. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will proceed to 
read the bill and state the first amendment of the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a 
quorum. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the 
roll. 

The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators 
answered to their names: 
Ashurst Cutting Jones 
Austin Dale Kean 
Bailey Davis Kendrick 
Bankhead Dickinson Keyes 
Barbour Dill King 
Bingham Fess La Follette 
Black Fletcher Lewis 
Blaine Frazier Logan 
Borah George Long 
Bratton Glass McGill 
Brookhart Glenn McNary 
Broussard Goldsborough Metcal! 
Bulkley Gore Morrison 
Bulow Hale Moses 
Byrnes Harrison Neely 
Capper Hastings Norbeck 
Caraway Hatfield Norris 
Carey Hawes Nye 
Connally Hayden Oddie 
Coolidge Hebert Patterson 
Copeland Howell Pittman 
Costigan Hull Reed 
Couzens Johnson Robinson, Ark. 

Robinson, Ind. 
Schall 
Sheppard 
Shipstead 
Smith 
Smoot 
Steiwer 
Stephens 
Thomas, Idaho 
Thomas, Okla. 
Townsend 
Trammell 
Tydings 
Vandenberg 
Wagner 
Walcott 
Walsh, Mass. 
Walsh, Mont. 
Watson 
Wheeler 
White 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore . . Ninety Senators having 
answered to their names, there is a quorum present. 

Mr. REED. Mr. President, if I may have the attention 
of the Senator from Rhode Island, I want to ask him to look 
at the language on the bottom of page 9 of the substitute, 
particularly that part beginning in line 19. It seems to me 
that in perfecting the substitute there ought to be some 
change made in the language of that sentence. It now 
reads: -

Mr. REED. My suggestion would be to strike out, on page 
9, line 23, beginning after the word "complainant," every
thing from there down to the end of the sentence and 
replace it with these words: " and shall not be extended 
for more than five days at any one time." That expresses 
the same intention, I think, but I think it expresses it 
better. 

Mr. WALSH of Montana. Mr. President, will the Sena
tor from Pennsylvania yield? 

Mr. REED. I yield. 
Mr. WALSH of Montana. I think the Senator should go 

back a little further. It provides that it "shall not be ex
tended if, in the judgment of the court, unjustifiable delay 
is sought by complainant." That is. to say, in order to refuse 
it, the judge must find that the complainant is seeking un
justifiable delay. It thror J the burden on the wrong side. 
If a party seeks a continua .. 1ce, he should show why he wants 
the continuance, and make clear to the court that the con
tinuance is necessary. /<J; it reads, the burden is thrown 
upan the other party to show that really what the party 
wants to do is to trifle with the court. 

Mr. REED. · I think the Senator is exactly right, and 
therefore I believe I would strike out the entire sentence 
beginning on line 19 and replace it with this sentence: 

Such a temporary restraining order shall not be effective for 
longer than five days, and shall not thereafter be extended unless 
in the judgment of the court the delay is justifiable, and shall not 
be extended for more than five days at any one time. 

That is the end of the proposed insertion. I think we can 
well leave out the words "by order of the court for good 
cause shown," because it is obvious that if it is extended it 
will have to be by order of the court, and it is equally ob
vious that cause must be shown by the person applying for 
the extension. 

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, there are one or two Sen
ators, one at least, I think, on each side, who desire to be 
heard in the general debate on the bill, and neither of them 
is ready to proceed this evening. I would be glad, if the 
Senator from Oregon desires, either to take up something 
else or to take a recess at this time until 12 o'clock to-

Such a temporary restraining order shall be effective for no morrow. 
longer than five days, and shall not be extended if, in the judg
ment of the_ court, unjustifiable delay is sought by complainant. 

That is all right. Then it proceeds: 
And shall become void at the expiration of said five days, unless 

extended, but not for more than five days at any one time, by 
order o! the court !or good cause shown. 

I think what the Senator means probably is that the 
order shall not be extended if unjustifiable delay is sought, 
and shall not be extended for more than five days at any 
one time; I believe that the section would be improved if 
it were stated in that way. 

Mr. HEBERT. I observe the Senator is reading from the 
minority substitute. · 

Mr. REED. Yes; the sentence beginning in line 19, page 
9. I am in full agreement with the purpose of the sentence, 
and, of course, it is substantially the same as that in the 
majority bill. 

Mr. HEBERT. In the majority bill, may I say, there is 
no provision for an extension. The substitute provides that 
in no event shall the extension continue for a longer period 
than five days in the first instance, and then it may be 
extended, but not for longer than five days at any one 
time. That is the purpose of the clause. 

Mr. REED. With that I am in full agreement; but I 
think the language is obscure. 

Mr. HEBERT. I have no pride of authorship about it. 
Mr. REED. I would like to submit to the Senator for 

reading at his leisure the redraft I have made of it, and 
then later on, if he agrees with me, he may propose the 
cha~~ . · 

Mr. HEBERT. I will be very glad to take the matter up 
and consider it. 

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, I hope the Senator from 
Pennsylvania will have his amendment printed, so that we 
may consider it. 

Mr. REED. I will be glad to. I will state it now. 
Mr. NORRIS. Very well 

RECESS 

Mr. McNARY. I move that the Senate take a recess until 
12 o'clock to-morrow. 

The motion was agreed to; and the Senate <at 4 o'clock 
p. m.> took a recess until to-morrow, Friday, February 26, 
1932, at 12 o'clock meridian. 

NOMINATIONS 
Executive nominations received by the Senate February 25 

(legislative day of February 24). 1932 
UNITED STATES MARSHAL 

Watt H. Gragg, of North Carolina, to be United States 
marshal, middle district of North Carolina, to succeed Joseph 
John Jenkins, whose term expired January 11, 1932. 

PROMOTION IN THE REGULAR ARMY 

To be first lieutenant 
Second Lieut. Russell Potter Reeder, jr., Infantry, from 

February ·19, 1932. 
CHAPLAIN 

To be chaplain with t~e rank of major 
Chaplain Albert Leslie Evans <captain), United States 

Army, from February 18, 1932. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1932 

The House met at 12 o'clock noon. 
The Chaplain, Rev. James Shera Montgomery, D. D., 

offered the following prayer: 
They that trust in the Lord are as Mount Zion, which can 

not be removed but abideth forever. Help us, 0 Lord, to set 
our conscience by the moral sense of God. As Thy law is 
so just, Thy love so bountiful, and Thy wisdom so infinite, 
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